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General information 

 
Seafarers Act 

Definition of Seafarer: 
In the Seafarers Act “seafarer” has been defined in accordance with 
the MLC, 2006 and the Annex to Resolution VII, adopted by the 
General Conference of the International Labour Organization on 
February 22nd, 2006. 
Essentially everybody working on board shall be deemed to be a 
seafarer, except for: 
a) Passengers; 
b) Family of seafarers, who shall not perform any work within the 
regular scope of activities on board; 
c) Pilots, inspectors, military personnel; 
d) Longshoremen; 
e) Privately contracted armed security personnel as mentioned in 

article 7 of the Merchant Shipping Protection Act                         
f) Other persons whose activities are not part of the regular 
activities on board, within the use of the ship. 

 
An Advisory Committee has been instituted to advise the Minister on 
other persons on board which may not qualify as seafarers. These 
persons may be included in the Regulation Seafarers and they will 
be added here. If a different category of persons on board is not 
designated as seafarer, or in case of doubt, the inspector of the 
Recognized Organization shall seek the advice of the Dutch 
Authorities for verification. 

 
The name of the shipowner is shown in the Maritime Labour 
Certificate. 

 
Shipowner: the owner or charterer of a ship, or a company as 
mentioned in Article 311, 3rd paragraph, of the Code of Commerc e, 
to which the owner has transferred the responsibility for the 
exploitation of the ship. 

 
Under Dutch law this can be one of three entities: 
1. The shipowner; 
2. The shipmanager established in the Netherlands (a company as 
mentioned in Article 311, 3rd paragraph, of the Code of Commerc e, 
to which the owner has transferred the responsibility for the 
exploitation of the ship); or 
3. The bareboat charterer. 

 
The MLC applies to all Dutch seagoing vessels with the exception of: 
1. fishing vessels; 
2. vessels which sail exclusively on Dutch Inland Waterways or 
waters within or closely adjacent to, sheltered waters or areas 
where port regulations apply; 
i. NOTE: The boundary of Inland Waters is indicated in the 

    
   

 

https://wetten.overheid.nl/jci1.3:c:BWBR0042278&hoofdstuk=3&artikel=7&z=2022-02-01&g=2022-02-01
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The Maritime Labour Certificate with the accompanying DMLC, parts I 
and II, must be posted in a conspicuous place on board, where it is 
available to seafarers. See Art. 69c (3): Artikel 69c Wet zeevarenden 

 
A copy of the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 shall be on board. 
See Art. 69c (4): Artikel 69c Wet zeevarenden 

 
The Statement of Complianc e is the certificate that proofs that the 
accommodation of the ship has been approved by the Netherlands 
Shipping Inspec torate (NSI) and meets the requirements of the 
Seamen’s Decree. 

 
The Statement of Complianc e is intended for existing ships flagging 
into the Dutch Register and for existing ships which already fly the 
Dutch flag on a voluntary basis. The MLC certificate is prima facie 
evidence that the ship meets all the working and living conditions 
requirements as stated in Regulation 5.1.1 – General principles 
paragraph 4 of the MLC. 

 
The Statement of Complianc e has been issued since September 12th 
2017 by the Netherlands Shipping Inspectorate and the purpose of 
this certificate has been clarified in a letter to the Recognized 
Organizations dated October 30th 2017. 

Approval 

3. unmanned ships without mec hanical means of propulsion; 
i. NOTE: This refers to ships without means of mec hanical 
propulsion, indicated on the National Safety Certificate as 
“Unmanned towed transport” under “Category of ship” and under 
“Propulsion power in kW (if applicable)” as “–“. 
4. warships and naval auxiliary vessels; 
5. lifeboats (SAR); 
6. undecked fishing vessels which do not as a rule operate out of 
sight of the Dutch coast; 
7. pleasure c raft. 

 
In most cases it is not possible to close an employment agreement if 
the Master is also the employer (e.g. if the Master is also the 
shipowner). The Master/Shipowner shall demonstrate the specific 
legal structure through its ISM system and/or other relevant 
documentation. 

 
A cadet does not have a seafarer’s employment agreement, but a 
cadet-agreement with the shipowner. Apart from this, all relevant 
legislation applies to cadets. 

 
Please be aware that the accommodation requirements of the 
Seamen’s Decree do not apply to cadets or to SPS-personnel. It has 
been agreed that not more than two cadets will be accommodated in 
one cabin. This also applies to the requirement for a hospital on 
board of ships with a crew of 15 seamen or more, which undertakes 
a voyage during which it stays at sea for more than three days. 
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1. Minimum age (Regulation 1.1) 
Shown underneath are requirements under Dutch law, that are 
in excess or in derogation of the requirements under the MLC, 
2006. These requirements are outside the scope of Port State 
inspections. 

Working Hours Act (= Arbeidstijdenwet) 
Minimum age (Regulation 1.1) 
Art. 1:2 
1. In this Act, a child is defined 
as a person, younger than 16 
years. 

 
Art. 2:8 
This Act and the underlying 
Decrees are applicable to: 
b. Work performed fully or partly 
outside the Netherlands by 
persons, working on board 
seagoing vessels, which on the 
basis of Netherlands legal rules 
are entitled to fly the 
Netherlands flag. 

 
Art. 3:1 
For the application of this chapter 
and the underlying regulations, 
“responsible person” is defined 
as: The employer 
Interpretation 

 
Art. 3:2 

General interpretation: The 
Working Hours Act prohibits work 
by a child (a person younger 
than 16 years). However, 
exceptions are possible for light 
work. In the Further regulation 
child labour it is stipulated that 
light work in no way is work 
performed on board a seagoing 
vessel. 

 
 
 
 
 

Interpretation to Art.3:1: 
The “employer” is the shipowner 
as defined in the Seafarers Act. 

 
 

Interpretation to Art. 3.2: 
Light work may be performed by 
children as specified under c. 

The Statement of Complianc e has no expiry date. The Recognized 
Organisation (RO) can issue an interim MLC certificate without a 
Statement of Complianc e. Only after a Statement of Complianc e is 
issued, a long term MLC certificate can be issued by the RO. 

 
Restore inspection 
In case a required inspection has not been carried out or has been 
carried out outside the “window” (overdue), a restore inspection is 
mandatory and the Administration should be informed. The scope and 
the depth of the inspec tion is to be dec ided by the Administration and 
may include an additional ISM audit for which the scope will be 
provided. After the inspection has been carried out to the satisfaction of 
the Administration or RO, the certificate shall be provided with the 
following note: 
“at the request of the Netherlands Administration a more thorough and 
stringent inspection has been carried out, after which the validity of this 
certificate has been restored”. 
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Working Hours Decree Transport 

(= Arbeidstijdenbesluit vervoer) 
Minimum age (Regulation 1.1) 
Art. 6.1:2 Definitions young seafarer, shipowner, master and 
seafarer 
The following terms shall have the following meanings in this Chapter 
and on the provisions based on it: 

young seafarer: a seafarer of 16 of 17 years; 
 

master: the seafarer who is in command of the ship; 
 

shipowner: the shipowner as mentioned in the Seafarers Act; 
 

seafarer: the seafarer as mentioned in the Seafarers Act, taking into 
account that persons who are excluded on the basis of Art. 1(2) of the 
Seafarers Act, will not be regarded as seafarers. 

 
Art. 6.5:3 Young seafarer 
1. The master organizes work such that the young seafarer: 
a. does not work more than 8 hours in each period of 24 successive 
hours; 
b. has a rest period of at least 12 hours in each period of 24 
successive hours, of which at least 9 hours are uninterrupted and in 
which the period between 00.00 and 5.00 hours has been included; 
c. does not work more than 40 hours a week; 
d. has an uninterrupted rest period of at least 36 hours in any 
uninterrupted period of 7 times 24 hours; 

Approval 

1. The responsible person sees to 
it that a child does not perform 
any work. 
2. Paragraph 1 does not apply 
to: 
c. light work performed by a 
child of 14 years or more, in so 
far as this work is performed 
next to and in connection with 
the regular education. 
Interpretation 

However, light work is not any 
work on board a seagoing vessel. 

Further regulation child labour 

(= Nadere regeling kinderarbeid) 
Minimum age (Regulation 1.1) 
Art. 1.1 Definitions 
2. Light work in no way is work during which: 
h. a child performs work as a seafarer as referred to in the Seafarers 
Act on a seagoing vessel as mentioned in the Civil Code, Book 8, Art. 
2, with the exception of persons who are exempted from the definition 
seafarer based on Art. 1.2 of the Regulation Seafarers. 
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Occupational Safety and Health Decree 
(= Arbeidsomstandighedebesluit) 

Minimum age (Regulation 1.1) 
Art. 1.1 Definitions 
6. The following definitions apply 
in this Decree and the underlying 
regulations: 
(a) young employee: an 
employee of less than 18 years 
of age; 

 
Art. 1.36 More detailed 
requirements risk inventory 
and evaluation of risks 
1. If, in the risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks, as referred to 
in Article 5 of the Act, one or 
more young employees are 
working or are usually working in 
a business or institution, special 
attention is paid to: 
a. the specific dangers in the 
field of occupational safety and 
health 
as a result of the young 
employee’s lack of work 
experience, not being able to 
properly assess dangers and the 
non-completion of his/her mental 
or physical development; 
b. the equipment and set-up of 
the workplace; 
c. the nature, the extent and the 
duration of the exposure to 
substances, agents and physical 
factors; 
d. the choice and the use of work 
equipment and personal 
protec tion equipment ; 

Note: 
This Annex to the Directive 94/33 
is included at the bottom of this 
paragraph. If young seafarers 
are 
exposed to these agents, 
attention must be given to this in 
the RI&E. 

 
Interpretation to the Annex 
to the Directive 94/33: 
Agents are chemic al, physical 
and 
biological active substances, that 
may harm personal health. 

Approval 

e. in principle does not work on Sunday. 
2. The master organizes work such that the young seafarer gets, if 
possible, an uninterrupted break of at least 30 minutes should the 
daily working hours be more than 4.5 hours. 
3. Contrary to the first paragraph, items a and b, the young seafarer 
is allowed: 
a. to work no more than 12 hours in any period of 24 successive 
hours if he actually is on watch duty during that period in 
accordance with the watch schedule; 
b. to work between 00.00 and 05.00 hours if this is necessary in 
connection with his education. 
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Agents Interpretation 
Minimum age (Regulation 1.1) 
Annex to Directive 94/33 on the protection of young people at 
work 
(= Europese richtlijn 94/33 betreffende de bescherming van 
jongeren op het werk) 

ANNEX 
Non-exhaustive list of agents, processes and work (Article 7(2), 
second subparagraph) I. 

 
1. Physical agents 
(a) lonizing radiation; 

Approval 

e. the entity of activities in the 
business or the institution and its 
organization, and 
f. the level of education of the 
young employees and 
information to be given to them. 
2. Furthermore, in the risk 
inventory and evaluation of risks 
special attention is paid to the 
incomplete list of agents, 
processes and activities, included 
in the Annex to the Directive. 
Note 

 

Art. 1.37 Expert supervision 
1. If young employees work in a business or institution, there must 
be adequate expert supervision over that work. The contents and the 
extent of the supervision depends on the risk inventory and evaluation 
of risks, as referred to in Artic le 5 of the Act, found dangers which 
may arise if there is no expert supervision. 
2. If it appears from the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as 
referred to in Article 1.36, that young employees must do work to 
which specific dangers are attached, particularly for occupational 
accidents as a result of lack of work experience, not being able to 
properly assess dangers and the non-completion of the young 
employee’s mental or physical development, that work may only be 
done, if expert supervision has been organized such that those 
dangers are prevented. If that is not possible, that work may not be 
performed by young employees. 

Art. 6.27 Prohibited labour for young employees 
1. Young employees may do no diving work, caisson work and other 
work under inc reased atmospheric pressure, as referred to in Artic le 
6.13. 
2. Young employees may not work with appliances which can emit 
harmful non-ionising electromagnetic radiation. 
3. Young employees may not work on a workplace where the daily 
exposure to noise is 85 dB(A) or higher or the peak acoustic pressure 
is 140 Pa or higher. 
4. Young employees may not be exposed to harmful vibrations. 
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(b) Work in a high-pressure atmosphere, e. g. in pressurized 
containers, diving. 
2. Biological agents 
(a) Biological agents belonging to groups 3 and 4 within the meaning 
of Article 2 (d) of Council Directive 90/679/EEC of 26 November 1990 
on the protection of workers from risks related to exposure to 
biological agents at work (Seventh individual Directive within the 
meaning of Article 16(1) of Directive 89/391/EEC) (1). 

3. Chemical agents 
(a) Substances and mixtures which meet the criteria for classification 
under Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council ( 2 ) in one or more of the following hazard classes and 
hazard categories with one or more of the following hazard statements: 
— acute toxicity, category 1, 2 or 3 (H300, H310, H330, H301, H311, 
H331); 
— skin corrosion, category 1A, 1B or 1C (H314); 
— flammable gas, category 1 or 2 (H220, H221); 
— flammable aerosols, category 1 (H222); 
— flammable liquid, category 1 or 2 (H224, H225); 
— explosives, categories ‘Unstable explosive’, or explosives of Divisions 
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 (H200, H201, H202, H203, H204, H205); 
— self-reactive substances and mixtures, type A, B, C or D (H240, 
H241, H242); 
— organic peroxides, type A or B (H240, H241); 
— specific target organ toxicity after single exposure, category 1 or 2 
(H370, H371); 
— specific target organ toxicity after repeated exposure, category 1 or 2 
(H372, H373); 
(1) Directive 2000/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 18 September 2000 on the protection of workers from risks 
related to exposure to biological agents at work (seventh individual 
directive within the meaning of Article 16(1) of Directive 89/391/EEC) 
(OJ L 262, 17.10.2000, p. 21). 
(2) Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 16 December 2008 on classification, labelling and 
pac kaging of substances and mixtures, amending and repealing 
Directives 67/548/EEC and 1999/45/EC, and amending Regulation (EC) 
No 1907/2006 (OJ L 353, 31.12.2008, p. 1). 
— respiratory sensitisation, category 1, subcategory 1A or 1B (H334); 
— skin sensitisation, category 1, subcategory 1A or 1B (H317); 
— carcinogenicity, category 1A, 1B or 2 (H350, H350i, H351); 
— germ cell mutagenic ity, category 1A, 1B or 2 (H340, H341); 
— reproductive toxicity, category 1A or 1B (H360, H360F, H360FD, 
H360Fd, H360D, H360Df). 
(d) Substances and mixtures referred to in point (ii) of point (a) of 
Article 2 of Directive 2004/37/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council ( 1 ); 
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2. Medical certification (Regulation 1.2) 

 
Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) 

Art. 19 
1. By or pursuant to a 
ministerial decree: 
a. for obtaining an 
appropriate certificate, as 
referred to in Artic le 18, 
paragraph two, following sha l 
be determined: 
3. the requirements of 
medic al fitness, 

Art. 40 
1. Eac h seafarer shall be in 
the possession of one or 
more valid medic al 
certificates of fitness, as 
specified under 2, to testify 
that the c rew member has 
been examined by a medic al 
doctor, who has been 
appointed by the Minister, 
and meets the requirements 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interpretation to Art. 40: 
Appointed doctors may issue medic al 
certificates for seafarers both with 
watchkeeping, safety or security duties 
and without watchkeeping, safety or 
security duties. 
Lists of appointed doctors are 
available at: 
https://www.ilent.nl/onderwerpen/medi 
sche-zaken- 

(e) Lead and compounds thereof, inasmuc h as the agents in question 
are absorbable by the human organism; 
(f) Asbestos. 
II. Processes and work 
1. Proc esses at work referred to in Annex I to Directive 2004/37/EC. 
2. Manufacture and handling of devices, fireworks or other objects 
containing explosives. 
3. Work with fierce of poisonous animals. 
4. Animal slaughtering on an industrial scale. 
5. Work involving the handling of equipment for the production, storage 
or applic ation of compressed, liquefied or dissolved gases. 
6. Work with vats, tanks, reservoirs or carboys containing chemic al 
agents referred to in 1.3. 
7. Work involving a risk of structural collapse. 
8. Work involving high-voltage electrical hazards. 
9. Work the pace of which is determined by mac hinery and involving 
payment by results. 
(1) Directive 2004/37/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 29 April 2004 on the protection of workers from the risks 
related to exposure to carcinogens or mutagens at work (Sixth 
individual Directive within the meaning of Article 16(1) of Council 
Directive 89/391/EEC) (OJ L 158, 30.4.2004, p. 50). 

 

https://www.ilent.nl/onderwerpen/medische-zaken-binnenvaart/documenten/publicaties/2017/05/15/aangewezen-artsen-voor-zee--en-binnenvaart-in-nederland
https://www.ilent.nl/onderwerpen/medische-zaken-binnenvaart/documenten/publicaties/2017/05/15/aangewezen-artsen-voor-zee--en-binnenvaart-in-nederland
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of medic al fitness as specified 
in Art. 19, 1 and a3. 
Interpretation 
2. The medic al certificates of 
fitness mentioned under 1. 
are: 
a. general medic al fitness 
b. eyesight 
c. hearing 

Art. 40a 
A medic al certificate of fitness 
issued by a medic al doc tor or 
medic al specialist appointed 
thereto by another EU- 
member state, Iceland, 
Liechtenstein, Norway or 
Switzerland proving that a 
c rew member has been 
declared medic ally fit, is 
considered equal to the 
Netherlands certificate. 
Interpretation 

Art. 41 
The medic al certificates of 
fitness, mentioned in Art. 40, 
1st paragraph, shall be 
presented when signing on. 

Art. 45 
If shortly before departure of 
a ship, the crew needs to be 
supplemented, the Minister 
may, if urgent circumstances 
necessitate to sign up 
persons who do not possess 
one or more of the required 
medic al certificates, grant 
exemption from the 
requirement under Art. 40, 1. 

 
Art. 47 
Under circ umstances 
mentioned in Art. 45 and 46, 
at the first opportunity a 
medic al examination shall be 
done by a medic al specialist 
as mentioned in Art. 40, 1. 

binnenvaart/documenten/publicaties/2 I  
017/05/15/aangewezen-artsen-voor- S 

C 

zee--en-binnenvaart-in-nederland A 

Recognized doctors may only issue D 

medic al certificates for seafarers 6 
without watchkeeping, safety or 
security duties. The model of the 
present Dutch medic al certificate, 
issued by appointed or recognized 
doctors, is available at: 
https://www.ilent.nl/documenten/publicatie 
s/2016/10/27/seafarer-medical-certificate- 
specimen 

 
Interpretation to Art. 40a 
EU-member states: 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
Croatia 
Cyprus 
Czech Republic 
Denmark 
Estonia 
Finland 
Franc e 
Germany 
Greece 
Hungary 
Ireland 
Italy 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Luxembourg 
Malta 
Netherlands 
Poland 
Portugal 
Romania 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 
Spain 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 

 

https://www.ilent.nl/onderwerpen/medische-zaken-binnenvaart/documenten/publicaties/2017/05/15/aangewezen-artsen-voor-zee--en-binnenvaart-in-nederland
https://www.ilent.nl/onderwerpen/medische-zaken-binnenvaart/documenten/publicaties/2017/05/15/aangewezen-artsen-voor-zee--en-binnenvaart-in-nederland
https://www.ilent.nl/onderwerpen/medische-zaken-binnenvaart/documenten/publicaties/2017/05/15/aangewezen-artsen-voor-zee--en-binnenvaart-in-nederland
https://www.ilent.nl/documenten/publicaties/2016/10/27/seafarer-medical-certificate-specimen
https://www.ilent.nl/documenten/publicaties/2016/10/27/seafarer-medical-certificate-specimen
https://www.ilent.nl/documenten/publicaties/2016/10/27/seafarer-medical-certificate-specimen
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3. Qualifications of seafarers (Regulation 1.3) 
Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) 
Art. 18 
1. Every seafarer, with a 
function mentioned in Art. 18, 
(2) shall possess a valid, 
relevant certificate of 
competence. 
2. These functions are: 
a. master all ships 
first officer all ships 
officer of the watch all ships 
master small ships 
Interpretation 
first officer small ships 
b. chief engineer all ships 
second engineer all ships 
engineer of the watch all 
ships 
chief engineer small ships 
second engineer small ships 

Interpretation to art 18, 
paragraph 2a: 
Strictly speaking “small ships’ is only 
defined for the maritime officer → 
< 3000 GT and < 3000 kW. In practice 
it is also used separately for masters 
and officers (< 3000 GT) and for 
engineers (<3000 kW) 
Interpretation to Art. 18, 
paragraph 2c: 
c. first maritime officer is the combined 
function at the management level as 
mentioned in STCW, Chapter VII. This 
function comprises education and 
training as specified in tables A- II/1 
and A-II/2 and A-III/1 and A-III/2. 
First maritime officer small ships 
is the function as mentioned 
above, restricted to ships < 3000 
GT and < 3000 kW. 

L
 Decree seafarers merchant shipping and sailing  S 

ships (= Besluit zeevarenden handelsvaart en  C 

zeilvaart) A
 

Medical certification (Regulation 1.2) D 

Art. 104 By Ministerial Decree the model of the certificate of medic al 6 

fitness for seafarers is prescribed. 

Art. 105 
This article states among others the right of a person to a re- 
examination. 

Art.107 
1. A certificate of medic al fitness, as mentioned in Art. 40 of the 
Seafarers Act, will be valid for a period of 2 years from the date of 
issuance or for a period of one year in case of a certificate for a person of 
less than 18 years of age; 
2. On medic al grounds the doctor may issue a certificate, as mentioned 
in Art. 40 of the Seafarers Act, for a period shorter than 2 years; 
3. The doctor may issue a certificate of medic al fitness, as mentioned in 
Art. 40 of the Seafarers Act, for a limited area of sailing. 

Art. 113 
1. Medical certificates based on other standards than those required by 
this Order can be recognized by the Medical Advisor of the Shipping 
Inspec torate. 
2. These certificates should not be older than two years from date of 
issue. 
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c. first maritime officer 
Interpretation 
first maritime officer small 
ships 
maritime officer 
maritime officer small ships 
d. (Not applicable to 
merc hant ships) 
e. radio-operator 
f. rating 
4. Further limitations or 
additions regarding cargo, 
ship type or navigational area 
may be inserted on the 
certificate of competence. 
Art. 19 
1. By or pursuant to a 
ministerial decree: 
a. for obtaining an 
appropriate certificate, as 
referred to in Artic le 18, 
paragraph two, following sha l 
be determined: 
1°. The professional 
requirements; 
2°. The experience; 
3°. The requirements of 
medic al fitness, and 
4°. The manner in which it is 
assessed whether the 
requirements referred to 
under 1° and 2° are complied 
with; 
b. the term of validity of the 
appropriate certificate, as 
well as the manner in which 
first issue, replacement or 
renewal of the appropriate 
certificate is regulated; 
c. the limits determined of 
the ships, upon which the 
following capacities may be 
exercised: 
1°. Master small ships; 
2°. Chief mate small ships; 
3°. Chief engineer small 
ships; 
4°. Second engineer small 
ships; 
5°. Chief maritime officer 
small ships, and 
6°. Maritime officer small 
ships. 

Maritime officer is the combined I  

function at the operational level S 
as mentioned in STCW, Chapter C 

A 
VII. This function comprises 
education and training as specified in D 
tables A-II/1 and A- III/1, and parts of  
A-II/2 and A-III/2. 
Maritime officer small ships is 
the function as mentioned under 
maritime officer, restricted to 
ships < 3000 GT and < 3000 kW. 

Note: 
For all certificates of competence, 
mentioned under Art. 18, paragraph 
a., b., c. and d. the safety training 
courses BST, PSC and AFF are 
included in the certificate. 
For certificates of ship’s cooks see 
under item 10. Food and catering 

 
Interpretation to Art. 120 (1) and 
120a: 
The presc ribed number of seafarers 
as shown on the Safe Manning 
Document. 
If a cook is required, it is mentioned 
on the Safe Manning Document. 
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2. The professional 
requirements required for the 
issuance of an appropriate 
certificate will have been met 
by: 
a. having completed 
successfully the final 
examinations of an education 
and training approved under 
the Higher Educ ation and 
Research Act or the Educ ation 
and Vocational Training Act, 
or 
b. having taken a course 
approved by Our Minister. 

 
3. A Ministerial Decree sets 
rules regarding: 
a. the application for the 
approval referred to in 
paragraph two; 
b. the revoking of the 
approval. 

 
4. Our Minister shall set the 
criteria based upon which an 
application for the approval 
referred to in paragraph two 
is considered. 

I  
S 
C 
A 

 
D 
6 

Art. 19a 
1. By Order in Council additional professional requirements, other than 

those referred to in Artic le 19, first paragraph, under a, under 1 °, are 
laid down for the performanc e of specific functions or activities on 
board. This includes in any case the training courses referred to in 
Chapters V and VI of the annex to the STCW Convention. 

2. Seafarers shall have an additional training or refresher training 
required by or pursuant to an Order in Council prior to their 
employment on board a ship. 

3. The trainings referred to in paragraph 1 and 2 can, when applied for, 
be recognized by Our Minister. 

4. By Ministerial Regulation rules are set for: 
a. The application of a recognition 
b. The withdrawal of a recognition 

5. Our Minister determines the criteria on the basis of which an 
application for recognition is assessed. 

Art. 25 
1. The Inspector-General may exempt a crew member, with due 
observance of the regulations to be established by Order in Council, for a 
certain ship, and for a period of no more than six months, from the 
obligation referred to in Article 18, paragraph one, to be in possession of 
a valid appropriate certificate. 
2. The Inspector-General may exempt a holder of an appropriate 
certificate, valid on small ships, from the obligation referred to in Article 
18, paragraph one, to be in possession of a valid appropriate certificate, 
insofar said qualification is used on board a ship which, because of 
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Decree seafarers merchant shipping and sailing 
ships (= Besluit zeevarenden handelsvaart en 
zeilvaart) 

Qualifications of seafarers (Regulation 1.3) 
Art. 119 
On a ship which proceeds on an international voyage for a duration of 
more than three days, with a total complement of one hundred persons or 
more in whatever function employed into the service for the benefit of the 
ship, including trainees and pilots, a medic al doctor shall be present. 

Art. 120 
1. On board of a ship of which the prescribed crew consists of more than 
9 persons, a certified ship’s cook shall be charged with the preparation of 
food. 
2. A certified ship’s cook is a person of 18 years or older in possession of 
a certificate of proficiency as a ship’s cook. 
3. Our Minister may approve certificates, issued by competent 
authorities in other countries pursuant to the Convention regarding the 
Certificate of Competency as a Ship’s Cook, 1946, or based on the 
Maritime Labour Convention, as being equivalent to Dutch certificates. 

Art. 120a 
On board of a ship of which the prescribed crew consists of less than 10 
persons, any person handling provisions in the galley, has followed an 
education or has received instructions in the fields of food, personal 
hygiene and the handling and storage of provisions on board. 

 
 

4. Seafarers’ employment agreements (Regulation 
2.1) 

 
Civil Code Book 7 (= Burgerlijk wetboek - 
boek 7) 
Art. 675 
The employment agreement 
does not end with the death of 
the employer, unless in the 

Notes: 
1. The seafarers employment 
agreement must be on board. 
However, to protect the privacy of 

pprova
 

alterations can no longer be considered a small ship, if the following I  

conditions are met: S 
a. the exemption shall apply for the duration of the course taken by the C 

A 
holder to obtain an appropriate certificate valid on all ships, with a 
maximum of two years, and D 

b. in the five years prior to the application, the holder shall have served 6 

on board this ship, or on board of, in the opinion of the Inspector- 
General, identical ship. 

Art. 25b 
1. Seafarers who do not fill a function as mentioned under Art. 18, 2, 
shall meet education standards set by or pursuant to a ministerial 
decree. 

 

http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
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agreement the opposite has 
been included. 
However, heirs of the employer 
as well as heirs of the employee 
may terminate the agreement 
for a specified period, taking 
into account Art. 670 and 672, 
as if the agreement has been 
entered into for an unspecified 
period. [Further text not 
relevant] 

 
Art. 677 
1. Both parties may terminate 
the employment agreement 
without delay for a compelling 
reason, under simultaneous 
communic ation to the other 
party. The party that terminates 
the agreement without a 
compelling reason or without 
simultaneous communic ation of 
the compelling reason, is liable 
for the damages. 
2. The party that terminates at 
an earlier date than agreed 
between parties is liable for the 
damages. 
3. Equally liable for the damages 
is the party that through 
intention or fault has given the 
other party a compelling reason 
terminate the employment 
agreement without delay, if the 
other party has availed of that 
opportunity or the judge has 
dissolved the employment 
agreement for that reason under 
Art. 685. 
4. If one of both parties is liable 
for the damages, the other party 
may choose between the fixed 
amount of liability as specified in 
Art. 680 or the full amount of 
the liability. 

Art. 694 
1. The seafarer’s employment 
agreement is the employment 
agreement, including the 
agreement between the seafarer 
and the recruitment and 

the seafarer, this requirement is also I  

fulfilled if only the seafarer carries S 
his or her seafarer employment C 

A 
agreement. 

D 
2. In case that the Master is also the 6 

owner of the ship, this shall be 
documented on the Certificate of 
Registry and it will be accepted as 
proof that a seafarers employment 
agreement is not necessary for the 
Master. 

 
3. In case that the seafarer 
participates in a Limited Company 
(Commanditaire Vennootschap), the 
Civil Code, Book 7, Art. 737 is 
equally applic able. Adequate proof of 
participation in a Limited Company 
shall be on board. 

 
4. If a seafarer works on board on 
an agreement of contract 
overeenkomst van opdracht), the 
Civil Code, Book 7, Art. 735, 736 (2) 
and 737 are equally applicable, in 
addition to the requirements of the 
Civil Code, Book 7, related to the 
agreement of contract. The Civil 
Code, Book 7, Art. 737 refers to the 
application of Art. 718-720. The 
shipowner and the seafarer shall be 
responsible for the correct inclusion 
of the requirements related to the 
agreement of contract. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interpretation to Art. 694, 
paragraph 1: 
Under Dutch law, a seafarer 
employment agreement can both be 
the agreement between the 
shipowner and the seafarer or the 

 

http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel675
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
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http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677/lid4
http://maxius.nl/burgerlijk-wetboek-boek-7/artikel677/lid4
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placement agency, in which the 
seafarer commits himself to 
work on board a ship. 
Interpretation 
2. By ministerial decree, after 
consultation with the 
shipowners' and seafarers' 
organizations concerned, 
categories of persons may be 
classified as not belonging to the 
group of seafarers as mentioned 
under 1. Interpretation 

 
Art. 695 
1. This chapter applies to 
seagoing vessels which on the 
basis of Netherlands legal rules 
are entitled to fly the 
Netherlands flag. 
2. In this chapter the shipowner 
is the shipowner as defined in 
the Seafarers Act, Art. 1, 
paragraph 1 l. 

Art. 697 
1. The Seafarer's Employment 
Agreement shall be in writing 
and signed by both parties. 
2. Both parties shall have a 
signed original Seafarer's 
Employment Agreement. 

Art. 698 
Each seafarer shall be able to 
consult his seafarer’s 
employment agreement and the 
relevant collective bargaining 
agreement or other regulations 
by or on behalf of a competent 
authority and he shall be able to 
easily obtain clear information 
on terms of employment, that 
are not in the seafarer’s 
employment agreement or the 
relevant collective bargaining 
agreement. 

Art. 699 
The seafarer’s employment 
agreement shall as a minimum 
include: 
1. the last and first names of 
the seafarer, the date of birth or 

agreement between the employer I  

and the seafarer. The liability of the S 
shipowner is regulated in Art. 693. C 

A 
 

Interpretation to Art. 694, D 
paragraph 2: 6 

A difference in definition exists 
between the Seafarers Act and the 
Civil Code. A cadet does not have a 
seafarer’s employment agreement, 
but an agreement between the 
Maritime Institute and the 
shipowner. Please be aware that the 
requirements of the MLC, 2006, 
concerning the seafarer’s 
employment agreement do not apply 
to the agreement between the 
Maritime Institute and the 
shipowner. In the Civil Code 7:737 
the requirements concerning 
repatriation and compensation in 
case of shipwreck or death have 
been included. 
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his age and his plac e of birth, or 
a note if one or more of these 
details are unknown; 
2. name and address of the 
employer; 
3. plac e and date of entering 
into the seafarer’s employment 
agreement; 
4. the designation of the ship or 
ships on which the seafarer 
commits himself to serve or the 
stipulation that the seafarer will 
serve on one or more ships, to 
be designated by the employer; 
Interpretation 
5. the voyage or voyages to be 
undertaken, if they are already 
definite; 
Interpretation 
6. the amount of the wages of 
the seafarer, and, if applicable, 
the method of calculation; 
7. the entitlement to leave or 
the method to calculate this 
entitlement; Interpretation 
8. the amount of wages to be 
paid during the leave, and, if 
applic able, the method of 
calculation; Interpretation 
9. the benefits to be paid by the 
employer to the seafarer for 
health care and social security 
benefits; 
Interpretation 
10. the capacity, in which the 
seafarer will serve; 
11. if possible, the place and 
date on which the service on 
board will commenc e; 
Interpretation 
12. the termination of the 
agreement and the conditions 
thereof, including: 
a. if the agreement has been 
made for a definite period, the 
date fixed for its expiry and the 
text of Art. 722, or, if the 
agreement has been made for a 
voyage, the agreed upon port 
where the agreement is to 
terminate, or, if the voyage ends 
in a different port than the one 
agreed upon, the text of Art. 
723; 

I  
S 
C 
A 

 
D 
6 

 
 

Interpretation to Art. 699: 
Paragraph 4 and 5: 
These data will be entered in the 
seaman’s book, if uncertain at the 
moment of signing the seafarers’ 
employment agreement. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Paragraph 7: 
The method to calculate the 
entitlement to leave shall not be 
more unfavourable than: (Number of 
days between the date of signing on 
and the date of return after 
repatriation)/30 (number of days in 
a month) * 2,5 (number of days of 
leave per calendar month). 

 
Paragraph 8: 
The method to calculate the 
payment shall not be more 
unfavourable than: (Number of days 
between the date of signing on of 
and the date of return after 
repatriation)/30 (number of days in 
a month) * monthly wages 

Paragraph 9: 
See Art. 720, 734 and 734a-734l 

Paragraph 11: 
If the place and date are not 
inserted in the seafarers’ 
employment agreement, they must 
be inserted in the Seaman’s Book. 
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b. if the agreement has been 
made for an indefinite period, 
the text of Art. 724, (1), first full 
sentence; 
13. the seafarer’s entitlement to 
repatriation; 
14. reference to the collective 
bargaining agreement, if 
applicable and other regulations 
by or on behalf of a competent 
authority. 
Interpretation 

Art. 717 
1. The seafarer acquires a leave 
of at least 30 calendar days for 
each year in which he is entitled 
to wages during the full agreed 
period of employment. 
2. The seafarer is entitled to a 
leave during the period of study 
leave. 
3. The following do not count as 
leave: 
a) officially or generally 
accepted holidays; 
b) temporary leave to go 
ashore; 
c) compensatory leave; 
d) time during the transport as 
mentioned in paragraph 6; 
e) time awaiting repatriation 
and the time for repatriation. 
4. The employer shall grant the 
leave, mentioned in paragraph 
1, without breaks. By CBA or 
regulation of or on behalf of an 
authorized authority, deviations 
from this requirement are 
allowed. 
5. The leave, mentioned in 
paragraph 1 and in Art. 641 (3), 
may be granted to the seafarer 
at his request in the location 
where the service on board 
begins or in the location where 
the seafarer employment 
agreement has been signed, 
depending on the fact that this 
location is situated nearest to 
the place of domic ile of the 
seafarer. By CBA or regulation of 
or on behalf of an authorized 
authority, deviations from this 
requirement are allowed. 

I  
S 
C 
A 

 

Paragraph 14: D 
No other legislation applies. 6 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Interpretation to Art. 723, 
paragraph 2: 
See Art. 718, paragraph 4. 

 
Interpretation to Art. 734a: 
In the Explanatory Memorandum it 
is stated that dental care is included 
under medic al treatment. 

 
1. Interpretation to Seafarers 
Act, Art. 38 (1): The model of the 
document as mentioned in Art. 38 
(1) may be found on Bijlage A Regeling 
zeevarenden 

 
Note: 
In derogation of Standard A2.1, 
paragraph 1 (a), of the Convention, 
the Netherlands allows seafarers’ 
employment agreements to be 
signed not only by the shipowner or 
a representative of the shipowner, 
but also by an employer other than 
the shipowner or his representative. 
Three specific groups of other 
employers may be identified: 
1) Temporary employment 
agencies. 
2) An employer that has employees 
work on a part of the ship, that is 
rented by this employer from the 
shipowner. 
3) An employer that has employees 
work on a ship that has been 
chartered by the employer for 
specified work. 

 
Note to “an employer other than 
the shipowner or his 
representative”: 
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6. If the seafarer is must start 
the leave, mentioned in 
paragraph 1 and in Art. 641 (3), 
at a different location than 
mentioned in paragraph 5, the 
employer sees to transport to 
that other location at no 
expense to the seafarer, and the 
employer must pay for the 
expenses of living during this 
transport. 
7. The employer may recall a 
seafarer on leave, as mentioned 
paragraph 1 and in Art. 641 (3), 
in case of important reasons and 
after consultation with the 
seafarer. The damages suffered 
by the seafarer on this account, 
shall be reimbursed by the 
employer. 
8. The claim to be granted a 
leave lapses three years after 
the last day of the calendar year 
in which the claim has arisen. 

If the shipowner states his use of I  

this substantial equivalency and the S 

employer on the seafarers’ C A 
employment agreement is not the 
shipowner, the substantial D 
equivalency is in place. The 6 

Recognized Organization will then 
act on the assumption that the other 
employer is a temporary 
employment agency and the 
additional requirements must be 
followed. 

 
A temporary employment agency is 
approved if; 
1) it is located in a country, it has 
been approved by that country , and 
that country is a Member to the 
Maritime Labour Convention, 2006; 
or 
2) it has been audited by one of the 
seven RO's approved by the Dutch 
authorities: 
1. Americ an Bureau of Shipping 
(ABS) 
2. Bureau Veritas (BV) 
3. ClassNK (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai - 
NKK) 
4. DNV 
5. Lloyd’s Register (LR) 
6. Registre Italiano Navale (RINA) 
7. Indian Register of Shipping (IRS) 

 
3) the shipowner shows proof that 
the temporary employment agency 
performs in accordance with the 
stipulated regulations. 

 
Interpretation to The Act on 
Allocation of Workers by 
Intermediaries, Art. 1 (3a): It 
must be clear from a contract that 
the work performed is in connection 
with delivered goods or an 
accomplished activity. This may be a 
specific work, related to the 
maintenanc e of the ship or it may be 
the work related to fulfilling a 
guarantee. 

 
Interpretation to The Act on 
Allocation of Workers by 
Intermediaries, Art. 1 (3b): 
It must be clear from a contract 
between the shipowner and a 
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 different shipowner that this I  

assistance is rendered without S 
financial profit. The seafarers must C 

A 
be employed by the different 
shipowner. The different shipowner D 
must be clearly identified as a 6 

shipowner. 
 

Interpretation to The Act on 
Allocation of Workers by 
Intermediaries, Art. 1 (3c): 
Enterprises sometimes allocate the 
work related to manning to a 
specific entity in the enterprise. This 
is allowed under this paragraph. The 
shipowner must show that the 
Manning Department forms a full 
part of the enterprise. 
If the shipowner is of the opinion 
that one of the other options 
applies, he will contact the ILT for 
further guidance. 
The shipowner shall provide the 
ILT with documentary evidence that 
the other employer is not a 
temporary employment agency 
through: 
1. A contract between the shipowner 
and the other employer specifying 
the kind of work concerned, and 
stipulating the duration of the 
contract. 

Art. 718 
1. The seafarer is entitled to repatriation in a fast, convenient manner, if 
possible by airplane, to a destination chosen by the seafarer in case of: 
a. termination of the seafarer employment agreement; 
b. an illness, that requires repatriation; 
c. recovery from an illness, if the seafarer has been left for 
hospitalization outside the country, where the seafarer resides or the 
place where the seafarer has entered into the seafarer employment 
agreement; 
d. loss of the ship; 
e. the employer cannot meet his legal or contractual obligations due to 
failure, sale of the vessel, a change of registration or any similar reason; 
f. the ship is bound for a war zone, and the seafarer refuses to go to that 
zone, or 
g. after a period of at most 12 months during which the seafarer has 
worked on board. 
2. In case of repatriation, the employer shall remit the following costs: 
a. the costs of the voyage to the destination; 
b. board and food from the day the seafarer has left the ship until 
the seafarer has reached the destination; 
c. wages and compensation from the day the seafarer has left the 
ship until the seafarer has reached the destination; 
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d. medic al treatment, if necessary, until the medic al condition of the I  

seafarer allows the travel to the destination; S 
3. As destination are regarded: C 

A 
a. the place where the seafarer employment agreement was entered 
into; D 
b. the country of residence of the seafarer, or 6 

c. the place as specified by the relevant competent authority in the 
seafarer employment agreement or the applicable collective bargaining 
agreement. 
4. The right to repatriation lapses if the seafarer has not made his 
wish to repatriation known to the captain within two days after a 
situation as specified in paragraph 1, a, c, d, e, f and g has occurred. 
By collective bargaining agreement or regulation by or on behalf of 
a competent authority a longer period may be agreed to. 
5. A copy of the legal requirements regarding repatriation shall be 
available to the seafarer on board in both the Dutch and the English 
language 

 
Art. 719 
1. The employer is liable to the seafarer for damages suffered by the 
seafarer due to shipwreck of or any other disaster to the ship. 
2. In case of full or partial loss of the equipment by the seafarer due to 
shipwreck or any other disaster, the seafarer is entitled to a payment, 
the sum of which shall be determined by Ministerial Decree. 
3. In case of unemployment due to shipwreck or any other disaster, the 
seafarer is entitled to payment of the wages to the amount determined in 
the seafarer employment agreement during the period of unemployment, 
but not more than two months. In case the wages are not determined by 
time, the payment equals the wages, customarily paid calculating the full 
wages determined by time. 
4. The payment, mentioned in paragraph 3, will be dec reased by the 
wages to which the seafarer is entitled in accordance with Art. 729. 
5. If the seafarer deceases in a shipwreck or any other disaster, the 
payments mentioned in paragraph 2 and 3, shall be paid to the heirs as 
mentioned in Art. 673 (3). 
6. The claims regarding the payments mentioned in paragraph 2 and 3, 
are privileged on all movable and immovable goods of the employer. This 
privilege is equally ranked with that, mentioned in Book 3, Art. 288 (e). 

Art. 720 
1. If the seafarer deceases during his service on board or ashore in 
connection with his service on board, the shipowner shall bear the costs 
of: 
a: burial of the deceased, if this is done outside the country of residence; 
b:the transport of the deceased to his place of residence, as well as the 
costs of disinterment, if necessary, if burial of the deceased takes place 
in the country of residence. 
2. The master shall take care of the personal belongings of a sick, 
missing or deceased seafarer and he shall make and inventory in detail, 
in the presence of two seafarers, the belongings and this inventory shall 
be signed by the master and the two seafarers. The master shall see to it 
that these belongings will be turned over to the seafarer or to his next of 
kin in case of missing or decease, as meant in Art. 674.3. 
3. If the place of residence of the seafarer or his next of kin are 
unknown, the shipowner shall keep the belongings for three years. After 
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this period has ended, the shipowner may sell the belongings or, if the I  

belongings cannot be sold, turn these over to a third party to keep or to S 
destroy. C 

A 
4. In case of sale, the proceeds shall be deposited in cash in 
consignation. This cash will take the place of the belongings. D 

6 
Art. 722 
The seafarer’s employment agreement for a definite or prolonged period 
ends in the first port in which the ship calls after that period has expired 
and, in so far as necessary, the agreement has been terminated. 

 
Art. 723 
1. The seafarer’s employment agreement for a definite period, for a 
voyage, terminates after the end of the voyage or voyages, for which it 
was entered into. 
2. If the voyage terminates at a different port than agreed upon, the 
seafarer’s employment agreement ends at the moment that the seafarer 
has been repatriated in accordance with Art. 718. If the seafarer's right 
to repatriation has lapsed, the seafarer’s employment agreement is 
terminated in the port, mentioned in the first sentence, at the moment 
the right to repatriation has been lost. 

Art. 724 
1. During the service-time the seafarer is on board a seagoing vessel, 
each of the parties may terminate in writing the seafarer’s employment 
agreement for an indefinite period, in any port that the ship calls at, 
taking into account a notice period of at least 7 days. The notice period 
for the shipowner may not be shorter than that for the seafarer. 
2. Paragraph 1 is applicable if the shipowner perishes during a seafarer’s 
service on board, and, either the shipowners’ successors to the 
shipowner or the seafarer wishes to use their right under BW, 7:675. 

Art. 725 
During a voyage each of the parties may only terminate the seafarer’s 
employment agreement on the grounds of BW, 7:677, paragraph 1, 
during the period that the vessel is in port. 

Art. 734 
The seafarer, who cannot work as a result of disease, pregnancy or 
childbirth, will retain the right to full wages during the period on board. 

Art. 734a 
The seafarer, as meant in Art. 734, is entitled to decent nursing and 
medic al treatment until he has recovered. 
This entitlement is however not due to: 
a) a seafarer who is insured in accordance with the Health Care 
Insurance Act during his stay in the Netherlands; and 
b) a seafarer who is in his country of residence. 
This right lapses if the seafarer has or if he could have returned to his 
country of residence . 
From the entitlements for the seafarer under this article, the amounts of 
the Exc eptional Medical Expenses Act shall be deducted. 

Art. 734b 
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1. The seafarer meant in Art. 734, who is insured in accordance with the I  

Health insurance act or any likewise statutory regulations of a member S 
state of the European Union, is entitled to his full wages for a period of C 

A 
twelve weeks, contrary to Art. 629 (1), if he is left behind for nursing in 
a different country than his country of residence. D 
2. This entitlement to his full wages lapses as soon as the seafarer can 6 

obtain and perform suitable work or if he has returned or may have 
returned to his country of residence. 

Art. 734c 
To calculate the period of 104 weeks, as mentioned in Art. 629 (1), the 
period during which the seafarer is sick on board, as mentioned in Art. 
734, and the period mentioned in Art. 734b(1) will be included. 

Art. 734d 
1. The seafarer, mentioned in Art. 734, who is not insured on account of 
the Health insurance act or any likewise statutory regulations of a 
member state of the European Union, is entitled to 80% of his wages 
before his disease during the period of his disease, without any regard to 
continuation of the seafarer employment agreement, a period of not 
more than 52 weeks, increased the cash amount of other elements of his 
wages, in accordance with a Ministerial Decree. 
2. The period of 52 weeks of paragraph 1 starts at: 
a. the day his disease started, in case of disease during a period that he 
was not serving on board. 
b. the day he was hospitalized ashore, in case his disease started during 
his service on board, or on the day he returns to the ship in case he has 
not rec overed from his disease. If he is left for treatment in a country, 
which is not his country of residence, the entitlement of 80% is raised to 
100% during the first 12 weeks. 
3. The entitlement, mentioned in the last sentence of the second 
paragraph, ends as soon as the seafarer can obtain and perform suitable 
work or when he has returned or could have returned to his country of 
residence. 
4. If the disease is caused on purpose by the seafarer, the entitlements 
may be annulled or dec reased. 

Art. 734e 
1. The seafarer as mentioned in Art. 734d, who is injured in connection 
with his seafarers’ employment agreement, receives without regard to 
the duration of this agreement, the amounts and provisions in 
accordance with Art. 734f-734k. If the seafarer deceases on account of 
the accident, this right will fall to his heirs, as mentioned in Art. 674 (3). 
2. For the application of Art. 734e (1) and Art. 734f-734j, diseases that 
are mentioned in a list as published in a Ministerial Decree, will be 
deemed to be equal to an injury, if the seafarer was injured in connection 
with the seafarers employment agreement. The disease is deemed to be 
connected with the seafarers employment agreement, if the disease is 
revealed during the period of the seafarers employment agreement or 
within a period after the expiry of the seafarers employment agreement, 
unless the opposite becomes apparent. 
3. The terms of Art. 734e (2) are not applicable if the seafarer has 
refused without relevant grounds to follow a preventive treatment or has 
not followed such a treatment, even though he was presented with this 
opportunity without costs. 
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I  

Art. 734f S 
1. The seafarer, as mentioned in Art. 734d, has, after expiry of the C 

A 
period of 52 weeks as mentioned in Art. 734d, is entitled to 70% of his 
wages in case of temporary full disability to work, and to a part of 70% D 
of his wages, related to the percentage of his disability in case of partial  
temporary disability. 
2. The entitlement as mentioned in paragraph 1 ends on the day on 
which lasting full or partial disability starts, or, if the temporary full or 
partial disability to work continues, not later than three years after expiry 
of the period of 52 weeks, as mentioned in Art. 734d. 
3. The seafarer as mentioned in Art. 734d, who, on the day after expiry 
of the period of 52 weeks, as mentioned in Art. 734d, suffers lasting full 
or partial disability to work, or who within three years after that date 
becomes fully or partially lasting disabled to work, or on the date three 
years after the aforementioned date, still is fully or partially temporarily 
disabled to work, is entitled to a single payment to the amount of three 
times the yearly wages, calculated on the basis of his benefit, to which 
he was entitled before the day on which this entitlement starts. Starting 
from the day on which this entitlement to a single payment starts, as 
mentioned in the previous sentence, no more entitlements are due on 
account of Art. 734e-734k. 
4. For the application of the previous paragraph, a seafarer is supposed 
to be fully or partially disabled to work, if, by an injury as mentioned in 
Art. 734e, he has been fully or partially disabled for work at his level of 
strength or proficiency and which, taking into account his education and 
previous work, he may reasonably be charged with. 
5. If the seafarer, mentioned in Art. 734d, does not cooperate in a 
reasonable manner to regain his health or working capabilities, if these 
have been impaired by an injury as mentioned in Art. 734e, the level of 
inability to work, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, will be 
estimated at the level that might have been achieved if he would have 
cooperated fully. 

 
Art. 734g 
1. The seafarer, as mentioned in Art. 734d, is entitled in respect of an 
injury to medic al treatment or a compensation from the day of the 
injury, if he is in his country of residence or he could have returned 
there, until the date of no more than three years after the period of 52 
weeks, as mentioned in Art. 734d, and without prejudice to the 
stipulation in the last full sentence of Art. 734f (3). The issue of artificial 
appliances is included under the term "medic al treatment", insofar as 
these may contribute to his ability to work or to improvement of his 
living conditions, including instruction in the use of these artificial 
appliances. 
2. By Ministerial Decree regulations regarding this Article may be set. 

Art. 734h 
1. Without prejudice to Art. 674, the heirs as mentioned in Art. 734e 
(1), are entitled to a single payment that amounts to: 
a) for the person to whom the deceased was married or had entered into 
a registered partnership at the time of the injury: three times the 
amount for a year, calculated at 30% of the wages of the deceased; 
b) for each child or stepchild under the age of eighteen years: 
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three times the amount for a year, calculated at 15% of the wages of the I  

deceased or 20% of the wages of the deceased, if the child is orphaned. S 
c) for those persons, not mentioned under a) or b), with whom the C 

A 
deceased lived as a family at the time of the injury and to whose 
maintenanc e he contributed to a great extent: three times the amount of D 
the contribution for the maintenance for a year, provided that, if this 6 

person is younger than eighteen years, the entitlement shall not 
exceed the amount that he would have received as a child of the 
deceased. 
2. The amounts mentioned in the first paragraph taken together shall not 
amount to more than three times the amount for a year, calculated at 
60% of the wages of the deceased. The persons, mentioned in Art. 734h 
(1c), are only entitled to a payment, if the persons, mentioned in Art. 
734h (1a and 1b), have all received their payment in full. If the persons, 
mentioned in Art. 734h (1a and 1b), together would receive a payment 
of more than three times the payment for a year, calculated at 60% of 
the wages of the deceased, each of these payments will be reduced 
proportionally. 
3. For the application of this Article and Art. 734e, the stipulations by or 
under Art. 8 of the Survivor benefits act are equally applicable. 

Art. 734i 
By Ministerial Decree rules may be set to prevent or reduce the 
concurrence of payments or provisions from other sourc es. 

Art. 734j 
For the application of Art. 734f and 734h, the wages of the seafarer is 
understood to be the wages in cash amount during a specified period 
that he earned until the injury, as mentioned in Art. 734e, took place, 
increased with the monetary value of other parts of the wages, as 
specified by a Ministerial Decree. The amount during a specified period in 
excess of the amount as specified by Ministerial Decree , will not be 
taken into account. 

 
Art. 734k 
1. If a society possessing full legal rights, recognized by Us has been 
instituted, the shipowner shall be party of this society to guarantee to 
the seafarers mentioned in Art. 738 and their heirs as mentioned in Art. 
734d-734j their lawful obligations. 
2. In case of Art. 734k (1), the shipowner and the society are 
individually bound to the seafarers and their heirs, as mentioned in Art. 
734d, and the employer and the shipowner are individually bound to the 
society for complianc e with the obligations of Art. 734d-734k. 
3. At its request a society may be recognized as a society as mentioned 
in the first paragraph, if it complies with the following requirements: 
a) it has been established by one or more representative organisations 
of employers and one or more representative organisations of seafarers, 
at Our judgement, possibly together with one or more employers; 
b) it does not aim to make profit. 
4. Only one society will be recognized under Art. 734k (3) 
5. The Articles of association of the society, mentioned in paragraph 
1, shall include provisions regarding: 
a) the board of the society shall consist for one half of representatives of 
the employers and for one half of representatives of seafarers; 
b) the representatives of the employers, taken together, shall cast as 
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many votes as the representatives of the seafarers taken together; I  

c) the costs of the obligations under Art. 734d-734k, in relation to the S 
seafarers and their heirs as mentioned in the first paragraph, as well as C 

A 
the costs related to the formation and maintenance of a reserve, shall be 
divided amongst the employers at the ratio of the wages, that are paid D 
each year to the seafarers, and as wages is understood the wages as 6 

defined in chapter 3 of the Wet financiering sociale verzekeringen. 

Art. 734l 
1. After his recovery, regardless of the continuation of the seafarer 
employment agreement, the seafarer is entitled to a payment equal to 
the wages for the period before his disease, if he was left behind in 
another country than the country of residence and in a different place 
than the place of signing of the seafarers employment agreement. 
2. In addition the seafarer is entitled to accommodation and 
nourishment. 
3. The entitlements mentioned under paragraph 1 and 2 end as soon as 
the seafarer can obtain and perform suitable work, or he has returned or 
has been able to return to his country of residence or to the place of 
signing the seafarers employment agreement. 
4. If the disease has been caused deliberately by the seafarer, the 
payment as mentioned in paragraph 1, may be forfeited or dec reased. 

Art. 735 Interpretation 
The Civil Code, Book 7, Art. 702, 703, 704 (2), 709, 711, 718-720, 
725, 732, 734, 734a-734c, 734e-734m and 738 – 738f are equally 
applicable to the employment agreement of an employee, who normally 
works on shore, if the employee works on board of a seagoing vessel, 
during the period that he works on board. 

Art. 737 
1. Art. 718-720 are equally applicable to persons who, other than on 
the basis of an employment agreement and regardless of the applicable 
jurisdiction, perform work on board of a seagoing vessel, taking into 
account that “employer” must be understood to be the shipowner. 
2. The shipowner is obliged to have an insurance that will, in case of a 
repatriation as intended in Art. 718 covers the expenses, intended in Art. 
718, paragraph 2. The Art. 738a paragraph 5-7, 738b and 738c are 
equally applicable. 

Art. 738 
The shipowner is accountable for fulfilling the obligations arising from 
Articles 706-709, 717-720, 734 and 734a-734l, in case the employer is 
irrevocably sentenced to fulfilment but fails to comply. 

Interpretation to Art. 735 
 
Persons who normally work ashore and are not defined as ‘seafarer’ (e.g. 
constructors who sail temporarily to perform maintenanc e on board of the 
ship) will not be bound by the Seafarers Act but will still be bound by the 
Civil Code book 7 regarding among others the employment agreement, 
wages, paid overtime, repatriation, rights when shipwrecked, medic al 
treatment etc. 
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 Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) S 

Seafarers’ employment agreements (Regulation 2.1) C A 
Art. 38 
1. The master shall record the following information regarding a crew  D 
member in the seaman's book , or the captain will issue a document in  6 
which the following will be recorded: 
a. date of signing on 
b. date and location of signing off 
c. the capacity in which the crew member has served including an 
overview of his duties, and 
d. the name and call sign of the ship, and, for a passenger ship of more 
than 100 GT or a ship other than a passenger ship, of 300 GT or more the 
IMO-number 
e. the GT of the ship 
f. the propulsion power in kW 
g. the type of ship, distinguished by: merc hant ship, fishing vessel, 
sailing vessel, as well as mec hanical propulsion by means of an internal 
combustion engine, an electric propulsion system or by steam, and 
h. the type of ship, distinguished by: oil tanker, chemic al tanker, liquefied 
gas tanker, high speed ship or passenger ship. 
2. Neither the wages nor any assessment of behaviour shall be recorded 
in the seaman's book or in the document mentioned in paragraph 1. 
3. By ministerial regulation the model of the document, mentioned in 
paragraph 1, will be decreed. 

Art. 69c 
1. The shipowner shall ensure that copies of the seafarer’s employment 
agreement, signed by both the shipowner and the seafarer, the relevant 
collective bargaining agreement and information on other terms of 
employment, relevant to the employment agreement, are available on 
board. 
2. Paragraph 1 also applies to every other agreement, on the basis of 
which a seafarer is working on board. 
3. The shipowner shall ensure that a copy of the Maritime Labour 
Certificate and the Declaration of Maritime Labour Complianc e is 
displayed in a clearly visible and easily accessible place for seafarers. 
4. The shipowner shall ensure that a copy of the applicable text of the 
Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 is on board. 
5. All documents mentioned in paragraph 1-4 and the results of the 
inspections as mentioned in Art. 48c (2a) are available in the Dutch 
language or, if the original document is in another language, in that 
language and in English and these documents must be easily accessible 
to seafarers. If the ship is not engaged in international voyages an 
English translation is not required for the documents that are available in 
the Dutch language. 

Art.69d 
1. The shipowner shall ensure that the seafarer employment agreements 
as mentioned in the Civil Code, Book 7, Art. 694 (1) and 749 (1) of the 
seafarers on board meet the requirements of the Civil Code, Book 7, Art 
697 and 699 and that the paragraph 6, 7, 8, 12 and 13 conform the 
appropriate requirements of the Civil Code, Book 7, Part 12. 
2. The shipowner shall ensure complianc e with the requirements 
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Civil Code, Book 7, Temporary Employment 
Agency Agreement (= Burgerlijk wetboek – boek 
7) 

Seafarers’ employment agreements (Regulation 2.1) 
In case that, in accordance with the Maritime Labour 
Convention, 2006, Article VI (3), regarding substantially 
equivalent provisions, the substantial equivalency under Dutch 
Law for employers other than the shipowner is applied, the 
following Acts and Articles apply: 
Interpretation 

Art. 690 
The temporary employment agency agreement is the employment 
agreement under which the employer, within the framework of his 
business or professional practice, places the employee at the 
disposal of a third party in order to perform work under supervision 
and direction of that third party by virtue of an agreement for the 
provision of services between the third party and the employer. 

 
Art. 693 
If the work is performed on board a seagoing vessel as mentioned 
in Art. 695, paragraph 1, the third party, irrespective of the applicable 
law in respect of the employment agreement and the agreement 
between the employer and the third party, the third party is liable to 
fulfil the obligations as mentioned in Art. 706-709 and 717-720 and 734- 
734l, in case of default of the employer. 

Art. 694 
1. The seafarer’s employment agreement is the employment agreement, 
including the agreement between the seafarer and the recruitment and 
placement agency, in which the seafarer commits himself to work on 
board a ship. 
2. By ministerial decree, after consultation with the shipowners' and 
seafarers' organizations concerned, categories of seafarers persons may 
be classified as not belonging to the group of seafarers as mentioned 
under 1. 

 
Art. 736 
1. The Civil Code, Book 7, Art. 697, 699, 702-712, 714-725, 729, 731, 
732, 734, 734a, 734 d-734l, 738-738 f are equally applicable to an 
employment agreement in accordance with foreign legislation of a 
seafarer who has signed on a ship. 

pprova
 

of the Civil Code, Book 7, Art. 706-709, 717-720 and 734-746. In case I  

that the shipowner is not the employer, the shipowner shall only fulfil this S 
requirement in case that the employer defaults on his fulfilment of these C 

A 
obligations and the seafarer requests fulfilment from the shipowner. 
3. The shipowner shall ensure complianc e with the requirements of the D 
Civil Code, Book 7, Art. 738a (1-4), 738d, 738e (1-2), and 738f (1). 6 

4. The shipowner acts in accordance with the Declaration of Maritime 
Labour Complianc e, Part 1, as issued for the ship in accordance with the 
Seafarer Act, Art. 48c (1). 
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The Code of Civil Procedure (= Wetboek van 
Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering) 

Seafarers’ employment agreements (Regulation 2.1) 
Art. 6(b) 
The Dutch court also has jurisdiction in matters relating to: 
b. an individual employment agreement or an agency agreement, if the 
work is usually performed in the Netherlands or has of late been usually 
performed in the Netherlands. 
In case that this substantial equivalence is applied to temporary 
agency work, the following Acts and Articles are applicable, on 
top of the abovementioned requirements for employers other 
than the shipowner: 

The Act on Allocation of Workers by 
Intermediaries (=Wet allocatie arbeidskrachten 
door intermedia irs) 

Seafarers’ employment agreements (Regulation 2.1) 
Art. 1. Definitions 
1. In this act and its underlying decrees or regulations the following 
definitions apply: 
c. temporary agency work: making workers available for a fee to 
another employer for the purpose of work under the supervision of the 
other, not on an employment agreement with the other; 
3. In derogation of paragraph 1c, temporary agency work does not 
include: 
a. making available workers for supplied goods or an accomplished 
activity; Interpretation 
b. making available workers, who are employed by the employer, in 
assistance without financial profit; 
Interpretation 
c. making available workers to work in an enterprise that forms part of 
the same enterprise as the enterprise that makes the workers available. 
Interpretation 

Art. 1a. Extension applicability 
This act and its underlying decrees and regulations are equally applicable 
to work performed fully or partially outside of the Netherlands by 
persons, working on board seagoing vessels which on the basis of 
Netherlands legal rules are entitled to fly the Netherlands flag. 

Chapter 3. Placement of workers 
Art. 9 Prohibition compensation worker 

2. The Civil Code, Book 7, Art. 702, 703, 704 (2), 705, 709, 711, 718- I  

720, 725, 732, 734, 734a, 734d-734l, 738-738f are equally applicable to 
an employment agreement of an employee, who regularly performs his 
work ashore, during the period that he works on board of the ship. 

Art. 738 
The shipowner is accountable for fulfilling the obligations arising 
from Articles 706-709, 717-720, 734 and 734a-734l, in case the 
employer is irrevocably sentenced to fulfilment but fails to comply. 
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5. Use of any licensed or certified or regulated 
private recruitment and placement service 
(Regulation 1.4) 

The Act on Allocation of Workers by 
Intermediaries (= Wet allocatie arbeidskrachten 
door intermedia irs) (Waadi) 
Art. 1. Definitions 
1. In this act and its underlying 
decrees or regulations the 
following definitions apply: 
a. Our Minister: Our Minister of 
Social Affairs and Employment; 
b. recruitment services: services 
in pursuing employment for a 
job-seeker or aiding an employer 
in his activities, or both, resulting 
in an employment agreement in 
accordance with the Civil Code; 
c. placement of workers: 
placement of workers for a fee to 
another for the purpose of work 
under the supervision of the 
other, not on an employment 
agreement with the other; 
d. company: the company as 
mentioned in the Works Councils 
Act; 

Interpretation: 
R&P Services are approved if; 
1) they have been approved by a 
country that is a Member to the 
Maritime Labour Convention, 
2006; 
or 
2) they have been audited by one 
of the seven RO's approved by the 
Dutch authorities: 
1. Americ an Bureau of Shipping 
(ABS) 
2. Bureau Veritas (BV) 
3. ClassNK (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai - 
NKK) 
4. DNV 
5. Lloyd’s Register 
6. Registre Italiano Navale (RINA) 
7. Indian Register of Shipping 
(IRS); 
or 

In placing workers, no compensation shall be stipulated from the worker I  

for placement services. 
 

Art. 10 Prohibition to place workers during a labour conflict 
The person who places workers and has knowledge or may reasonably 
know of a strike, shut-out or occupation in a company or a part of that 
company, shall not place workers in that company or part of that 
company, in which the strike, shut out or occupation occurs. 

Art. 11 Safety information 
The person who places workers shall inform the worker about the 
job requirements and gives the worker the information as specified in 
the Occupational Safety and Health Act, Art. 5, paragraph 5, before 
placing the worker. 

Art. 12. Special regime 
1. If the interest of good relations in the labour market or the interest of 
the workers concerned need protection, measures will be taken by 
Ministerial Dec ree for one or more business sectors or parts of the labour 
market on temporary agency work; 
2. To protect the interests mentioned in paragraph (1) a Ministerial 
Decree may be issued, requiring a licence for temporary employment 
agencies for one or more business sectors or parts of the labour market. 
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e. collective bargaining 
agreement: collective bargaining 
agreement, mentioned in the Art. 
1, paragraph 1, of the Act on 
collective bargaining agreements; 
2. In derogation of paragraph 
1(b) under rec ruitment servic es 
the following is not included: 
publishing data on jobseekers or 
open vacancies through press, 
radio television or other means 
of communic ation. 

Art. 1a. Extension applicability 
This act and its underlying 
decrees and regulations are 
equally applicable to work 
performed fully or partially 
outside of the Netherlands by 
persons, working on board 
seagoing vessels which on the 
basis of Netherlands legal rules 
are entitled to fly the Netherlands 
flag. 

 
Chapter 2. Recruitment 
services Interpretation 
Art. 3 Requirements for 
recruitment services 
1. No compensation shall be 
stipulated from the job-seeker for 
recruitment services. 
2. A recruitment service, that has 
knowledge or may reasonably 
know of a strike, shut-out or 
occupation in a company or a part 
of that company, shall not place 
workers in that company or part 
of that company, in which the 
strike, shut out or occupation 
occ urs. 

 
Art. 4. Requirements for 
specific categories of persons 
in search of employment and 
employers 
By Ministerial Decree 
requirements may be set for 
recruitment of specific categories 
of persons in search of 
employment and employers. 

3) the shipowner shows proof that I  

the recruitment and placement S 
servic e performs in accordance C 

A 
with the stipulated regulations. 
For the verification for the third D 
option (The shipowner shows 6 

proof) the RO may use its own 
practice for auditing. 
The audit of the R&P Service by 
the RO shall verify that the 
Recruitment and placement 
service operates in accordance 
with 1. Regulation 1.4 
(Recruitment and placement), 
paragraphs 1- 3; 
2. Standard A1.4 
Recruitment and placement, 
paragraphs 1- 10; and 
3. Guideline B1.4 
Recruitment and placement, 
paragraph 2. 
Interpretation to Chapter 2: 
These requirements only apply to 
recruitment services. 
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 The Decree claims of seafarers, recruitment and 

placement of seafarers (=Besluit aanspraken 
zeevarenden, arbeidsbemiddeling en 
terbeschikkingstelling van arbeidskrachten in de 
zeevaart) 6 

Use of any licensed or certified or regulated private recruitment and placement 
service (Regulation 1.4) 

Chapter 2. Recruitment and placement of seafarers 
Art. 9 Personal documents 
The costs for obtaining a seaman's book and a passport or similar 
personal travel documents are not included in the prohibition of 
compensation as mentioned in the Act on Allocation of Workers by 
Intermediaries Art. 3, paragraph 1. These costs shall be paid for by the 
seafarer with the exception of the costs of medic al certificates and the 
costs of a visa. These costs shall be paid for by the shipowner. 

 
Art. 10 Register 
1. The person who mediates between employers and seafarers for an 
employment agreement and the person who places seafarers shall 
maintain a register, as mentioned in the Act on Allocation of Workers by 
Intermediaries Art. 13, of all seafarers rec ruited or placed by them, 
taking into account the right to privacy. 
2. This register shall contain as a minimum the following data: 
a. name (and first names) of the seafarer; 
b. birth date and birth plac e; 
c. nationality; 
d. gender; 
e. qualifications; 
f. function; 
g. servic e record; and 
h. name of the ship (depending on the servic e rec ord). 

 
Art. 11 Obligations 
The person who rec ruits seafarers for shipowners and the person who 
places seafarers with shipowners, shall take care that: 
1. a. seafarers shall be informed of their rights and their obligations as 
mentioned in the seafarers employment agreement before or during the 
process of entering into service; 
b. necessary steps have been taken to enable seafarers to study their 
employment agreement before and after signing; and 
c. seafarers receive a signed copy of their employment agreement. 
2. a. each seafarer recruited or placed by that person, possesses 
the necessary qualifications and documents for the relevant function, in 
accordance with the Seafarers Act, Chapter 2, paragraph 3; and 
b. the employment agreement is in accordance with the laws and 
regulations and the collective bargaining agreements, related to the 
employment agreement. 
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6. Hours of work or rest (Regulation 2.3) 

Working Hours Act (= Arbeidstijdenwet) 
Art. 1:1 6 

Under this law the following definitions apply: 
a) employer: 
i) the person for whom the other must perform work on the basis of an 
employment agreement or civil appointment, except in case the other is 
temporarily put to work for a third party, for work generally performed 
by the third party; 
ii) the person to whom the other is temporarily put to work for 
performing work as mentioned under i); 
b) employee: the other as mentioned under 1. 

Working Hours Decree Transport 

(=Arbeidstijdenbesluit vervoer) 
Hours of work or rest (Regulation 2.3) 

Art. 6.4:1 
1. The captain ensures that 
on board a table with the 
shipboard working 
arrangements, that shows 
the working pattern of 
seafarers and which contains 
the schedule of service for 
the seafarers and the 
maximum hours of work and 
the minimum hours of rest 
required, is available at a 
spot, accessible to all 
seafarers. Note 
2. Our Minister will prescribe 
the model of a table of 
shipboard working 
arrangements in a 
Regulation. That Regulation 
may contain rules on the 
details of the table. 
Interpretation 
3. The table contains as a 
minimum the data presented 
in the model as mentioned in 
§ 2 and shall be put in the 
working language or working 
languages of the ship and in 
English. 

Art. 6.4:2 
1. The captain ensures that 
the actual hours of work and 
rest of each seafarer have 
been registered on a 

Note to Art. 6.4.1, paragraph 1: 
Under Dutch law it is allowed to 
operate ships under a two watch 
system, including 6-on/6-off. 

Note to Art. 6.5.4: 
Be aware that Art. 6.5.4 is in excess 
of requirements of the MLC, 2006. 

Interpretation to Art. 6.4:1 (2) 
and 6.4:2 (4): 
The models of the table with the 
shipboard working arrangements 
and the individual timesheets to 
register hours of work and rest are 
required in the Regulation Models 
of tables of shipboard working 
arrangements and timesheets to 
register hours of work and rest. 
These models are available on the 
website: 
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/form 
s/2015/02/03/shipboard-working- 
arrangements 

 
https://english.ilent.nl/themes/mercha 
nt-shipping- 
c rew/documents/forms/2015/02/03/rec 
ord-of-hours 

 

https://english.ilent.nl/documents/forms/2015/02/03/shipboard-working-arrangements
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/forms/2015/02/03/shipboard-working-arrangements
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/forms/2015/02/03/shipboard-working-arrangements
https://english.ilent.nl/themes/merchant-shipping-crew/documents/forms/2015/02/03/record-of-hours
https://english.ilent.nl/themes/merchant-shipping-crew/documents/forms/2015/02/03/record-of-hours
https://english.ilent.nl/themes/merchant-shipping-crew/documents/forms/2015/02/03/record-of-hours
https://english.ilent.nl/themes/merchant-shipping-crew/documents/forms/2015/02/03/record-of-hours
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timesheet within one week. 
The completed timesheet 
shall be accorded by the 
seafarer by or on behalf of 
the master. The captain sees 
to it that each seafarer will 
receive a copy of the 
timesheet. 
2. The captain ensures that 
the completed and signed 
timesheets are put at the 
disposal of the shipowner 
within 8 weeks. 
3. The shipowner ensures 
that the timesheets are 
properly updated. 
4. By Ministerial Regulation a 
model will be set for a 
timesheet to register hours of 
work and rest. This 
Regulation may contain rules 
to fill in the timesheet. 
4. The timesheet contains as 
a minimum the data 
presented in the model as 
mentioned in § 2 and shall be 
put in de working language 
or working languages of the 
ship and in English. 
5. The timesheet contains as 
a minimum the data resented 
in the model as mentioned in 
§ 4 and shall be put in the 
working language or working 
languages of the ship and in 
English. 

 
Art. 6.5:2 Seafarer of 18 
years and older 
1. The master organizes 
work such that his rest period 
and that of the seafarer of 18 
years or older is at least 10 
hours in each period of 24 
successive hours, to be 
calculated from the beginning 
of the rest period. 
2. The rest period can be 
divided in not more than two 
periods, of which one period 
includes an uninterrupted 
rest period of at least 6 
hours. In that case, the 
period of 24 hours, as 
referred to in the first 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interpretation to Art. 6.5.2: 
The rest may be divided into more 
than two periods if two of those 
periods conform with the 
requirement under Art. 6.5.2, par 2. 
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paragraph, is calculated from 
the beginning of the longest 
enjoyed rest period. The time 
between two successive 
periods of rest may not be 
more than 14 hours. 
3. The master organizes 
work such that his rest period 
and that of the seafarer of 18 
years or older is at least 77 
hours in each period of 7 
days. 

Art. 6.5:3 Young seafarer 
1. The master organizes 
work such that the young 
seafarer: 
a. works not more than 8 
hours in each period of 24 
successive hours; 
b. has a rest period of at 
least 12 hours in each period 
of 24 successive hours, of 
which at least 9 hours 
uninterruptedly and in which 
the period between 00.00 
and 5.00 hour has been 
included; 
c. works not more than 40 
hours a week; 
d. has an uninterrupted rest 
period of at least 36 hours in 
any uninterrupted period of 7 
times 24 hours; 
e. in principle does not work 
on Sunday. 
2. The master organizes 
work such that the young 
seafarer gets a break of at 
least, if possible 
uninterruptedly, 30 minutes 
in case the daily working 
hours are longer than 4.5 
hours. 
3. Contrary to the first 
paragraph, items a and b, 
the young seafarer is 
allowed: 
a. in any period of 24 
successive hours to work 
during not more than 12 
hours if he actually is on 
watch duty during those 
hours in accordance with the 
watch schedule; 

I  
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7. Manning levels for the ship (Regulation 2.7) 

Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) 
Art. 4 
1. The shipowner shall man a ship in such a way that, within reason, all 
work on board can be done in accordance with the applic able work and 
rest hours regulations, and taking into account the operation, the 
limitation of fatigue of seafarers, the risks at sea and of the cargo, 
without endangering the persons on board, the ship, the cargo, the 
environment or shipping traffic. 
2. The shipowner shall ensure that the crew members, upon 
employment on board, are familiar with their specific tasks and with all 
regulations, procedures on board and the characteristics of the ship, 
which relate to their tasks both under normal and emergenc y conditions. 
4. The master shall ensure that the crew of the ship is prepared at all 
times to perform their duties on board. 

b. to work between 00.00 
and 05.00 hours if this is 
necessary in connection with 
his education. 

 
Art. 6.5:4 Break Note 
The master organizes work 
such that work of the 
seafarer after not more than 
7 hours is succeeded by a 
break each time. 

 
 
 
 

Note to Art. 6.5.4: 6 

Please be aware that it is not 
required to register the break, if the 
break is less than half an hour. After 7 
hours of work a break of at least 15 
minutes must be granted to the 
seafarer. 
 

Art. 6.5:5 On call 
1. If the seafarer must work during the period that he is on call, he gets 
a sufficient rest period or a break as compensation, taking into 
account the Articles 6.5:2, first and second paragraph, and 6.5:3, first 
paragraph,. 
2. Work performed when on call as referred to in the first paragraph is 
not taken into consideration for the application of the Articles 6.5:2, 
6.5:3, except for the first paragraph, under a, b and c, and 6.5:4. 

Art. 6.5:6 Drills 
The master organizes the legally required drills and musters such 
that they as less as possible infringe the rest periods and cause no 
fatigue. 

Art. 6.5:7 Deviations 
1. The master may deviate and may force a seafarer to deviate from the 
working hours and rest periods in order to work if this is necessary in 
connection with the immediate safety of the ship, the persons on board, 
the cargo or the environment, or when rendering assistance to other 
ships or persons in distress. 
2. As soon as the emergenc y situation, as referred to in the first 
paragraph, is over, the master ensures that the seafarer who has 

k d d i   t i d  t   ffi i t t i d t  t  
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8. Accommodation (Regulation 3.1) 

Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) 
(Regulation 3.1) 

Art. 48 
The shipowner shall provide decent and safe accommodation and 
rec reational facilities for seafarers on board, taking into account further 
requirements of the Regulation Seafarers in accordance with the MLC, 
2006. These requirements may vary, depending on the date the keel of 
the ship was laid, and in accordance with Standard A3.1, exemption 
may be granted from specific requirements by Our Minister. 

Code of Commerce, Seamen’s Decree (= Wetboek 
van Koophandel, Schepelingenbesluit) 

(Regulation 3.1) 

CHAPTER VII On the 
accommodation of the seamen 
§ 1 General provisions 
Art. 46 Definitions 
In this Decree the following terms 
shall have the following 
meanings: 
a. ‘quarters’: the day 
quarters and night quarters and 
all spac es for sanitary 
purposes, nursing and 
recreation, intended for use by 
the c rew; 
b. ‘passenger ship’: a ship 
for which a ‘passenger ship 
safety certificate’ has been 
issued, still valid on the 
moment of departure; 
c. ‘ton’: register ton of 
1/0.353 cubic metre; where in 
this Decree the dimensions of a 
ship are expressed in this unit, it 
means the gross volume of the 
ship as determined according to 
the provisions pursuant to the 
Certificates of Tonnage Act 1948 
(Stb. I 492); if the dimensions 
of a ship are determined in 

General Note: 
.  1. Based on the valid 

accommodation certificate the 
accommodation shall be 
accepted as is with regard to 
construction and equipment, 
unless major modific ations have 
been made. 

. 2. Officers are those seafarers 
who are engaged in functions 
mentioned in Chapters II and III 
of the STCW-Code, at the 
operational or management level. 
The shipowner may qualify other 
seafarers as officers. 

. 3. ‘ton’ as GT in accordance with 
the 1969 Tonnage Convention. 

. 4. The accommodation 
requirements of the Seamen’s 
Decree do not apply to cadets or 
to SPS-personnel. It has been 
agreed that not more than two 
cadets will be accommodated in 
one cabin. 

. 5. Cadets and SPS-personnel 
shall not be included in the 
number of seamen for the 
requirement of a sick bay. 

Approval 

I  

Art. 5 
1. A ship shall have a valid manning certificate, issued by our Minister. 
2. A ship shall, as a minimum, be manned in accordance with the 
manning certificate. 
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accordance with the Certificates 
of Tonnage Act 1981 (Stb. 122) 
and therefore is indicated as 
gross tonnage, this termhas the 
same meaning as the term 
gross volume expressed in 
register ton; 
d. ‘offic ers’: the seamen, to 
whom the muster list attributes 
the rank of officer; 
e. ‘ratings’: all seamen who do 
not have the rank of officer; 
f. ‘petty officers’: those 
ratings who have been employed 
in a supervisory function or in a 
function with special 
responsibility and who are 
considered as such by the 
marine employer; 
g. ‘adult’: a person who is at 
least 18 years old; 
h. ‘at night’: the period 
between 23 hours and the 
time of sunrise the next day; 
i. ‘existing ships’: ships, not 
being fishing vessels, the keel of 
which has been laid or the 
construction of which was in a 
similar stage of construction as 
before the date of entry into 
forc e of this Decree; 
m. ‘tug boat’: a ship, primarily 
intended for tugging or salvage 
of vessels, and by which mostly 
no other persons or goods are 
carried than those which belong 
to the own c rew and equipment, 
or to those of the object being 
tugged, to be tugged or to be 
salvaged, or are necessary for 
the salvage operation. 
n. ‘contractor’s material’: a ship 
solely intended for the 
performanc e of contract 
activities; among others dredging 
activities, sinking by driving of 
poles, injection of jackets and 
laying pipe lines are considered 
as such. 

I  

Interpretation to Seafarers S 
Act, Art. 48: C 

A 
These requirements are specified 
in the Regulation Seafarers. D 

6 

Note to Art. 3.20 paragraph 3 
and Art. 3.21 paragraph 2: 
Please be aware that Art. 3.20 
paragraph 3 and Art. 3.21 
paragraph 1 and 2 are in excess of 
requirements of the MLC, 2006. 

Art. 47 Withdrawal from its purpose 
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Without permission of all seamen directly involved, as long as the ship is I  

in service, no part of the day quarters and night quarters may be S 

withdrawn from its purpose. C A 
Only in cases of force majeure one may, at the discretion of the master, 
deviate from this. This withdrawal together with the reasons is D 

mentioned by him in the logbook. 6 

§ 2 Provisions regarding ships, not being fishing vessels 
 

Art. 48 Position and general design of the quarters 
1. All quarters shall be positioned in the midship or in the aft ship. 
2. In special cases, the Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for 
Transport, Public Works and Water Management, if the position 
presc ribed in the first paragraph in connection with the size, the type, 
the navigation of the intended service of the ship, is considered to be 
not desirable or practical, may allow that quarters are located in the 
front of the ship behind the collision bulkhead. 
3. Except on ships of less than 200 tonnes, separate day quarters and 
night quarters shall be available. 
4. Separate day quarters and night quarters for officers shall be 
arranged for. 
5. Night quarters shall be located such that the floor lies above the 
summer load line. The Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for 
Transport, Public Works and Water Management may allow that on 
board passenger ships, tug boats and contractor’s material and ships of 
less than 500 tonnes, the floor of night quarters is located under that 
load line, provided that measures have been taken for sufficient lighting 
and ventilation; these quarters may not be located under service 
corridors then. 
6. On all ships, the noise level in the quarters has to be determined in 
accordance with a method to be established by the Inspector- General of 
the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management 
and the results thereof have to be presented to him. 
7. In the night quarters and rec reation areas there has to be a 
connection to the main antenna television system. 
8. For tug boats and contractor’s material, as well as for other ships of 
less than 500 tonnes, the Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for 
Transport, Public Works and Water Management may grant exemption 
from the requirements given in the third and fourth paragraphs of this 
Article. 

Art. 49 General requirements day quarters and night quarters 
1. The hatches, doors, covers in or over the day quarters and night 
quarters, leading to the open air, shall be provided with a weir and shall 
be capable of being closed such that no rain or flooding sea water can 
enter. The location and the number of accesses to the day quarters and 
night quarters shall be chosen such, that safety has been adequately 
guaranteed. The design of the accesses to these quarters shall be such, 
that these accesses can always be opened readily and fast at both sides 
and that they provide sufficient room for passage. 
2. The decks, which close the day quarters and night quarters at the 
upper side and the underside, and the bulkheads, which separate these 
quarters from the open air, shall be watertight. 
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3. A timber floor deck shall be properly caulked and pitc hed. A steel  I  

floor deck shall be covered with timber or other material, which S 

conducts heat poorly and is of sufficient thickness. If the floors have   C A 
been made of composite material, the connections to the 
walls shall be rounded to the upper side. The Inspector-General of the D 

Inspec torate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management may 6 

grant exemption from the obligation to apply the cover of a steel floor 
dec k required in this paragraph for ships, which are solely used for 
voyages in the tropics or in other areas with climate conditions which are 
similar in his opinion. 
4. If the steel upper dec k of a day quarter and a night quarter is 
exposed to the open air or to the influence of any heat source on board, 
it shall be lined at the upper side with timber having a thickness of at 
least 5 centimetres or with other adequate and equivalent insulation 
material, or a lining with a similar isolating power shall be provided at 
the underside. A ceiling which has also been installed, fitted against the 
dec k beams, shall be entirely or partly removable. 
5. The spaces, which serve as night quarters, shall be separated from all 
other spaces, which have not been assigned exclusively as quarters, by 
means of properly closed-off bulkheads. If the design of the ship 
requires so, one or more doors may be fitted in those bulkheads. The 
night quarters may not give direct access to the other spaces mentioned 
in Article 46, sub a, nor to the galley or the bakery. This requirement is 
not applicable to the spaces for the water closets, washbasins, bathtubs 
and showers, which are mentioned in Article 58, fourth, fifth and sixth 
paragraphs. The bulkheads as referred to in this paragraph shall be 
made of steel or other appropriate material and they shall be as 
watertight and gastight as possible. 
6. The external walls of the day quarters and night quarters shall be 
made of steel or other appropriate material and shall be sufficiently 
insulated. A bulkhead of a mac hinery space trunk, of galleys and other 
spac es in which heat is developed, shall be covered, if necessary, with 
an insulating layer, to prevent heat radiation to the adjacent quarters or 
corridors to those quarters. 
7. Bulkheads in the day quarters and night quarters shall be made of 
appropriate material, in which the nestling of vermin is unlikely. 
8. Day quarters and night quarters, sick bays and rec reation areas shall 
be insulated to prevent excessive condensation or a too high 
temperature. 
9. The height between the decks of all quarters shall be such that the 
c rew is able to move freely in it. Measured fromthe underside of the 
dec k beams which run through the quarter, or from the underside of the 
ceiling to the upper side of the floor covering, this height has to be at 
least 2.00 metres. 
When this causes no reduction in the comfort of the crew in the opinion 
of the Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works 
and Water Management, he may allow a lesser height, but not less than 
1.90 meters. 
10. Main steamlines and discharge lines of winches and other auxiliaries 
shall be kept outside the day quarters and night quarters and if possible 
outside the corridors to these quarters. If pipes, others than as referred 
to in the previous sentence, run through a day quarter or a night quarter 
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or through a corridor to such a quarter, these have to be insulated  I  

adequately, if necessary. Flange joints of pipes may only be fitted very  

exceptionally in a day quarter or a night quarter. C A 
Air pipes and overflow pipes of tanks may not lead to a day quarter or a 
night quarter or to a corridor to such a quarter. D 

11. Anchor chains may not run through a day quarter or a night quarter, 6 

unless they have been protected by heavy steel trunks. 
12. Spaces, used for the housing of cattle or poultry may not be located 
on the same dec k as the day quarters or night quarters, unless at a 
distance of at least 5 metres from the doors to those quarters. This 
requirement is not applicable if these quarters are separated entirely 
from those spaces by continuous watertight or gastight bulkheads. 
13. In the day quarters and night quarters the shell and end bulkheads 
of the superstructure shall be lined with wood or shall be similarly 
provided with lining of other adequate material. If the spac e between 
wall and inner planking has not been made inaccessible for rats, it shall 
be made accessible at a number of locations for survey and cleaning. 
The lining of these quarters shall be made of material, the surfac e of 
which can easily be cleaned and which provides guarantees that vermin 
cannot easily nestle into it. 
14. The walls and ceilings of day quarters and night quarters shall be 
capable of being kept clean easily and shall in general be painted in a 
light colour. The use of whitewash is not allowed. When panelling with a 
prec ious type of wood has been applied, a 
treatment which is suitable for that type of wood may suffice. 
15. Sufficient means shall be available for the drainage of water from 
the day quarters and night quarters. 

 

Art. 50 General requirements regarding the spaces as referred to 
in Article 46, sub a 
The provisions of Article 49 are equally binding to the other spaces as 
referred to in Article 46, sub a, except that the lining and the insulation 
of walls only has to be fitted where this is considered necessary by the 
Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management. 

 
Art. 51 Air conditioning system 
1. All c rew accommodation on ships of 200 tonnes and over have to be 
connected to an air conditioning system. This requirement is not 
applicable to ships which are only used for voyages in areas where such 
a systemis not necessary because of climatic conditions in the opinion 
of the Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works 
and Water Management. 
2. A radio room and a central control room in the engine room shall also 
be connected to the system mentioned in the first paragraph, or to a 
separate air conditioning system. 
3. The air conditioning systemhas to be designed such that relative to 
the open air a convenient temperature and relative humidity will always 
be maintained and that a sufficient number of air changes is 
accomplished. The systemhas to be adapted to the conditions which 
may be encountered at sea and it may cause no disturbing noise or 
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vibrations. Furthermore, the air conditioning systemhas to comply with I  

the requirements to be given by the Inspec tor-General of the S 

Inspec torate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management.   C A 
 

Art. 52 Heating and ventilation D 

1. On ships, which under Article 51, first paragraph, need not be 6 

equipped with an air conditioning system, the provisions mentioned in 
the next paragraphs have to be made in order to provide heating and 
ventilation of the accommodation. The ninth paragraph of this Article is 
also applicable to ships which have been provided with an air 
conditioning system. 
2. The quarters shall be connected to an efficient heating system which 
shall be located outside the quarters and which has been adapted to the 
climatic conditions. The heating has to take place by supply of steam, 
hot water, warm air, or another suitable means, or by means of 
electricity. The heating systemand the location and manner of 
positioning of it have to comply with the requirements to be given by the 
Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management. Radiators in the quarters have to be positioned 
adequately and, where necessary, they have to be shielded. 
3. The second paragraph is not applicable to ships which are solely used 
for voyages in the tropics and in other areas with climatic conditions 
which are comparable in the opinion of the Inspector- General of the 
Inspec torate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management. 
4. The heating systemalways has to be in use as long as c rew members 
are living or working on board and the circumstances require so. The 
heating systemhas to have such a capacity that in normal weather 
conditions which may be encountered during the voyage the 
temperature in all quarters can always be kept at at least 20° C. 
5. All quarters shall, at the discretion of the Inspector-General of the 
Inspec torate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management, be 
adequately ventilated and such that the air remains in a satisfactory 
condition without causing unpleasant draught. 
6. Ships which are regularly used for voyages in the tropics or in other 
areas with climatic conditions which are comparable in the opinion of the 
Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management, have to be equipped with mec hanical means of 
ventilation and with electrically driven fans, provided that only one of 
these means needs to be fitted in spac es where this guarantees 
adequate ventilation. 
7. Ships which are solely used for voyages in areas outside those 
mentioned in the sixth paragraph, have to be equipped with mec hanical 
means of ventilation or electrically driven fans. For ships which are 
solely used for voyages in cold areas, the Inspector- General of the 
Inspec torate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management may 
grant exemption from this requirement. 
8. The power needed to drive the means of ventilation as referred to in 
the sixth and seventh paragraphs, shall, when this is practically feasible, 
be available as long as c rew members are living or working on board and 
the circumstances require so. 
9. All water closets shall ventilate independent of any other part of the 
quarters to the open air. 
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I  

Art. 53 Lighting S 
1. All quarters have to be properly illuminated at the discretion of the C 

A 
Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management. D 

2. Daylight has to have sufficient access to the day quarters and night 6 

quarters. The Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public 
Works and Water Management can make special arrangements for 
passenger ships, tug boats and contractor’s material. 
3. All quarters have to be provided with electric light. If two independent 
electricity sources for lighting are not available, another efficient lighting 
device shall be fitted for emergenc ies. 
4. In the night quarters an electric reading lamp shall be fitted at the 
head of each berth. 

 
Art. 54 Night quarters 
1. On board ships, not being passenger ships, any adult member of the 
c rew must have of his own night quarter. If the size and the design of 
the ship and the activities for which it is used do not allow so, the 
Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management may grant an exemption from this requirement. 
2. a. For the chief mate, the first engineer officer and the other officers, 
who are head of a department, as well as for navigating officers, 
engineer officers and radio officers who act as chief of the sea watch and 
for the chief radio officer on ships with more than three radio officers, an 
individual cabin shall be available as night quarter. 
b. The other officers must also have a separate nigh quarter. If no 
circumstances occur as referred to in Article 65, second paragraph, the 
Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management may grant exemption from this requirement, 
provided that not more than two officers may be accommodated in one 
quarter. 
c. In a cabin intended as night quarter of petty officers, not more than 
two persons may be accommodated. 
d. Of the other seamen, not more than two seamen may use the same 
night quarter, except for on board passenger ships, where the 
maximally allowed number of seamen in one night quarter is four. 
3. For night quarters on board sailing ships, ships of less than 400 
tonnes, tug boats and contractor’s material and for night quarters of 
factory personnel on ships, intended for whaling, the Inspector- General 
of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management 
may allow deviation from the requirements given in the previous 
paragraph. 
4. On board ships of 3000 tonnes and over, the chief mate and the first 
engineer officer have to dispose of a day quarter adjacent to the night 
quarter. 
5. On board ships of 500 tonnes and over, the night quarters for the 
members of the deck personnel, the engine roompersonnel and the 
personnel of the civil service shall be separated per category, at the 
discretion of the Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, 
Public Works and Water Management. 
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6. Accommodation of the crew shall be such that watchkeeping I  

personnel of one watch is separated from other watchkeeping personnel  

and that non-watchkeeping personnel share no night quarter with   C A 
watchkeeping personnel. If the size and the design of the ship and the 
activities for which it is used do not allow this, the Inspec tor-General of D 

the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management 6 

may grant an exemption from this requirement. 
7. The number of seamen for which it is intended shall be stated clearly 
on all night quarters. 

 
Art. 55 Night quarters and sleeping-places requirements 
1. All night quarters shall be finished and equipped such, that 
tidiness is encouraged and that reasonable comfort for its inhabitants is 
guaranteed. 
2. The floor area in night quarters intended for ratings, equipped for one 
person, shall be at least: 
on ships, not being passenger ships: 
(i) of less than 500 tonnes: 3.00 square metres 
(ii) of 500 tonnes and over, but less than 1000 tonnes: 3.25 square 
metres 
(iii) 1000 tonnes and over, but less than 3000 tonnes: 3.75 square 
metres 
(iv) 3000 tonnes and over, but less than 10 000 tonnes: 4.25 square 
metres 
(v) of 10 000 tonnes and over: 4.75 square metres 

 
b. on passenger ships: 
(i) of less than 1000 tonnes: 3.00 square metres 
(ii) of 1000 tonnes and over, but less than 3000 tonnes: 3.25 square 
metres 
(iii) 3000 tonnes and over: 3.75 square metres 
4. The floor area in night quarters intended for ratings, equipped for 
more than one person, shall be per person at least: 
on ships, not being passenger ships: 
(i) of less than 500 tonnes: 2.00 square metres 
(ii) of 500 tonnes and over, but less than 1000 tonnes: 2.25 square 
metres 
(iii) 1000 tonnes and over, but less than 3000 tonnes: 2.75 square 
metres 
(iv) 3000 tonnes and over, but less than 10 000 tonnes: 3.25 square 
metres 
(v) of 10 000 tonnes and over: 3.75 square metres 
b. on passenger ships: 
(i) of less than 1000 tonnes: 2.00 square metres 
(ii) of 1000 tonnes and over, but less than 3000 tonnes: 2.35 square 
metres 
(iii) 3000 tonnes and over: 3.00 square metres 
4. The floor area in night quarters intended for officers which do not 
dispose of their own day quarter, shall be per person at least on ships 
of: 
a. less than 500 tonnes: 4.0 square metres 
b. 500 tonnes and over, but less than 1000 tonnes: 5.0 square metres 
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c. 1000 tonnes and over, but less than 3000 tonnes: 6.5 square metres I  

d. 3000 tonnes and over: 7.5 square metres S 
5. The floor area is measured between the walls of the quarter. Small or C 

A 
irregularly shaped surfaces, which do not actually enlarge the available 
space and cannot be used for furniture, are not included. Bathrooms D 

attached to the quarter are ignored when calculating the floor area. 6 

6. In addition to sleeping-places, in all night quarters there has to be a 
wardrobe for each occupant with a height of at least 1.75 metres and 
with a c ross-section of at least 0.2 metre. The wardrobe shall be 
provided with a shelf and with a rail on which clothing on clothes 
hangers can be hanged as well as with a lock or with clips for a padloc k. 
There shall also be a drawer or a similar space with a volume of at least 
60 cubic decimetres for each occupant. This space may be part of the 
wardrobe. 
7. In a night quarter a table or desk has to be available with a 
comfortable seating. Furthermore, a night quarter has to be provided 
with a mirror, cupboards for toilet articles, a bookshelf and a sufficient 
number of clothes hangers. Curtains or Venetian blinds have to be fitted 
in front of the side scuttles. 
8. The furniture has to be made of smooth, hard material which does not 
warp or gets rusty and in which vermin cannot nestle. 
9. Without prejudic e to the provisions in the sixth and seventh 
paragraphs, a night quarter for officers also has to be provided with a 
washbasin with hot and cold running freshwater, which has been 
connected to a drain; the washbasin may also be in a bathroom attached 
to the quarter. 
10. For each seaman there shall be a separate sleeping-place available. 
11. Sleeping-places shall be appropriately separated from each other 
and each shall be separately accessible. Not more than two sleeping- 
places may be fitted on top of each other. On ships of 500 tonnes and 
over, there may be no sleeping-places on top of each other alongside the 
plating at the location of the side scuttles. 
12. The bottom of the lower sleeping-place shall be at least 30 
centimetres above the floor; the distance between the bottomof the 
lower sleeping-place and the bottom of the upper sleeping-place and the 
distance between the bottom of the upper sleeping-place and the bottom 
of the ceiling have to be at least 75 centimetres. At the bottomof the 
upper sleeping-place a dustproof bottom of wood, canvas or other 
suitable material has to be fitted. 
13. The internal dimensions of the sleeping-places shall be at least 
2.00 metres in length and 80 centimetres in breadth. 
14. The sleeping-places shall be made of wood, or of durable hard 
material, which does not easily rust. The construction shall be such, that 
no vermin is able to nestle in it and such that the sleeping-place can be 
readily cleaned. If sleeping-places are made of tubes, these tubes may 
have no openings, which might give access to vermin. Wooden berth 
boards shall be removable. Any sleeping-place shall be provided with a 
fixed or loose laid mattress of steel wire or with another mattress 
protector of equivalent construction, as well as with an upper mattress of 
effective material. When an interior- sprung mattress or a foam rubber 
mattress is used, a mattress protector may be omitted. 
15. There may be no sleeping-place under the opening of an air shaft. 
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I  

Art. 56 Day quarters S 
1. On board ships of 200 tonnes and over there shall be a sufficient C 

A 
number of day quarters, separated from the night quarters and as close 
as possible to the galley. D 

2. There has to be a separate day quarter: 6 

a. on board ships of 400 tonnes and over, but less than 1000 tonnes: 
1°. for the master and the officers; 
2°. for the ratings. 
b. on board ships of 1000 tonnes and over: 
1°. for the master and the officers; 
2°. for the ratings of the dec k personnel; 
3°. for the ratings of the engine room personnel. 
The provisions sub 2° and 3° may be replac ed by ‘ petty officers 
respectively ‘other ratings’. 
3. Contrary to the provisions in the second paragraph, sub b, the 
Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management may permit that one joint day quarter is furnished 
for the ratings when organizations of marine employers and seafarers, 
which can be considered to be representative, give preference to that. 
4. For the personnel of the catering department either a separate day 
quarter has to be furnished, or proper facilities have to be given for 
consumption of meals in one of the day quarters. 
5. The dimensions and design and the number of tables and sofas or 
chairs, fixed or removable, of each day quarter shall be sufficient for the 
greatest number of persons which could use the quarter at the same 
time. 
6. The floor area of the day quarters for officers and ratings may not be 
less than 1 square metre per seat. 
7. If special circumstances require so, the Inspector-General of the 
Inspec torate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management may 
allow deviation fromthe provisions in the second, fourth, fifth and sixth 
paragraphs for passenger ships. 
8. The crew members have to dispose at all times of: 
a. a refrigerator, which shall be at a readily accessible location, and 
which is big enough, in view of the number of persons that uses the day 
quarter or the day quarters; 
b. facilities for the provision of warmdrinks; and 
c. facilities for the provision of cooled water. 
9. If pantries are not directly connected to the day quarters, sufficient 
cupboard space has to be provided for storing cutlery as well as a 
suitable means for cleaning the cutlery. 
10. The tops of tables, sofas and chairs shall be made of moisture proof 
material, without cracks and easy to be kept clean. 

Art. 58 Bathtubs, showers, washbasins and water closets 
1. On board ships there have to be sanitary facilities at a convenient 
location for officers and ratings who do not dispose of the sanitary 
facilities as referred to in the fourth, fifth and sixth paragraphs of this 
Article , consisting of at least a water closet, a bathtub and/or shower 
and a washbasin with hot and cold running freshwater for any 6 persons 
or less, provided that on a ship of: 
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a. 400 to 500 tonnes at least 2, 500 to 800 tonnes at least 3, 800 to  I  

3000 tonnes at least 4, and of 3000 tonnes and over at least 6 water   

closets are available. C A 
b. When calculating the number of facilities, in case of more than 6 
seamen or a multiple of 6 seamen, a number of 2 seamen or less is D 

neglected. Female seafarers shall have the disposition of separate 6 

sanitary facilities. 
2. The availability of the water closets has to be distributed evenly over 
the groups of officers and ratings. 
3. On board ships of 500 tonnes and over water closets for the benefit of 
officers shall be available in the vicinity of their night quarters. 
4. On ships of 5000 tonnes and over, but less than 15 000 tonnes, at 
least five individual night quarters for officers shall have their own 
bathroomattached to it, which have been provided with a water closet, 
a bathtub and/or shower and a washbasin with hot and cold running 
freshwater; the washbasin may be located in the night quarter. 
Moreover, on ships of 10 000 tonnes and over, but less than 15 000 
tonnes, the night quarters of all other officers shall be provided with an 
own bathroom attached to it, or a bathroomwhich has been equipped 
similarly and is located in an area between two night quarters and which 
is directly accessible from these night quarters. 
5. On board ships of 15 000 tonnes and over the individual night 
quarters for the officers have to be provided with an own bathroom 
attached to it, provided with a water closet, a bathtub and/or shower 
and a washbasin with hot and cold running freshwater; the washbasin 
may be located in the night quarter. 
6. On board ships of 25 000 tonnes and over, with the exception of 
passenger ships, per two ratings there has to be a bathroomin an area 
between two adjacent night quarters and to be reached from there 
directly, or a bathroom located opposite of these quarters. These 
bathrooms have to be provided with a water closet, a bathtub and/or 
shower and a washbasin with hot and cold running freshwater. 
7. On board ships of 5000 tonnes and over, with the exception of 
passenger ships, each night quarter for ratings has to be provided with a 
washbasin with hot and cold running freshwater which is connected to a 
drain, except when there is a washbasin available in a bathroomwhich 
has been furnished in accordance with the sixth paragraph. 
8. On board ships of 1600 tonnes and over, with the exception of ships 
on which the complete engine room personnel has the disposition of its 
own night quarter and a bathroom per one or two night quarters, there 
have to be dressing rooms, which: 
a. are located outside the engine room, but readily accessible from the 
engine room. These rooms shall be capable of being reached by the 
engine room personnel from the engine room without coming into the 
open air; 
b. have been provided with a wardrobe for each member of the engine 
room personnel and with bathtubs and/or showers and washbasins with 
hot and cold running freshwater. 
9. On board ships of 1600 tonnes and over provision must be made for: 
a. a separate toilet area, containing a water closet and a washbasin with 
hot and cold running freshwater, which is readily accessible from the 
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navigation bridge deck and intended for those persons who perform their IL 

duties there; S 
b. a water closet and a washbasin with hot and cold running freshwater, C 

A 
readily accessible from the engine room, if these facilities have not been 
fitted in the near vicinity of the central control room in the engine room. D 

10. On ships where the number of seamen is higher than 100, the 6 

Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management may allow a reduction in the number of washbasins, 
bathtubs and showers. 
11. The water closets mentioned in this Article on board ships of 500 
tonnes and over are intended solely for use by seamen. These water 
closets are not included in the number which shall be available on board 
for dockers under the Stevedores Act. 

 
Art. 59 Sanitary facilities requirements 
The sanitary areas and facilities, as referred to in Article 58, except for 
the facilities connected to cabins, shall comply with the 
following requirements: 
a. The floor shall be of good, endurable and easily cleanable material, 
which is impenetrable for moisture; bulkheads shall be made of steel or 
other good material, which is watertight to at least 23 centimetres 
above the floor. 
b. Water closets shall be sufficiently separated from each other and shall 
be readily accessible. Water closets may neither be directly connected to 
the night quarters, nor to a dead-end corridor between the night 
quarters and the water closets, except that this does not apply to a 
water closet between two night quarters, which together are intended 
for not more than 4 persons. 
c. Water closets shall be provided with a large drain and shall each on 
their own be capable of being flushed by means of a fixed device, so as 
not to give off any stench. The water closets shall be of such a model 
and the drain shall be arranged such that the chance of stoppage is as 
small as possible and that cleaning is easy. 
d. Washbasins and bathtubs shall have adequate dimensions and shall 
be made of good material, with a smooth surface, not liable to c rac ks, 
chipping or rusting. 
e. The floor of an area, in which a water closet or a wash facility is 
placed, shall be provided with an appropriate drain. 

Art. 60 Washing and drying of clothes, storing of oilskins 
1. There has to be sufficient opportunity for washing, drying and ironing 
of clothes, in accordance with the number of crew members and the 
normal duration of the voyage. These facilities have to be fitted in a 
location which can easily be reached from the cabins. 
2. The facilities, as referred to in the first paragraph, have to consist of: 
a. washing mac hines; 
b. driers or well heated and ventilated drying rooms; 
c. irons and iron boards or equivalent provisions. 
3. On ships of less than 250 tonnes a deviation from the provisions in 
the first and second paragraphs is allowed, provided that other 
arrangements are made, which are satisfactory in the opinion of the 
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Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and I  

Water Management. S 
4. Outside, but close to the night quarters, there has to be sufficient, C 

A 
adequately ventilated, storage room to hang oilskins, wet and dirty 
clothing. The Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public D 

Works and Water Management may allow that these clothes on ships of 6 

less than 400 tonnes are stored in a well closing cupboard in the night 
quarter, provided that this cupboard ventilates to a spac e outside the 
quarter. 

 
Art. 62 Miscellaneous 
1. Ships, which are regularly used for voyages in the tropics or in other 
areas with comparable climatic conditions, in the opinion of the 
Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management, shall be equipped with tents over the decks exposed 
to the sun above the quarters and over the deck areas intended for 
rec reation. 
2. On board ships, which are not provided with an air conditioning 
system and which regularly call at ports, where malaria occurs or may 
occur, the day quarters, night quarters and sick bays shall be protec ted 
against the entering of mosquitoes by fitting screens in front of 
sidescuttles and air trunks, as well as in front of doors, that give access 
to the open deck. 
3. On board ships of more than 3000 tonnes, a separate area shall be 
available as an office for the deck service as well as for the engineroom 
service. 

 
Art. 65 Exemptions 
1. Except for the second paragraph, the Inspector-General of the 
Inspec torate for Transport, Public Works and Water Management, after 
consultation with the organizations of marine employers and seafarers 
which can be considered to be representative, either in an incidental 
case, or in general, may grant exemption from the Articles 48 through 
62, under the conditions or restrictions to be given by him, if necessary. 
2. The Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works 
and Water Management may for ships, on board which because of the 
composition of the c rew the interests of c rew members who have 
different habits of religious and social nature shall be taken into account, 
after consultation with the organizations of marine employers and 
seafarers which can be considered to be representative, may grant an 
exemption from the Articles 54, first paragraph and second paragraph, 
sub d, 55, second and third paragraphs, and 58, first and sixth 
paragraphs, under the conditions or restrictions to be given by him, if 
necessary, provided that the organizations as referred to above have 
agreed upon this. 

Regulation Seafarers (= Regeling zeevarenden) 
Accommodation (Regulation 3.1) 

Art. 3.20 Instructions for use of accommodation 
1 The accommodation shall be kept clean, habitable and in good 
condition. 
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On-board recreational facilities (Regulation 3.1) 

Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) 
Art. 48 
The shipowner shall provide decent and safe accommodation and 
recreational facilities for seafarers on board, taking into account 
further requirements of the Regulation Seafarers in accordance with 
the MLC, 2006. These requirements may vary, depending on the date 
the keel of the ship was laid, and in accordance with Standard A3.1, 
exemption may be granted from specific requirements by Our Minister. 

Code of Commerce, Seamen’s Decree (= 
Wetboek van Koophandel, Schepelingenbesluit) 

(On-board recreational facilities Regulation 3.1) 
Art. 57 Recreation areas 
1. On board all ships one or more parts of the open dec k shall be 
accessible for the seamen, when they are off duty. 
2. On board ships of 500 tonnes and over, there have to be recreation 
areas for the officers and the ratings, located at a suitable position and 
appropriately furnished. If no separate recreation areas, apart from 
the day quarters, are provided , these day quarters have to be 
designed, furnished and equipped such that they can serve as 
rec reation areas. 
3. In the recreation areas there has to be at least a bookcase, as well 
as facilities for reading and writing and if possible for party games. 
4. On ships of 8000 tonnes and over there has to be a smoking room 
or a library, where pictures can be presented and one can watch 
television. There also has to be an area where one can tinker or can 
play party games. There has to be a swimming pool unless, in the 
opinion of the Inspector-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, 
Public Works and Water Management, the design of the ship offers 
insufficient possibilities for it. 

Regulation Seafarers (= Regeling zeevarenden) 
(On-board recreational facilities Regulation 3.1) 

Art. 3.21 Use of recreational and social facilities 

pprova
 

2. At least once a month, the accommodation shall be inspected by the I  

Master or by an Officer designated by him, in the presence of one or   

more members of the c rew, to ensure compliance with the provisions of C A 
paragraph 1. The findings of this inspection shall be rec orded in the 
ship's log. D 

3. As long as there are seafarers on board, the heating of the 6 

accommodation shall be in complianc e with Guideline B3.1.3, paragraph 
1 of the Maritime Labour Convention. 
Note to Regulation Seafarers, 
Art. 3.20 paragraph 1 and 2 and Art. 3.21 paragraph 2: 
Please be aware that Art. 3.21 paragraph 1 and 2 are in excess of 
requirements of the MLC, 2006. 
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10. Food and catering (Regulation 3.2) 

Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) 
Art. 48a 
1. The shipowner shall provide 
the seafarers on board with food 
and drinking water of sufficient 
quantity, quality, nutritional 
value and variety free of 
charge, taking into account the 
religious requirements and 
cultural practices, in accordance 
with requirements of the 
Regulation Seafarers. 
2. not relevant 
3. The provisions of food and 
drinking water and the rooms 
and equipment for the storage, 
proc essing and preparation of 
food and drinking water shall be 
regularly inspec ted by or on 
behalf of the captain in 
accordance with the 
requirements of the Regulation 
Seafarers. 

Interpretation 
4. The person on board, tasked 
to proc ess and prepare the food 
for the seafarers, fulfils the 
requirements of the Decree 
seafarers merc hant shipping 
and sailing ships or the 
Regulation 
Seafarers. 

Interpretation to Seafarers Act, 
Art. 48 a (3): 
The inspection of drinking water 
may be limited to a visual inspection 
of the drinking water and it may 
include tasting the drinking water. 
In addition the Public Health Act 
and the Public Health Regulation 
(Wet publieke gezondheid + 
Regeling publieke gezondheid) 
contain requirements for drinking 
water, but these need not be 
certified in the course of the MLC- 
certification. 

Approval 

1. The shipowner shall ensure that the on-board internet facilities for 
sending e-mail are accessible to all seafarers and that the delivery of 
post takes place in accordance with Guideline B3.1.11, paragraph 5 of 
the Maritime Labour Convention. 
2. For the use of telephone, e-mail and internet connections, the 
shipowner may charge a fee as usage costs. The other facilities 
referred to in Artic le 3.13 shall be free of charge for seafarers. 
3. The shipowner shall ensure that all contacts with family and friends 
of seafarers proceed in accordance with standards defined in Guideline 
B3.1.11, paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Maritime Labour Convention. 
4. The facilities referred to in Article 3.13 shall be inspected at least 
once every three years by or on behalf of the Master, in accordance 
with objectives defined in Guideline B3.1.11, paragraph 1 of the 
Maritime Labour Convention. 
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Regulation Seafarers (= Regeling zeevarenden) 

Food and catering (Regulation 3.2) 
Art. 3.18 Provisions regarding storage and handling of food 
and drinking water. 
1. Ships are equipped with sufficient cooking apparatuses and kitchen 
utensils to prepare meals of sufficient quantity and nutritional value 
for the seafarers on board. 
2. On ships of at least 35 meter length, a separate room is equipped 
as a galley for the preparation of food and hot drinks; the galley is 

L
 Decree seafarers merchant shipping and sailing 

ships (= Besluit zeevarenden handelsvaart en 
zeilvaart) 

(Food and catering Regulation 3.2) 
Art. 43 Interpretation 
Ship’s cooks as referred to in 
Art. 120 paragraph 1, are in 
possession of a Certificate of 
Proficiency as Ship’s Cook. 

Art. 120 
1. On board a ship of which the 
presc ribed c rew consists of 
more 
than 9 persons, a certified ship’s 
cook shall be charged with the 
preparation of food. 

2. A certified ship’s cook is a 
person of 18 years or older in 
possession of a Certificate of 
Proficiency as a ship’s cook. 
3. Our Minister may approve 
certificates, issued by 
competent authorities in other 
countries pursuant to the 
Convention regarding the 
Certificate of Competency as a 
Ship’s Cook, 1946, or the 
Maritime Labour Convention, 
2006, as being equivalent to 
Dutch certificates. 

 
Art. 120a 
On board a ship with a 
prescribed number of less than 
10 seafarers, any seafarer 
handling provisions in the galley 
must have been certified or 
been instructed in the fields of 
food, personal hygiene and the 
treatment and storage of 
provisions on board. 

Interpretation to Decree 6 

seafarers merchant shipping and 
sailing ships, Art. 43: 
Approved or recognized training 
courses for ship’s cooks include all 
training courses for cook of Dutch 
Schools for Vocational Training and 
from training courses for ship’s cook 
from countries which have ratified 
ILO-Convention 69, Certification of 
Ships’ Cooks, or the Maritime Labour 
Convention 2006. 

 
Due to a shortage of ship’s cooks 
from Members that have ratified 
ILO-Convention 69, Certification of 
Ships’ Cooks, or the Maritime 
Labour Convention 2006, and due 
to the fact that ships’ cooks from 
EU-c ountries must be admitted, it 
has been dec ided to allow ships’ 
cooks that have a certificate from an 
EU-member state or from a country 
with which the Netherlands have 
concluded a bilateral agreement. 
For a list of these countries see 
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/p 
ublications/2015/03/02/memberstat 
es-with-bilateral-agreement-on- 
training 

 
Seafarers who possess a Dutch 
school certificate as cook, and who 
have experience of one month under 
the supervision of a qualified ship’s 
cook, may fulfil the function of a 
ship’s cook. 

 

https://english.ilent.nl/documents/publications/2015/03/02/memberstates-with-bilateral-agreement-on-training
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/publications/2015/03/02/memberstates-with-bilateral-agreement-on-training
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/publications/2015/03/02/memberstates-with-bilateral-agreement-on-training
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/publications/2015/03/02/memberstates-with-bilateral-agreement-on-training
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sufficiently equipped to prepare good, varied and nutritional meals 
efficiently in a sufficient number, taking into account the various 
religious and 
cultural backgrounds of the seafarers. The galley is provided with hot 
and cold, running drinking water. 
3. For the storage of victuals, locked storage is available, separated 
from other spaces, ventilated or refrigerated in such a way that the 
food remains in good condition. 
4. Ships are equipped with tanks for drinking water, that are 
separated from oiltanks or sloptanks for grey water, and these are 
constructed in such a manner that no residue is left behind during 
pumping and that the hygiene of the drinking water is safeguarded. 
Pipelines, of whatever kind, shall not pass through potable water 
tanks. Interpretation 

Interpretation to Art. 3.18: 
Normal hygiene precautions shall be taken. 

 
Art. 4.1 Food 
1. For the provisioning of a ship with food in complianc e with the 
requirements referred to in Article 48a of the Act, the types and 
amounts of food shall be determined based on: 
a. the number of seafarers on board; 
b. the duration of the voyage; 
c. the nature of the voyage; 
d. the possibility of replenishing supplies at ports of call; and 
e. the religious background and cultural practices of the seafarers. 
2. The food supplies shall be stored in the storerooms referred to in 
Article 3.18, paragraph 3. 

 
Art. 4.2 Drinking water 
1. For supplying a ship with drinking water, the required amount shall 
be determined based on criteria mentioned in Article 4.1, paragraph 1 
as well as the possibility of replenishing supplies during the voyage 
with the help of a system for producing drinking water. 
2. In case of unforeseen circumstances during the voyage, the Master 
may ration the amount of drinking water per seafarer. 
3. Drinking water shall be stored in the containers referred to in 
Article 3.18, paragraph 4 or other suitable tanks which are kept clean 
and closed in order to prevent contamination by foreign substances. 
4. The drinking water shall be fed into the drinking water tank only 
a. by means of a supply hose that is kept free from the quay; 
b. after the water has flowed from supply hose at full supply 
pressure for at least one minute; 
c. if the following substances are added, per tonne of drinking 
water, while loading the tank: 
1° a certain amount of stabilised hypochlorite, resulting in the 
release of at least 0.7 gram of free chlorine per tonne or 
2° a certain amount of stabilised hypochlorite with a certain amount 
of ammonium salt, resulting in the creation of at least 2.5 grams of 
monoc hloramine (NH2Cl) per tonne or 
3° a certain amount of a substance approved by the Minister, 
resulting in the release of at least 0.7 gram of free chlorine per 
tonne of water; and 
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d. if the substances referred to in (c) are properly mixed into the 
drinking water. 
5. A drinking water tank entered for inspection, maintenance or any 
another purpose shall be cleaned by filling the tank with drinking 
water containing 10 grams of free chlorine mixed per tonne of water. 
The drinking water tank shall only be supplied with drinking water if 
this water has been in the tank for at least 2 hours and has then been 
pumped out. 
Art. 4.3 Gauging of drinking water tanks 
1. Sounding rods or other instruments used to measure the remaining 
amount of drinking water in tanks must always be cleaned before use. 
They should be stored in a place with the least risk of contamination. 
If rustproof metal tapelines are used and these are stored in a box 
containing some formalin tablets, the separate cleaning process shall 
not be necessary. 
2. The Master must ensure that the person responsible for carrying 
out the gauging washes his hands immediately before performing this 
task. 

Art. 4.4 Salt and fresh water taps 
1. In galleys and pantries, all drinking water taps must be labelled as 
'drinking water' and all salt water taps as 'salt water'. 
2. After leaving the port, the salt water pipe, used for washing 
kitchen and mess utensils, must be flushed outside the three-mile 
limit for a considerable period of time before it can be used for 
dish-washing purposes. 

Art. 4.6 Inspection 
1. An inspection, as referred to in Article 48a, paragraph 3 of the 
Act, shall be carried out at least once a month in accordance with 
the provisions of Standard A3.2, paragraph 7 of the Maritime 
Labour Convention. 
2. The findings of the inspection shall be recorded in the ship's log. 
3. For carrying out an inspection of the drinking water, all 
necessary hygiene-related measures shall be taken in order to prevent 
contamination of the water. 

 
11. Health and safety and accident 
prevention 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 
General Interpretation: 
The Risk Inventory and Evaluation covers the major part of this item. 
The following Articles may not be covered by the RI&E: 
Occupational Safety and Health Act Art.3 paragraph 4, Art. 9, Art. 12, 
14, and the Occupational safety and health decree, Art. 7.6 and Art. 
7.24 

General Interpretation: 
Occasionally Artic les are referred to in the presented Articles. If those 
Articles are not relevant to the DMLC, part I and the complianc e with 
the MLC, 2006, they have not been copied here. 

Interpretation to Art. 4: 
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Occupational Safety and Health Act 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenwet) 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 
Art.1 
1. In this Act and the provisions based on it, the following terms 
shall have the following meanings: 
a. employer: 
1° the person towards whom another person under an employment 
contract or public law appointment is obliged to work, except when 
that other person is put at the disposal of a third party for work, which 
is usually done by that third party; 
2° the person to whom another person is put at disposal for work as 
referred to under 1°.; 
b. employee: the other person, as referred to under a. 
2. In this Act and the provisions based on it, the following terms shall 
have the following meanings: 
a. employer: 
1° the person who, without being employer or employee within the 
meaning of the first paragraph, has another person working under 
his authority; 
2° the person who, without being employer or employee within the 
meaning of the first paragraph, has another person working in a house 
not under his authority, in cases to be appointed by Order in Council; 
b. employee: the other person, as referred to under a, with the 
exception of the person who works as a volunteer. 
3. In this Act and the provisions based on it, the following terms shall 
have the following meanings: 
a. Our Minister: Our Minister of Social Affairs and Employment; 
b. works council: the works council, as referred to in the Works 
Councils Act; 

Art. 4 only applies if the ship is actually manned by seafarers with a 
structural functional limitation. 

Interpretation to Art. 5, paragraph 5: 
The familiarization training shall include the dangers and risks of the 
seafarer. 

Interpretation to Art. 15): 
In the Safe manning document attention is paid to the number of 
seafarers necessary for emergenc y situations on board such as giving 
medic al first aid, firefighting and abandoning ship. 

Interpretation “expert employee”: 
See specification in Art. 13 (4) 

Interpretation asbestos: 
See website: https://english.ilent.nl/themes/developments-legislation- 
seagoing-vessels/asbestos-in-ships 

Interpretation to Decree, Art. 3.5g and 4.10b: 
For threshold values see the Safety Data Sheets. 

 

https://english.ilent.nl/themes/developments-legislation-seagoing-vessels/asbestos-in-ships
https://english.ilent.nl/themes/developments-legislation-seagoing-vessels/asbestos-in-ships
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c. staff representation: the staff representation, as referred to in the 
Works Councils Act; 
d. supervisor: the supervisor, as referred to in the General 
Administrative Law Act, and appointed as such on the basis of Article 
24; 
e. psychosocial workload: the factors direct or indirect discrimination 
including sexual harassment, aggression and violence, bullying and 
pressure of work, in the labour status that induce stress; 
f. stress: a state which has negative physical, mental or social 
consequences; 
g. workplace: any place which is or is usually used for working; 
h. work equipment: all mac hinery, installations, apparatus and tools 
used on the workplace; 
3 (i): accident at work: an unintended, sudden incident occurred to 
an employee in connection with the employment, which has almost 
directly caused damage to the health and has led to sickness absence, 
or has almost directly resulted in death; 

 
Art. 2 Extension scope 
This Act and the provisions based on it are also applicable to: 
c. work which is done entirely or partly outside the Netherlands by 
persons, working on board seagoing vessels which on the basis of 
Netherlands legal rules are entitled to fly the Netherlands flag; 

Art. 3 Occupational Safety and Health policy 
4. The employer regularly tests the occupational safety and health 
policy against the experiences gained with that and adapts the 
measures as often as the gained experience requires so. 

 
Art. 4 Adaptation workplace employee with structural 
functional disability 
1. In addition to Article 3, first paragraph, heading and under c, the 
employer, as referred to in Artic le 1, first paragraph, item a, under 
1° on account of the performanc e of his task, as referred to in Artic le 
7:658a of the Civil Code and Article 76e of the Sickness Benefits Act, 
a. adapts the design of the workplace, the work methods and the work 
equipment used, as well as the work contents to his employee, who in 
connection with unfitness as a result of disease is impeded to do the 
work agreed upon, and b. adapts the design of the business to that 
employee, insofar as the need for that is called by the participation of 
that employee in the activities or the related residence in the 
business. 
2. The first paragraph is equally binding to the own-risk bearer, as 
referred to in Artic le 1, first paragraph, item h, of the Sickness 
Benefits Act and the person, as referred to in Article 29, second 
paragraph, items a, b and c, of that Act, who lately had an 
employment contract with the own-risk bearer, during the period that 
the own-risk bearer must pay compensation for sickness to that 
person. 

Art. 5 Inventory and evaluation of risks 
1. When conducting the occupational safety and health policy, the 
employer puts down in writing in an inventory and evaluation which 
risks the work brings along for the employees. This risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks also contains a description of the dangers and the 
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risk restrictive measures and the risks for special categories of 
employees. 
2. In the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, attention is paid to the 
access of employees to an expert employee or person, as referred to 
in the Articles 13 and 14, or the safety, health and welfare service. 
3. An action plan, in which is indicated which measures will be taken 
in connection with the risks meant and its cohesion, all this in 
accordance with Article 3, is part of the risk inventory and evaluation 
of risks. In the action plan is also indicated within which period these 
measures will be taken. 
4. The risk inventory and the evaluation of risks is adjusted as often 
as the experience gained with that, changed work methods or 
occupational safety and health or the state of the art and professional 
supply of services require so. 
5. If the employer has an employee work who has been put at his 
disposal, he gives the person who puts the employee at his disposal, 
timely before the start of the activities, the description from the risk 
inventory and evaluation of risks of the dangers and risk restrictive 
measures and of the risks for the employee at the workplace to be 
occupied, so that he gives this description to the employee involved. 

Interpretation to Decree, Art. 4.15: 
This is indicated in the RI&E. 
Art. 6 Prevention and limitation of major accidents where 
dangerous goods are involved 
1. When conducting the occupational safety and health policy, the 
employer takes the measures which are necessary for the prevention 
and limitation of major accidents where dangerous goods are involved 
and its consequences for the safety and the health of the employees 
working in the business, the institution, or a part thereof. 
By or pursuant to Order in Council, rules can be laid down as regards: 
a. the categories of businesses, institutions or parts thereof with 
regard to whom the employer takes measures; 
b. the data which the employer with regard to the businesses, 
institutions or parts thereof, as referred to under a, puts in writing or 
gives to the supervisor or to the employees and the other expert 
persons, as referred to in Artic le 13, first through third paragraph, the 
persons, as referred to in Artic le 14, first paragraph and the safety, 
health and welfare service; 
c. the measures that the employer takes as regards the businesses, 
institutions or parts thereof, as referred to under a; 
d. the time on which and the frequency with which is complied with 
the obligations as referred to under b and c; 
e. a ban on the exploitation of the business, the design or a part 
thereof, if not or not entirely has been complied with one or more 
obligations under this Article; 
f. the supervision over the observance of the provisions by or 
pursuant to this Article. 
2. Our Minister can designate a business or institution or a part 
thereof separately regarding which one or more of the obligations as 
referred to in or under the first paragraph rest with the employer, if in 
connection with the presence of dangerous goods, special dangers 
may arise for the safety and the health of the employees working 
therein. At the designation is determined at which time the relevant 
obligations must be complied with. The effect of the designation is 
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suspended until the period for the submission of a notice of objection 
or appeal has expired, or, if objec tions have been made or an appeal 
has been lodged, when has been decided upon the objection or 
appeal. 
3. Non-c omplianc e with the first sentence of the first paragraph is 
an offence. Insofar as non-complianc e with the rules by or pursuant to 
the first paragraph has been designated as a criminal offence, that 
fact is an offence. 

Art. 8 Promotion and education 
1. The employer ensures that the employees are effectively informed 
about the activities to be carried out and the risks involved, as well as 
about the measures which are aimed at preventing or limiting these 
risks. The employer also ensures that the employees are adequately 
informed on the manner in which the expert assistance, as referred to 
in the Articles 13, 14, 14a and 15, has been arranged in his business 
or institution. 
2. The employer ensures that the employees are supplied with 
adequate education and education which has been adjusted to their 
respective tasks as regards the occupational safety and health. 
3. If personal protection equipment are put at the disposal of the 
employees and if security devices have been fit to working equipment 
or otherwise, the employer ensures that the employees are familiar 
with their purpose and functioning and the manner in which they have 
to use these. 
4. The employer supervises the observance of the instructions and 
requirements aimed at the prevention or limitation of the risks 
mentioned in the first paragraph as well as at the proper use of 
personal protection equipment . 
5. If employees are working within the enterprise which are younger 
than 18, the employer takes the limited work experience and 
uncompleted physical and mental development of these employees 
which is inherent to their young age especially into account during the 
performanc e of the obligations mentioned in the previous paragraph. 

 
Art. 9 Notification and registration of accidents at work and 
occupational diseases 
1. The employer immediately notifies the supervisor who has been 
designated to that end of the accidents at work resulting in death, a 
permanent injury or a hospitalisation and reports this, if requested, as 
soon as possible to this supervisor. 
2. The employer updates a list of the reported accidents at work and 
of accidents at work which have resulted in absenteeism of more than 
three working days and registers the nature and date of the accident 
on it. 
3. The person, as referred to in Artic le 14, first paragraph, entrusted 
with the task, as referred to in item b of that paragraph, or the safety, 
health and welfare service notifies an institution, which has been 
designated to that end by Our Minister, of occupational diseases. 

Art. 11 General obligations of the employees 
The employee is obliged to ensure, according to his ability, his own 
safety and health and that of the other persons involved during his 
operations on the workplace, in accordance with his training and the 
instructions given by the employer. He is in particular obliged: 
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a. to use work equipment and dangerous goods properly; 
b. to use the personal protection equipment which are at his disposal 
properly and to store them after use on the appropriate location, all 
this insofar as it has not been determined pursuant to this Act that 
employees are not obliged to use protective devices as referred to 
above; 
c. not to change the security devices applied to the work equipment 
or otherwise or not to remove them unnecessarily and to use them 
properly; 
d. to cooperate with the training as referred to in Article 8 which 
has been arranged for him; 
e. to immediately notify the employer or the person who on behalf of 
him is in charge of the management on the spot of the safety or 
health risks observed by him; 
f. if necessary, to assist the employer and the employees and the 
other expert persons, as referred to in Artic le 13, first through third 
paragraph, the persons, as referred to in Article 14, first paragraph, 
and the safety, health and welfare service, with the performance of 
their obligations and tasks on the basis of this Act. 
Art. 12 Cooperation, consultation and special rights of the 
Works Council, the staff representation and the interested 
employees 
1. The employer and the employees work together during the 
implementation of the occupational safety and health policy. 
2. The employer has consultations with the Works Council or the 
staff representation about matters regarding the occupational safety 
and health policy as well as about the implementation of this policy, 
where information is actively exchanged. 
3. In enterprises where normally less than 10 persons are working, 
in the absence of a Works Council or staff representation, the 
employer has consultations with the interested employees about the 
risk inventory and the evaluation of risks, the arrangement of the 
expert assistance, as referred to in Artic le 13, first through third 
paragraph, the safety, health and welfare service and the expert 
assistance, as referred to in Article 15. 
4. To the members of the Works Council or the staff representation, 
in connection with their task within the framework of the occupational 
safety and health of the employees: 
a. the opportunity is offered to speak with the supervisor during his 
visit to the business or the institution outside the presence of others; 
b. the opportunity is offered to accompany the supervisor during his 
visit to the business or the institution, provided insofar as he 
expresses that he has objections against that because of a proper 
performanc e of his task. 
5. For the implementation of the sections 3.6 and 4.1.2. of the 
General Administrative Law Act, a Works Council or staff 
representation replaces the interested employees, as determined by or 
pursuant to this Act. 
6. In case of absence of the Works Council or staff representation, 
contrary to Article 3.41 of the General Administrative Law Act, an 
order is as soon as possible reported by the employer to the interested 
employees. That order enters, contrary to Article 3.40 of the General 
Administrative Law Act, into force for them not earlier than after the 
employer has complied with the duty to notify, as referred to in the 
previous sentence. 
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Art. 13 Assistance expert employees in the field of prevention 
and protection 
1. The employer has himself assisted as regards the compliance with 
his obligations on the basis of this Act, by one or more expert 
employees. 
2. Insofar as the opportunities are insufficient to arrange the 
assistance within the business or the institution, the assistance is 
provided by a combination of expert employees and other expert 
persons. 
3. If there are no opportunities for arranging the assistance within the 
business or institution, the assistance is provided by other expert 
persons. 
4. The employees and the other expert persons dispose of such 
expertise, experience and equipment, are such in number, are 
available during such time and have been arranged such that they can 
provide the assistance properly. 
5. The employer enables the employees to provide the assistance 
autonomously and independently. On grounds of a correct task 
performanc e, the employees are not aggrieved in their position in the 
business or the institution. Article 21, fourth sentence, of the Works 
Councils Act is equally binding. 
6. The expert persons provide their assistance with preservation of 
their autonomy and of their independence with regard to the 
employer. 
7. The provision of assistance includes in any case: 
a. rendering assistance to the performanc e and development of a risk 
inventory and evaluation of risks as referred to in Article 5; 
b. advising of respectively closely cooperating with the Works 
Council or the staff representation, or, in case of absence thereof, the 
interested employees, regarding the taken measures and the 
measures to be taken, aimed at the best occupational safety and 
health policy; 
c. the implementation of the measures, as referred to in item b, or 
the cooperation with that. 
8. A copy of an advice as referred to in the seventh paragraph, item 
b, is sent to the employer. 
9. In the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred to in 
Article 5, the measures are described which are necessary to comply 
with the fourth and tenth paragraph. 10. Contrary to the first through 
third paragraph, the tasks within the framework of the assistance can, 
in case of employers with not more than 25 employees, also be 
performed by the employer himself, if he is a natural person, or by the 
manager when the employer is a legal person, if these persons 
dispose of sufficient expertise, experience and equipment to perform 
these tasks properly. 
10. Contrary to the first through third paragraphs, the tasks within the 
framework of the assistance can, in case of employers with not more 
than 25 employees, also be performed by the employer himself, if he 
is a natural person, or by the manager when the employer is a legal 
person, if these persons dispose of sufficient expertise, experience and 
equipment to perform these tasks properly. 

Art. 14 Custom-circuit regulation additional expert assistance 
with specific tasks in the field of prevention and protection 
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1. In addition to Article 13, the employer has himself assisted with the 
following tasks by one or more expert persons for the benefit of whom 
in accordance with Article 20 a certificate has been issued or who has 
been registered as a company doc tor in a recognized specialist 
register as referred to in Article 14 of the Individual Health Care 
Professions Act: 
a. the testing of the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred 
to in Article 5, and advising about that; 
b. the assistance with the accompaniment of employees who, due to 
illness, are not able to work, including the assistance with the 
implementation of rules laid down by or pursuant to Article 25, first, 
second, third, fourth and seventh paragraph of the Work and Income 
according to Labour Capacity Act, or by or pursuant to Artic le 71a, 
first, second, third, fourth and seventh paragraph, of the Invalidity 
Insurance Act; 
c. insofar as the possibilities are inadequate to organize the assistance 
to the task, as referred to in the first paragraph, item a, inside the 
company or the institution, the assistance is rendered by one or more 
other expert persons as referred to in the first paragraph, heading; 
2. At the implementation of the first paragraph, the following is 
observed: 
a. the assistance with the tasks, as referred to in the first paragraph, 
is effectively performed; 
b. the assistance with the task, as referred to in the first paragraph 
item a, is arranged within the business or the institution; 
c. insofar as the opportunities are insufficient to arrange the 
assistance with the task, as referred to in the first paragraph, item a, 
within the business or the institution, the assistance is provided by 
one or more other expert persons for the benefit of whom in 
accordance with Article 20 a certificate has been issued; 
d. the persons who provide the assistance, have such equipment and 
are such in number, are available during such time and such 
organized, that they can provide the assistance with the tasks, as 
referred to in the first paragraph, properly. 
3. A copy of an advice as referred to in the first paragraph, item a, is 
sent to the Works Council or the staff representation by the person 
who has drawn up this advice. In case of absence of a Works Council 
or staff representation, a copy of this advice is as soon as possible 
sent to the interested employees by the employer. 
4. The manner in which the provision of assistance takes place as 
regards the task, as referred to in the first paragraph, item b, is 
recorded in writing. 
5. The personal identifier, or in the event of absence thereof, the tax 
and social insurance number, can be used for the data processing 
which is necessary for the performanc e of the job, as referred to in the 
first paragraph, item b. 
6. Article 464 of Book 7 of the Civil Code, insofar as it concerns the 
application by analogy of the Articles 457 and 464, second paragraph, 
under b, of Book 7 of the Civil Code, is not applicable if, in connection 
with the implementation of this Act, actions are performed in the field 
of the medic ine by persons entrusted with the tasks, as referred to in 
the first paragraph, item b. 
7. The expert employees and other expert persons, as referred to in 
Article 13, and the persons, as referred to in the first paragraph, 
cooperate with the provision of assistance to an employer. 
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8. Article 13, fifth and sixth paragraph, is equally binding. 
9. The arrangement of the assistance with the tasks, as referred to in 
the first paragraph, can, with due regard for the second paragraph, 
take plac e by: 
a. collective employment contract or by regulation by or on behalf 
of a competent administrative body, or 
b. regulation upon which the employer has agreed in writing with the 
Works Council or the staff representation. 
10. If a collective employment contract or a regulation as referred to 
in the ninth paragraph, item a, as well as a regulation as referred to in 
the ninth paragraph, item b, apply, the provisions given in that 
contract and regulations are both applicable. In case of conflict, the 
provisions of the collective employment contract or the regulation, as 
referred to in the ninth paragraph, item a, are applicable. 
11. For the purpose of this Article and the provisions based on it, a 
collective employment contract as referred to in the ninth paragraph, 
item a, and a regulation as referred to in the ninth paragraph, items a 
and b, are applic able during 5 years, to be calculated from the time on 
which that collective employment contract or that regulation 
commenc es. In case of amendments to the collective employment 
contract as referred to in the first sentence or the regulation within 5 
years after entry into force, the period as referred to in the first 
sentence is ended at the time of entry into force of the amended 
collective employment contract or regulation. 
12. The first paragraph, heading and item a, is not applicable with 
regard to the employer: 
a. who has employees working for a period of not more than 40 
hours in total a week, or 
b. with normally not more than 25 employees, if a model for the 
development of a risk inventory or evaluation of risks is used. 
13. By or pursuant to Order in Council, rules are laid down for: 
a. the period of work which is not taken into consideration with the 
implementation of the twelfth paragraph, item a; 
b. the model, as referred to in the twelfth paragraph, item b. 
14. By or pursuant to Order in Council may be determined that the 
assistance with one or more tasks as referred to in the first 
paragraph, items b and c, is not mandatory with due regard for 
requirements given by or pursuant to that Order in Council. 

 
Art. 15 Expert assistance in the field of in-house emergency 
service 
1. The employer has himself assisted with regard to the complianc e 
with his obligations on the basis of Article 3, first paragraph, under e, 
of this Act by one or more employees which have been appointed by 
him as in-house emergenc y officers. 
2. The provision of assistance includes in any case: 
a. the administration of first aid in case of accidents; 
b. the limitation and fighting of fire and the limitation of the 
consequences of accidents; 
c. in emergenc y situations, alerting and evacuation of all employees 
and other persons in the business or the institution. 
3. The in-house emergency officers dispose of such education and 
equipment, are such in number and such organized that they are able 
to perform the tasks mentioned in the second paragraph properly. 
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Art. 15a Rights to information expert employees and persons, 
in-house emergency officers and safety, health and welfare 
services 
The employer ensures that the expert employees and the other expert 
persons, as referred to in Article 13, the persons, as referred to in 
Article 14, first paragraph, the in-house emergenc y officers, as 
referred to in Article 15, and the safety, health and welfare service can 
take note of: 
a. the accident reports and the list of accidents at work, as referred 
to in Article 9; 
b. a demand as referred to in Artic le 27, first paragraph; 
c. a command as referred to in Artic le 28, first paragraph; 
d. a request for exemption as referred to in Article 30, second 
paragraph; 
e. an order to impose a burden under administrative pressure or to 
impose a burden under penalty payment as referred to in Article 
28a; 
f. a report as referred to in Artic le 36, first paragraph; 
g. an order as referred to in Artic le 37, first paragraph. 
h. a decision as referred to in Artic le 37, first paragraph. 

Art. 16 More detailed rules regarding occupational safety and 
health as well as exceptions to and extensions of scope 
1. By or pursuant to Order in Council, rules are laid down in 
connection with occupational safety and health of the employees. 
2. The rules as referred to in the first paragraph 
a. relate to the safety, health and welfare care and the arrangement 
of the work, the design of the workplaces, working with dangerous 
goods and biologic al agents, the degree of physical load to which 
employees are exposed, the physical factors which occur at the 
workplace, the work equipment and personal protection equipment 
used and the safety and health signs to be used at the workplace and 
b. can also serve for the implementation of the Articles 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
13, 14, 14a, 15 and 18. 
3. The rules as referred to in the first and second paragraph can 
include: 
a. a ban to do or have done certain work desc ribed by that Order, to 
which special risks for the safety or health are attached; 
b. a ban to do or have done certain work desc ribed by that Order, if 
with regard to that work not has been complied with the conditions 
or requirements determined by or pursuant to that Order; 
c. a ban to possess certain dangerous goods or items desc ribed by 
that Order, to which special risks for the safety or health are attached; 
d. a ban to possess certain dangerous goods or items desc ribed by 
that Order, if with regard to those goods or items not has been 
complied with the conditions or requirements determined by or 
pursuant to that Order; 
e. a ban to do or have done certain work desc ribed by that Order if 
the employees have not had an occupational health examination. 
4. By or pursuant to Order in Council may be determined that this Act 
and the provisions based on it are entirely or partly not applicable to: 
a. work done in or on an aircraft, or a seagoing vessel or barge, or a 
vehicle on a public road or a rail or tram road; 
b. work done in military service; 
c. work done by employees and operations as referred to in Article 
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2, item b, of pupils and students in educational establishments; 
d. work done by a reconnaissance investigation, the searching or 
extrac tion of minerals or geothermic heat or the storage of 
substances as referred to in the Mining Act; 
e. work done within the exclusive economic zone. 
5. The Order as referred to in the third paragraph, under e, leaves 
the working only up to the result of an occupational health 
examination, insofar as that work involves special risks for the life or 
the health of the employee himself or of other persons or insofar as 
this is required for other special reasons. By or pursuant to Order in 
Council, more detailed rules are laid down as regards this occupational 
health examination and the manner of registration, processing and 
storage of its result. These relate in any case to the cases and manner 
in which a request for re-examination can be done. 
6. By or pursuant to Order in Council, rules can be laid down with 
regard to the work or operations: 
a. as referred to in the fourth paragraph; 
b. done in the civil public service; 
c. done in a prison or remand centre as referred to in the Custodial 
Institutions Act, a judicial institution for the care of persons under 
hospital order as referred to in the Hospital Orders (Framework) Act or 
an institution as referred to in the Judicial Youth Institutions 
Framework) Act, which are contrary to this Act or the provisions based 
on it or serve as addition to that. Regarding the work or the 
operations, as referred to in the fourth paragraph, under c, can be 
determined by or pursuant to Order in Council that section 4.1.2 of the 
General Administrative Law Act is not applicable. 
7. By Order in Council may be determined that the obligation to 
comply with specific requirements of this Act or the provisions based 
on it, insofar as they relate to work to which special risks for the 
safety or the health are attached, is also directed to: 
a. a self-employed person; 
b. an employer who does this work himself; 
c. the person where volunteers are working; 
d. a volunteer. 
8. By Order in Council may be determined that the obligation to 
comply with specific requirements in the cases described by that 
Order, rests with another than the employer. The persons who can be 
appointed are the owner or manager or the person who is otherwise 
competent to decide on the design, the production or the maintenance 
of workplac es and work equipment, as has been determined by that 
Order, if necessary. 
9. The rules as referred to in the first paragraph can relate to other 
issues than those mentioned in the second paragraph or can address 
other persons than the employer or the persons as referred to in the 
seventh and eighth paragraph, if this is necessary for the 
implementation of obligations determined pursuant to the Treaty 
establishing the European Community regarding the promotion of the 
improvement of the working environment. 
10. The employer, or another than the employer as referred to in the 
seventh, eighth or ninth paragraph and the employees are obliged to 
comply with the requirements and bans determined by or pursuant to 
the Order in Council determined on the basis of this Article, Article 20, 
first paragraph, and Article 24, ninth paragraph, insofar as and in the 
manner as determined by or pursuant to this Order. 
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Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Art. 1.1 Definitions general 
1. In this Decree and the provisions based on it, ‘Act’ means: 
Occupational safety and health Act. 
4. In this Decree and the provisions based on it, the following terms 
shall have the following meanings: 
a. physic al load: the work posture to be adopted by an employee in 
connection with the work, the motions to be performed or the forces 
to be executed, among others consisting of lifting, putting down, 
pushing, pulling, wearing or in another manner removing or 
supporting of one or more loads; 

 
Art. 1.36 More detailed requirements risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks 
1. If, in the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred to in 
Article 5 of the Act, one or more young employees are working or are 
usually working in a business or institution, special attention is paid 
to: 
a. the specific dangers in the field of occupational safety and health 
as a result of the young employee’s lack of work experience, not being 
able to properly assess dangers and the non-completion of his/her 
mental or physical development; 
b. the equipment and set-up of the workplace; 
c. the nature, the extent and the duration of the exposure to 
substances, agents and physical factors; 
d. the choice and the use of work equipment and personal protective 
devices; 
e. the entity of activities in the business or the institution and its 
organization, and 
f. the level of education of the young employees and information to 
be given to them. 
2. Furthermore, in the risk inventory and evaluation of risks special 
attention is paid to the incomplete list of agents, processes and 
activities, included in the Annex to the Directive. 

Art. 1.37 Expert supervision 
1. If young employees work in a business or institution, there must 
be adequate expert supervision over that work. The contents and the 
extent of the supervision depends on the risk inventory and evaluation 
of risks, as referred to in Artic le 5 of the Act, found dangers which 
may arise if there is no expert supervision. 
2. If it appears from the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as 
referred to in Article 1.36, that young employees must do work to 
which specific dangers are attached, particularly for occupational 
accidents as a result of lack of work experience, not being able to 
properly assess dangers and the non-completion of the young 
employee’s mental or physical development, that work may only be 
done, if expert supervision has been organized such that those 
dangers are prevented. If that is not possible, that work may not be 
performed by young employees. 
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CHAPTER 2 Safety, health and welfare care and 
organization of work 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
SECTION 1 Notification occupational diseases 
Art. 2.1 Information occupational diseases 
By Ministerial Regulation, rules are laid down as regards the 
information supplied at the notification of an occupational disease, as 
referred to in Article 9, third paragraph, of the Act. 

Art. 3.2 General requirements 
1. Workplaces are safely accessible and can be left safely. They are 
designed, built, equipped, put into operation, used and maintained 
such that danger for the safety and the health of the employees has 
been prevented as muc h as possible. Furthermore, they are kept neat, 
as muc h as possible free from dust and insofar as the safety of the 
work place requires that, kept orderly. 
2. Regularly is checked whether the available provisions and taken 
measures at the workplace for the protection of the employees still 
function adequately. 
3. Found defects as regards the provisions and measures as referred 
to in the second paragraph which may affect the safety or the health, 
are repaired as soon as possible. 

 

Art. 3.5g Danger of suffocation, stupefaction, intoxication or 
fire (I) Interpretation 
1. If it may be suspected that the atmosphere on a location or in a 
space contains substances to such an extent that this causes danger 
of suffocation, stupefaction, intoxication, fire or explosion, the 
employee does not enter that location or space before an investigation 
has shown that there is no such danger. 
2. If it appears from the investigation, as referred to in the first 
paragraph, that the danger of suffocation, stupefaction, intoxication, 
fire or explosion, is present, effective measures are taken so that the 
employees can enter that location or that space without the dangers, 
as referred to in the first paragraph. 
3. In any case it is a matter of: 
a. danger of suffocation if the atmosphere contains less than 18 
volume percent oxygen; 

Approval 

Art. 1.38 Occupational health examination 
In addition to Article 18 of the Act, young employees are enabled to 
be subjected to an occupational health examination, as soon as 
appears from the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred to 
in Article 1.36, that young employees must do work to which specific 
dangers are attached, particularly for occupational accidents as a 
result of lack of work experience, not being able to properly assess 
dangers and the non-completion of the mental or physical 
development of the young employee. 
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b. danger of stupefaction or intoxication if the concentration of the 
relevant substances in the atmosphere is higher than the limit values, 
as referred to in Artic le 4.3. 
c. risk of fire or explosion if the concentration of oxygen in the 
atmosphere is higher than 21 volume percent or the concentration of 
combustible gases or vapours is higher than 10 volume percent of 
the lower explosive limit and 
4. If it is not possible to take the measures, as referred to in the 
second paragraph, and it is necessary to enter the dangerous 
atmosphere, as referred to in the first paragraph, then the employee 
is permanently observed and effective measures are taken: 
a. to protect this employee against the danger, as referred to in the 
second paragraph; 
b. to immediately help the employee in an effective manner in case of 
direc t danger. 

Art. 3.5h Safety at, on or in tankers 
1. Article 3.5g is not applicable as regards the following activities at, 
on or in tankers of a category indicated by Ministerial Regulation: 
a. the cleaning; 
b. the maintenanc e, repair or rebuilding; 
c. the entirely or partly scrapping, with danger of fire, explosion, 
intoxication, suffocation or stupefaction. 
2. The activities as referred to in the first paragraph are carried out in 
a safe manner by or under supervision of a person who has sufficient 
expertise. 
3. By Ministerial Regulation, activities are indicated which are only 
carried out if a gas expert has previously assessed the dangers to the 
safety and health of the employees and has given a declaration which 
complies with a model to be laid down by Ministerial Regulation. 
4. A gas expert as referred to in the third paragraph is in possession 
of a certificate of professional competence gas expert, which has been 
issued by Our Minister or a certificating institute. 
5. The certificate of professional competence gas expert or a copy of it 
is present on the workplace and is shown, upon request, to the 
supervisor. 
6. Regarding the activities, as referred to in the first paragraph, more 
detailed rules are laid down by Ministerial Regulation. 

Art. 3.8 Fire alarm and fire fighting 
1. In addition to Article 15 of the Act, there are sufficient appropriate 
fire-fighting devices on workplaces, depending on the nature of the 
work done there, the corresponding dangers and the maximum 
number of employees and other persons present. 
2. In addition to the first paragraph, fire detectors and alarm systems 
are present, if necessary. 
3. Non-automatic fire-fighting devices are readily accessible and easily 
operated. 
4. Non-automatic fire-fighting devices have been provided with a 
signalling which complies with the provisions of or pursuant to section 
2 of Chapter 8. The signalling is durable and fitted on the right 
location. 

Art. 3.16 Prevention danger of falling 
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1. When doing work where danger of falling occurs, a safe scaffolding, 
landing or shop floor has been fitted, if possible, or the danger has 
been resisted by the arrangement of effective fencings, railings or 
other similar provisions. 
2. In any case there is no danger of falling in the presence of risk- 
increasing circumstances, openings in floors, or when there is a danger 
of falling 2.5 metres or more. 
3. Fences and handrails are effective when they are at least 1 meter 
above the work surface and provide protection against falling, or meet 
the requirements as set in the “Bouwbesluit 2012”. 
4. The first paragraph is not applicable to work under circumstances in 
which the use of ladders and stairs is allowed as referred to in Article 
7.23, second paragraph. 
5. If the provisions mentioned in the first paragraph cannot or only 
partly be fitted or when the fitting or removing of it causes greater 
dangers than the work for the security of which they should serve, 
sufficient strong and sufficient large safety nets have been fitted for 
the prevention of the danger on efficient locations and in an efficient 
manner or adequate safety belts with life lines of sufficient strength are 
used or other technical means are applied, which provide a similar 
degree of safety of the work as referred to in the first paragraph. 
Measures aimed at collective protection have priority over measures 
aimed at individual protection. 

 
Art. 3.20 Relaxation rooms 
In the business or the institution or in the direct vicinity of it, a readily 
accessible room is available where the employees can spend the 
breaks. This room is fit for that as well as, depending on the number 
of employees, sufficiently large measured and equipped with sufficient 
tables and chairs. 

 
Art. 4.1 Definitions 
In this chapter and the provisions based on it, the following terms 
shall have the following meanings: 
a. dangerous goods: substances, mixtures or solutions of substances 
to which employees are or can be exposed during work, which 
because of the properties of or the conditions under which those 
substances, mixtures or solutions occur, can cause danger to the 
safety or health; 
b. limit value: 
1°. the limit of the concentration or of the time weighted average of 
the concentration for a dangerous good in the individual respiratory 
zone of an employee during a specified reference period; 

Art. 4.1b Duty of care of the employer 
1. In all cases in which employees are or can be exposed to dangerous 
goods, the employer ensures an efficient protection of the health and 
safety of the employee. 
2. The provisions in the first paragraph are complied with if: 
a. within the framework of the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, 
as referred to in Article 5 of the Act, the nature, extent and duration of 
the exposure has been assessed in accordance with Article 4.2; 
b. effective measures have been taken for the prevention or reduction 
of the exposure in accordance with the Articles 4.1c and 4.4 or in 
accordance with the Articles 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19; 
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c. preventive measures have been taken for the prevention of 
unwanted events in accordance with Article 4.6. 

Art. 4.1c Reduction of exposure; general preventive measures 
1. In all cases in which work is done where employees are or can be 
exposed to dangerous goods, is, within the framework of Article 3 
of the Act, the exposure of employees to dangerous goods prevented 
or minimized by: 
a. the design and the organization of the work systems at the 
workplace; 
b. using adequate work equipment; 
c. using adequate provisions when carrying out repair or maintenanc e 
activities; 
d. minimizing the number of employees, which is or can be exposed; 
e. minimizing the extent and the duration of the exposure; 
f. observing the utmost care, orderliness and cleanliness; 
g. reducing the amount of dangerous goods on the workplace as muc h 
as possible; 
h. introducing suitable working methods, including arrangements for 
the safe handling, storage and transport on the workplace of 
dangerous goods and of wastes which contain dangerous goods; 
i. noticeably and clearly legible mentioning the name of the substance 
on the pac kaging of a dangerous good and a spec ification of the 
nature of the danger or the dangers, related to that substance; 
j. only having work done by persons who are in such a physical and 
mental condition and who dispose of such basic knowledge in the field 
of that work, that they are sufficiently able to recognize and prevent 
the dangers related thereto; 
k. ensuring that there is no smoking, eating, drinking, sleeping or 
storage of food where dangerous goods are present. 
2. The measures, as referred to in the first paragraph, are in 
accordance with the state of the art and technology 
3. The first paragraph, item i, is not applicable insofar as the Carriage 
of Dangerous Goods Act or the Plant Protection Products and Biocides 
Act is applicable. 
Art. 4.2 More detailed requirements risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks, assessment 

1. If employees are or can be exposed to dangerous goods, 
irrespective whether actually is or will be worked with these 
substances, the nature, extent and duration of that exposure are, 
within the framework of the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as 
referred to in Article 5 of the Act, assessed in order to determine the 
dangers for the employees. 
2. In any case is established, with regard to the nature of the 
exposure, to which dangerous good employees are or can be exposed, 
what the dangers are which are related to those substances, in which 
situations exposure may occur and in which manner exposure can 
take place. 
3. In any case is established, as regards the extent of exposure to 
dangerous goods, what the level of exposure is. 
4. For the effective establishment of the level of exposure, 
appropriate, normalized measuring methods, or other appropriate 
measuring methods or quantitative evaluation methods are used. 
5. At the assessment, as referred to in the first paragraph, the 
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following aspects are involved anyway: 
a. the information about the safety and health which must be provided 
by the supplier of a dangerous good by or pursuant to legal 
requirements, as well as the additional information of the supplier or 
from other readily accessible sources, which is necessary for the 
evaluation of risks; 
b. the circumstances during activities where dangerous goods are 
involved, including the amount of dangerous goods to which 
employees are or can be exposed; 
c. the reasonably foreseeable events which can lead to a considerable 
increase in the extent of exposure, also when preventive measures 
have been taken; 
d. the effectiveness of the taken or to be taken preventive measures; 
e. insofar as applicable, the results of the occupational health 
examinations, as referred to in the Articles 4.10a and 4.10b. 
6. If various dangerous goods are involved, the assessment, as 
referred to in the first paragraph, is based on the risk that those 
dangerous goods cause when they are combined. 
7. The extent of exposure as referred to in the first paragraph is 
tested in accordance with the fourth paragraph against the limit value 
which has been established for the substance involved. 
8. The assessment, as referred to in the first paragraph, is regularly 
revised, in any case when is started with new activities where 
dangerous goods are involved and, furthermore, when changed 
circumstances or the results of the occupational health examinations, 
as referred to in the Articles 4.10a and 4.10b, induce so. 
9. By Ministerial Regulation, more detailed rules can be laid down as 
regards this Article. 
Art. 4.2a More detailed requirements risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks, additional registration 
If dangerous goods usually are on the workplace in connection with 
the nature of the activities which are performed there, which goods 
are classified by or pursuant to the Environmental Management Act in 
the category ‘toxic for reproduc tion’, as referred to in Article 9.2.3.1, 
second paragraph, under n, of that Act, as well as the substances as 
referred to in Directive no. 67/548/EEC of the Council of the European 
Ec onomic Community of 27 June 1967 regarding the adaptation of the 
legal and administrative provisions as regards the classification, the 
pac kaging and the marking of dangerous goods (PbEG L 196) which 
are marked with the warning sentence R64 in accordance with the 
criteria in paragraph 3.2.8 of Annex VI to this Directive, the following 
information as regards those substances is mentioned in the risk 
inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred to in Article 5 of the Act, 
in addition to Article 4.2: 
a. the amount of the substance which is annually usually produced or 
used or is available in connection with storage; 
b. the number of employees which usually works on the workplace 
where the substance usually occurs; 
c. the form of the work which is usually done with the substance. 
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 § 3 Limit values, occupational hygienic strategy 

and ventilation 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.3 Limit values 
1. By Ministerial Regulation, limit values are established as regards 
the dangerous goods appointed in that Regulation. 
2. If no legal limit value has been established for a specific dangerous 
good, the employer establishes a limit value for that good. This limit 
value is determined at such a level, that no damage can be caused to 
the health of the employee. 
3. When a limit value is exceeded, effective measures, with due 
regard for Article 4.4, are immediately taken to reduce the 
concentration to a value under that limit value. 
4. As long as the measures, as referred to in the third paragraph, 
have not yet been completely implemented or do not lead to an 
effective protection, the work is only continued when effective 
measures have been taken to prevent damage to the health of the 
employees. 
Art. 4.4 Occupational hygienic strategy 
1. Insofar as it appears from the results of the assessment, as 
referred to in Article 4.2, that there is danger to the safety or the 
health of the employees, effective measures have been taken to 
prevent that the employees can be exposed to dangerous foods at 
their work to such an extent, that their safety can be endangered or 
that their health can be damaged. 
2. Insofar as this is reasonably possible, at the application of the first 
paragraph dangerous goods are replac ed by substances where the 
employees, considering the properties of those substances, the nature 
of the work, the working methods and the occupational safety and 
health, are not or less exposed to danger to their safety or health. 
3. If replacement is reasonably not possible or when there remains 
another danger to the safety or health of the employees, for the 
purpose of the first paragraph, such technical measures, work 
processes, equipment and materials are applied that the release of 
dangerous goods has been prevented or reduc ed such, that danger to 
the safety or the health of the employees has been prevented or as 
muc h as possible reduc ed. 
4. Insofar as the measures, mentioned in the second and third 
paragraph, are reasonably not possible or do not entirely remove the 
danger to the safety or the health, for the purpose of the first 
paragraph, collective protective measures at the source or 
organizational measures are taken such that danger to the safety or 
the health is prevented. 
5. Insofar as the measures as mentioned in the second, third and 
fourth paragraph, are reasonably not possible or do not entirely 
remove the danger to the safety or the health, for the purpose of the 
first paragraph, appropriate personal protection equipment are made 
available. 
6. The duration of the wearing of personal protection equipment, as 
referred to in the fifth paragraph, is limited to the strictly necessary 
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§ 4 Measures for specific circumstances 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.6 Prevention of unwanted events 
1. In all cases in which employees are or can be exposed to dangerous 
goods, such measures have been taken that the danger, that an 
unwanted event occurs with regard to those substances or with regard 
to the work with those substances, is avoided as muc h as possible. 
Measures are particularly taken to: 
a. prevent the availability of dangerous concentrations of inflammable 
substances or dangerous amounts of chemic ally instable substances 
on the workplace or, when that is not possible considering the nature 
of the activities; 
b. to ensure that there are no ignition sources available which can 
cause fire and explosions, or to avoid unfavourable circumstances 
which may result in chemic ally instable substances or mixtures of 
substances causing accidents with serious physical effects, and 
c. to reduce the harmful effects for the health and the safety of the 
employees as a result of fire and explosions due to the ignition of 
inflammable substances, or serious physical effects as a result of 
accidents caused by chemic ally instable substances or mixtures of 
substances. 
2. The measures, as referred to in the first paragraph, are geared at 
the nature of the activities, including storage, handling and 
separation of incompatible dangerous goods, and these measures 
protec t the employees against the dangers of physical-chemic al 
properties of dangerous goods. 
3. The measures, as referred to in the first paragraph, are, insofar as 
applicable, in accordance with the Explosion-Proof Material 

Approval 

time for each of the employees. 
 

Art. 4.5 Ventilation 
1. If polluted air is discharged, sufficient supply of non-polluted air is 
guaranteed at the same time. 
2. It is prohibited to circulate air, which contains a dangerous good, 
again to a workplace where the relevant substance is not present. 
3. It is prohibited to circulate air, which contains a substance as 
referred to in the fourth paragraph, again at the same workplace, 
unless the employer proves that the concentration of a substance as 
referred to in the fourth paragraph in the air which is supplied to that 
workplace, is not more than a tenth part of the limit value which has 
been established for that substance. 
4. This Article is applicable to the following substances: 
a. carcinogenic and mutagenic substances as referred to in Article 
4.11, items b and d; 
b. a substance released at a carcinogenic process as referred to in 
Article 4.11, item c; 
c. substances which comply with the following criteria as referred to in 
EC-Regulation 1272/2008: H334 
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(Commodities Act) Decree. 
 

Art. 4.7 Measures in case of unwanted events 
1. Insofar as it appears from the results of the assessment, as 
referred to in Article 4.2, that there is danger to the safety or the 
health of the employees, in addition to Article 15 of the Act, effective 
procedures have been established which enter into force when an 
unwanted event occurs. 
2. On the basis of the procedures, as referred to in the first 
paragraph, such technical or organizational measures have been 
taken, that when an unwanted event occurs, its effects are as muc h as 
possible reduc ed. 
3. For the complianc e of the second paragraph, the following 
measures are taken anyway: 
a. effective measures are immediately taken to reduce the effects of 
an unwanted event as muc h as possible and the recovery of the safe 
situation is as soon as possible ensured; 
b. the employees are immediately informed of the unwanted event 
and it is taken care of that they are leaving the affected zone; 
c. only the employees or other persons, entrusted with the 
performanc e of the necessary repair activities, shall enter the affected 
zone, while using effective means and personal protection equipment ; 
d. the employees and other persons, as referred to in item c, are not 
longer than strictly necessary for the repair of the safe situation in the 
affected zone; 
e. in addition to Article 15 of the Act, effective warning and other 
communic ation systems are available for the benefit of the signalling 
of an increased risk to the safety and health and which comply with 
the provisions of or pursuant to section 2 of Chapter 8; 
f. it is prevented that others than the employees and other persons, 
as referred to in item c, enter the affected zone. 
4. The employer ensures that the in-house emergenc y officers, as 
referred to in Article 15 of the Act, and the external relief 
organizations, if desired, can take note of the measures, as referred to 
in the third paragraph. 
5. The information about the measures, as referred to in the fourth 
paragraph, contains in any case: 
a. a description of the dangers on the basis of the assessment, as 
referred to in Artic le 4.2; 
b. a description of the reasonably foreseeable specific dangers on the 
basis of the assessment, as referred to in Article 4.2, which may arise 
at an unwanted event; 
c. a description of the measures taken for complianc e with Article 4.6, 
first and second paragraph; 
d. a desc ription of the proc edures, as referred to in the first 
paragraph. 

 
Art. 4.8: Not applicable on board. 
Art. 4.9: Not applicable on board. 
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§ 5 Occupational Health examination 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.10a Examination 
1. Every employee who can be exposed for the first time to dangerous 
goods, is, in addition to Article 18 of the Act, enabled to be subjected 
to an occupational health examination before the start of the activities 
where exposure may arise. 
2. If a harmful effect to the health of an employee or a demonstrable 
illness is found which could be the result of exposure to dangerous 
goods, employees who have been similarly exposed are prematurely 
enabled to be subjected to an occupational health examination. 
3. Upon request of the employer or the employee involved, the 
occupational health examination is offered again, or carried out again. 
The results of the follow-up examination replace the previous results. 
4. The employee is informed about the manner in which he is enabled 
to be subjected to an occupational health examination after the end of 
the exposure. 
5. All data which are necessary to be able to assess the exposure of 
the employees to dangerous goods and to be able to advic e on the 
periodicity and the contents of the occupational health examinations, 
and the preventive measures to be taken, are available for inspection 
by the expert person, as referred to in Article 2.14a, second 
paragraph, or the safety, health and welfare service. 

 
Art. 4.10b Examination and biological limit values 
1. Every employee who is or can be exposed to dangerous goods for 
which a biological limit value as referred to in Article 4.1, second 
paragraph, item b, has been established, is enabled to be subjected to 
an occupational health examination: 
a. before the start of the exposure; 
b. when the biological limit value is exceeded. 
2. The examination, as referred to in the first paragraph, contains, 
among others, an investigation into the content of the relevant 
substance in the biological medium to be established at the biological 
limit value. 
3. By Ministerial Regulation can be determined that the examination, 
as referred to in the second paragraph, is replaced in the cases 
determined in this Regulation by a measurement of other biological 
indicators. 
4. By Ministerial Regulation, the methods are established, according to 
which the content of the relevant substance, as referred to in the 
second paragraph, is measured. 
5. The frequency of the examination is established by Ministerial 
Regulation 

Art. 4.10c Files and registration 
1. The expert person, as referred to in Article 2.14a, second 
paragraph, or the safety, health and welfare service, keeps a personal 
medic al file of every employee who has been subjected to an 
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§ 6 Special provisions regarding information and 
education 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.10d Information and education 
1. In all cases where work is done where employees are or can be 
exposed to dangerous goods, information and education is given in 
accordance with Article 8 of the Act, where attention is paid at least 
to: 
a. the possible risks to the safety and the health related to working 
with dangerous goods on the basis of the results of the assessment, 
as referred to in Artic le 4.2; 
b. the nature of the exposure, as referred to in Article 4.2, first 
paragraph; 
c. the limit values; 
d. the preventive measures to be taken to prevent exposure or to 
reduce it to the lowest possible level; 
e. the preventive measures to be taken to prevent as muc h as 
possible that an unwanted event occurs with regard to dangerous 
goods; 
f. the hygienic measures; 
g. the wearing and using of personal protection equipment; 
h. the measures to be taken when an unwanted event occurs with 
dangerous goods. 
2. The employer notifies the employees of the information on the 
safety and health which has been provided by the supplier of a 
dangerous good, including the mandatory information which is 
provided by or pursuant to legal requirements. 
3. The manner of information and education is geared at the results 
of the assessment, as referred to in Article 4.2. 
4. The information and the education are updated when changed 
circumstances induce so. 
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occupational health examination as referred to in the Articles 4.10a 
and 4.10b. 
2. Every employee is entitled to inspect his own medic al file. 
3. The results of the occupational health examination, provided with 
an explanation, in a statistical form and reducible to individuals not, 
can be inspected by the works council or the staff representation or, in 
case of absence thereof, by the interested employees. 
4. The results of the occupational health examination are registered 
in an appropriate form and kept for every employee until at least 40 
years after the end of his exposure to dangerous goods, as well as the 
list of employees, as referred to in Article 4.15, and the register of 
exposed employees, as referred to in Artic le 4.53, first paragraph. 
5. In case the activities in the business or the institution of the 
employer are stopped during the period of 40 years, as referred to in 
the fourth paragraph, the documents, as referred to in the fourth 
paragraph, are transferred to the supervisor. 
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SECTION 1 Personal protection equipment 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 8.1 General requirements personal protection equipment 
1. A personal protection equipment which has been put at the disposal 
of the employee by the employer is in accordance with the relevant 
provisions regarding design and construction in the field of safety and 
health, as referred to in the Personal protection equipment 
(Commodities Act) Decree. The previous sentence is only applicable 
insofar the personal protection equipment as referred to is covered by 
the scope of the mentioned Decree. 
2. In all cases a personal protection equipment must: 
a. be suitable for the dangers to be avoided, without containing an 
increased danger itself; 
b. meet the existing conditions on the workplace; 
c. be geared at the ergonomic requirements and the requirements 
with regard to the health of the employees; 
d. after the required adjustments, be fit for the bearer. 
3. If different dangers require simultaneous wearing of more than one 
personal protective device, these personal protection equipment have 
been geared to each other and they remain efficient against the 
relevant danger or the relevant dangers. 
4. The choice of the personal protection equipment and the manner in 
which it must be used, in particular as regards the duration of the 
wearing, are determined independently of the seriousness of the 
danger, the frequency of the exposure to the danger and the features 
of the workplace of every employee separately as well as of the 
effectiveness of the personal protective device. 
5. A personal protection equipment has basically been intended for 
use by one person. If the circumstances require that a personal 
protec tion equipment is used by more than one person, effective 
measures are taken, so that such usage causes no health or hygienic 
problems for the various users. 
6. Adequate information about any personal protective device, 
necessary for the application of the first, second, third and fourth 
paragraph, is available in the business or the institution and is passed 
on, if necessary. 
7. Personal protection equipment are only used for the intended 
purposes. 
8. Personal protection equipment are used in accordance with the 
instructions. 

 
Art. 8.2 Choice personal protection equipment 
Before choosing a personal protective device, the employer, makes 
an assessment within the framework of the risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks, as referred to in Artic le 5 of the Act, of the 
equipment he intends to make available, in order to verify to which 
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extent it complies with the conditions in Article 8.1, first, second and 
third paragraph. This assessment includes: 
a. a risk inventory and evaluation of risks of the dangers which cannot 
be evaded with other means; 
b. a description of the features which the personal protection 
equipment must possess in order to be able to overcome the dangers 
mentioned under a, taking into account eventual sources of danger 
which can be the personal protection equipment themselves; 
c. a risk inventory and evaluation of risks of the features of the 
relevant personal protection equipment which are available, 
compared to the features as referred to under b. 

Art. 8.3 Availability and use of personal protection equipment 
1. If there is danger for the safety or the health of an employee at the 
workplace or if it can be caused, personal protection equipment are 
available in sufficient number for the employees who are or can be 
exposed to that danger. 
2. In the cases, as referred to in the first paragraph, is ensured that 
the employees use the personal protection equipment . 
3. Personal protection equipment are maintained, repaired and kept 
neat. 
4. For the benefit of the properly functioning of personal protective 
devices, the necessary replacements of them take place. 

Art. 9.3 Obligations of the employee 
1. If personal protection equipment or aids are put at the disposal of 
the employee on the basis of the provisions of or pursuant to this 
Decree, the employee is obliged to use these personal protective 
devices and aids in accordance with the applicable requirements 
and to keep them neat. The previous sentence is not applicable to 
cases, as referred to in Article 6.8, seventh paragraph, first sentence. 
2. Moreover, the employee is obliged to comply with the requirements 
and prohibitions which have been incorporated in the following Articles: 
a. of Chapter 1: Article 1.5ha 
b. of Chapter 2: Article 2.42g 
c. of Chapter 3: Articles 3.5, 3.5g paragraph 1 and 3.5h, paragraph 2,4 
and 5 
d. Chapter 4: Articles 4.1c, paragraph 1, part h, k and paragraph 3, 
part c and d, 4.8 paragraph 2, 3, 4, 4.50 paragraph 5 and 6, 4.51, 
4.54d, paragraph 4, 6 and 8 as far as it concerns the certificates from 
paragraph 4 and 6, 4.58 paragraph 1, 4.59 paragraph 1, 4.60 
paragraph 1, 4.61 paragraph 2-5, 4.61a paragraph 1, 4.61b paragraph 
1, 4.86 paragraph 3, 4.87a paragraph 3 part d, 4.97 paragraph 2, part 
d, 4.108 and 4.109 and also work with asbestos or products containing 
asbestos, as referred to in Article 4.37, 4.19 salutation and part a, and 
4.20 paragraph 3; 
e. of Chapter 6: Articles 6.14, 6.14a, paragraph 5, 6.15 paragraph 1 
part c, 6.16 paragraph 1-3 and 5-8, 6.18, paragraph 4, 6.19 paragraph 
1, 6.20 paragraph 4 and 6.29. 
f. of Chapter 7: Articles 7.5 paragraph 2 and 3, 7.13 paragraph 7, 717c 
paragraph 2, 3, 7 and 8, 7.18 paragraph 2, 4, 6-8, and paragraph 9 as 
far as the established proc edures referred to in this paragraph, 7.18a 
paragraph 2, 3 and 10 as far as the established procedures referred to 
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in this paragraph and paragraph 13, 7.20 paragraph 4, 7.21 paragraph 
2, 7.23c paragraph 1 part b, 7.23d paragraph 1, 3 and 5, 7.24 
paragraph 1, 7.25 paragraph 6 and 7.32 paragraph 1 and 2. 
3. The obligations for employees mentioned in this Article are not 
applicable to trainees and students connected to an educational 
establishments. 

 
SECTION 2 Additional requirements 
carcinogenic or mutagenic substances and 
carcinogenic processes 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 

§ 1 Definitions and applicability 
Art. 4.11 Definitions 
In this section and the provisions based on it, the following terms 
shall have the following meanings: 
a. Directive: Directive no. 2004/37/EC of the European Parliament 
and the Council of 29 April 2004 regarding the protection of the 
employees against the risks of exposure to carcinogenic or mutagenic 
agents at work (sixth special Directive within the meaning of Article 16, 
paragraph 1, of Directive 89/391/EEC of the Council)(codified version) 
(Pb EU L 158); 
b. carcinogenic substance: 
1° a dangerous good which must be classified as a category 1A or 1B 
as referred to in EC-Directive 1272/2008 regarding classification, 
labelling and packing of substances and mixtures; or 
2°dangerous good or proc edure as referred to in Annex I to the EC 
Directive, or a dangerous good that is released by the procedure as 
referred to in the Annex; 
c. carc inogenic proc ess: 
1°. a process as referred to in Annex I to the Directive as well as a 
substance released at a process as referred to in Annex I to the 
Directive; 
2°. a process to be designated by Ministerial Regulation where multiple 
substances are released which are classified in one of the categories 
mentioned in item b, under 1°, to which apply no concentration limits 
for the separate substances. 
d. mutagenic substance: dangerous good that meets the criteria to be 
classified as mutagenic at the sex cells in category 1A or 1B as referred 
to in Annex I at the EC-Direc tive classification, labelling and packing of 
substances and mixtures; 
e. danger zone: location within a business or institution where 
employees are or can be exposed to mutagenic or carcinogenic 
substances, or substances which are released at carcinogenic 
processes. 

Art. 4.12 Chain provision 
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§ 2 Written assessment and registration of 
information 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.13 More detailed requirements risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks 
In all cases in which work is done where employees are or can be 
exposed to carcinogenic or mutagenic substances or to substances 
which are released at carcinogenic processes, the following 
information as regards these substances or processes is in any case 
included in the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred to in 
Article 5 of the Act and in addition to Article 4.2: 
a. the reason why the use of a carcinogenic substance or the 
application of a carcinogenic process is strictly necessary for the 
performanc e of the work and replacement is technically not 
executable; 
b. the amount of the carcinogenic or mutagenic substance which is 
usually annually produced or used or is usually available in connection 
with the storage respectively the frequency with which a process is 
usually annually applied; 
c. the kind of work which is usually done with the carcinogenic or 
mutagenic substance or where the carcinogenic process is usually 
applied; 
d. the number of employees which usually is or can be exposed to a 
carcinogenic or mutagenic substance or a carcinogenic process; 
e. the preventive measures which have been taken to prevent or 
minimize the exposure of employees to carcinogenic or mutagenic 
substances or to substances which are released at carcinogenic 
processes; 
f. the personal protection equipment which are used at work where 
employees are or can be exposed to carcinogenic or mutagenic 
substances or to substances which are released at carcinogenic 
processes; 
g. the cases in which carcinogenic or mutagenic substances or 
carcinogenic processes are replac ed by substances or processes where 
the employees are not or less exposed to danger to their safety or 
health. 
Art. 4.14 (Deleted) 

Art. 4.15 List of employees 
1. A list is kept of employees which are or can be exposed to 
carcinogenic or mutagenic substances or substances which are 
released at a carcinogenic process, while mentioning the exposure 
they have been subjected to. 
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In all cases in which work is done where employees are or can be 
exposed to carcinogenic or mutagenic substances or to substances 
which are released at carcinogenic processes, besides section 1 of this 
chapter, with due regard for Artic le 4.1a, first paragraph, this section 
is also applicable. 
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2. Every employee is entitled to inspect the information with regard to 
himself which has been included in the list, as referred to in the first 
paragraph. 

§ 3 Limit values and prevention or reduction of 
exposure 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.16 Limit values 
1. Limit values are established by Ministerial Regulation as regards 
the carcinogenic or mutagenic substances designated in that 
Regulation or substances which are released at a carcinogenic process. 
2. If no legal limit value for a specific carcinogenic or mutagenic 
substance or substance which is released at a carcinogenic process 
has been established, the employer establishes a limit value for that 
substance which is as low as possible. 
3. When a limit value is exceeded, effective measures are immediately 
taken, with due regard for the Articles 4.17 and 4.18, to reduce the 
concentration till a value under that limit value. 
4. As long as the measures, as referred to in the third paragraph, 
have not yet been implemented entirely or do not lead to an effective 
protection, the work is only continued when effective measures have 
been taken to prevent damage to the health of the employees, or to 
reduce the level of exposure to the lowest possible level under the 
limit value. 

 
Art. 4.17 Prevention of exposure; replacement 
Such technical and organizational measures have been taken that the 
chance of exposure of employees to carcinogenic or mutagenic 
substances or substances which are released at carcinogenic processes 
are as muc h as possible prevented at its source, in particular by 
replacing carcinogenic or mutagenic substances and carcinogenic 
processes, insofar as this is technically executable, by substances or 
processes where the employees, considering the properties of those 
substances or processes, the nature of the work, the working methods 
and the occupational safety and health, are not or less exposed to 
danger to their safety or health. 
Art. 4.18 Prevention or reduction of exposure 
1. Insofar as it appears from the results of the assessment, as 
referred to in Artic le 4.2, first paragraph, that there is danger to the 
health of the employees and that prevention of exposure in an 
efficient manner by taking measures as referred to in Article 4.17 is 
technically not feasible, the exposure, insofar as this is technically 
feasible, is prevented at the source or reduced to a level under the 
limit value which is as low as possible, in particular by letting the 
production and the use of carcinogenic or mutagenic substances or 
carcinogenic processes take place in an enclosed system. 
2. If the prevention of exposure or the reduction of exposure to a level 
under the limit value which is at low as possible is technically not 
feasible, collective measures are taken to remove carcinogenic or 
mutagenic substances or substances which are released at 
carcinogenic processes at the source in an effective manner, among 
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others by local disc harge of the air, if necessary supplemented by 
general ventilation, where, with due regard for Artic le 4.5, at the same 
time sufficient supply of non-polluted air has been guaranteed without 
endangering the public health and the environment. 
3. If it is technically not feasible to prevent the exposure of employees 
or to reduc e it to a level under the limit value which is at low as 
possible by means of the measures, as referred to in the second 
paragraph, personal protection equipment are put at the disposal of 
the employees who are or can be exposed. 
4. If the activities are performed by means of personal protection 
equipment in accordance with the third paragraph, the period during 
which it is worn is reduced for any of these employees to a strictly 
necessary period. 

Art. 4.19 Reduction of exposure 
In all cases in which work is done where employees are or can be 
exposed to carcinogenic or mutagenic substances or substances 
released at carcinogenic processes, the following measures are taken 
in addition to Article 4.1c and Article 4.18, to prevent exposure of 
employees or to reduce it to a level under the limit value which is as 
low as possible: 
a. the employees are sufficiently familiar with the nature of their 
activities and they have sufficient knowledge of the dangers related 
to the exposure and of the provisions which have been or must be 
made by them to prevent or reduce those dangers; 
b. it is prevented that danger zones are entered by others than the 
employees or other persons who must enter the zones in connection 
with their work; 
c. danger zones are marked by means of warning and safety signals 
which comply with the provisions of or pursuant to section 2 of 
Chapter 8; 
d. effective devices are used for the safe storage, handling and 
transport of carcinogenic or mutagenic substances, where hermetic ally 
sealed and clearly visibly marked containers are used as muc h as 
possible, and e. effective devices are used for the safe collection, 
storage and removal of waste substances, where hermetically sealed 
and clearly visibly marked containers are used as muc h as possible. 
Art. 4.20 Hygienic protective measures 
1. Zones have been arranged where the employees can eat and drink 
without danger to exposure. 
2. Effective work clothing is put at the disposal of employees who are 
or can be exposed to mutagenic or carcinogenic substances or 
substances released at carcinogenic processes, which complies with 
section 1 of Chapter 8 and which is always worn by the employees 
during work. 
3. In addition to Article 3.22, the work clothing is stored at another 
location than the other clothing. 
4. In addition to Article 3.23, efficient bathroom facilities and shower 
rooms are available for the employees. 
5. Personal protection equipment  are stored according to the 
instructions on the appropriate location and are cleaned after each use 
and checked before each use. 

Art. 4.21 Irregular exposure level 
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§ 4 Occupational health examination 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.23 Performance and contents of examination 
1. The occupational health examination, as referred to in Article 
4.10a, takes place with due regard for the practical recommendations, 
included in Annex II to the Directive. 
2. The expert person, as referred to in Article 2.14a, second 
paragraph, or the safety, health and welfare service is entitled to 
inspect the list of exposed employees as referred to in Article 4.15. 
Furthermore, he disposes of all information which he needs to be able 
to assess the exposure of the employees to carcinogenic or mutagenic 
substances and substances released at carcinogenic processes and to 
be able to advice on the periodicity and contents of the occupational 
health examination, as referred to in the first paragraph, the 
preventive measures or personal protective measures to be taken. 

Art. 4.37 Definition asbestos 
In this section and the provisions based on it, the following terms shall 
have the following meanings: 
a. asbestos: substances which contain one or more of the following 
fibrous silicates: 
1°. actinolite (CAS-number 77536-66-4); 
2°. amosite (CAS-number 12172-73-5); 
3°. anthophyllite (CAS-number 77536-67-5); 
4°. chrysotile (CAS-number 12001-29-5); 
5°. tremolite (CAS-number 77536-68-6); 
6°. crocidolite (CAS-number 12001-28-4); 
b. products containing asbestos: products which contain one or more 
of the fibrous silicates mentioned under a; 
c. fibre: a particle which is longer than 5 mic rometer, has a width of 
less than 3 mic rometer and a length/width ratio of more than 3/1; 
d. object: construction, installation, apparatus or means of transport, 
not being a building. 

 
Art. 4.37a Chain provision 
If work is done where employees are or can be exposed to asbestos 
or products containing asbestos, besides the sections 1 and 2 of this 
chapter, with due regard for the Articles 4.37b and 4.37c, this section 
is also applicable. 

Art. 4.37b Deviating provisions 

Approval 

If an irregular increase in the level of exposure, as referred to in 
Article 4.2, third paragraph, occurs, the works council or the staff 
representations or, in absence thereof, the interested employees, are 
immediately notified of the causes of the increase and of the measures 
which have been or are taken to eliminate the causes and to prevent 
or reduce exposure as muc h as possible. 

 
Art. 4.22 (Deleted) 
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1. Contrary to Article 4.15, Article 4.53 is applied. 
2. Contrary to Article 4.16, the Articles 4.46 and 4.47a are applied. 
3. Contrary to Article 4.19, items d and e, Article 4.45, second 
paragraph, items c and d is applied. 
4. Contrary to Article 4.20, fifth paragraph, Article 4.51, third 
paragraph, is applied. 
Art. 4.37c Applicability 
This section is applicable to activities regarding asbestos or products 
containing asbestos if the concentration of asbestos is higher than one 
hundred milligrams per kilogram dry substance as referred to in Article 
2, item b, of the Asbestos Products Decree. 
Art. 4.38-4.43 (Deleted) 

Art. 4.44 Risk class 1 
This paragraph is applicable, if it appears from the assessment, as 
referred to in Artic le 4.2, first paragraph, that the concentration of 
asbestos dust in the air, to which employees are exposed in 
connection with the work, is lower than or equal to the limit value, as 
referred to in Artic le 4.46. 

Art. 4.45 Preventive measures 
1. The concentration of asbestos dust in the air is kept as low as 
possible under the limit value, as referred to in Article 4.46. 
2. In order to comply with the first paragraph, the following measures 
are taken: 
a. the working methods have been arranged such that no asbestos 
dust is produced or when that is technically not possible, that no 
asbestos dust is released in the air; 
b. buildings, installations and equipment which serve for the 
application or the processing of asbestos or of products containing 
asbestos, are effectively and regularly cleaned and maintained; 
c. asbestos, a product containing asbestos and a product which 
releases asbestos dust are stored and carried in an appropriate and 
closed packaging; 
d. waste substances, arisen due to the application or processing of 
asbestos or of products containing asbestos, are as soon as possible 
collected and removed in an appropriate and closed packaging, 
provided with a label with the clear and properly legible mention that 
its contents contain asbestos. 
3. Article 4.20, fourth paragraph, insofar as it regards the availability 
of showers, is not applicable if the concentration of asbestos dust in 
the air has been classified in risk class 1. 

 
Art. 4.45a Information 
Effective information is given to employees who are working where 
there is danger of exposure to asbestos dust about: 
a. possible risks to the health of exposure to asbestos dust; 
b. the necessity of the supervision over the content of asbestos in 
the air and the applicable limit values; 
c. the measures regarding the hygiene, as referred to in Article 4.51; 
d. measures to keep the exposure to asbestos dust as low as possible; 
e. the correct use of personal protection equipment  and clothing. 

Art. 4.45b Education 
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1. An appropriate education is arranged with regular intervals for all 
employees who carry out activities where they are or can be exposed 
to asbestos dust. 
2. This education focuses on the level of knowledge and the 
experience of the employees and provides them with the necessary 
knowledge and skills regarding safety and prevention, in particular as 
regards: 
a. properties of asbestos and the effect of asbestos on the health, 
including the synergic effect of smoking; 
b. types of products and materials which can contain asbestos; 
c. actions which may lead to exposure to asbestos and the importanc e 
of preventive checks to minimize exposure; 
d. safe working methods, checks and protective devices; 
e. the choice and selection, the restrictions and the correct use of 
breathing apparatus; 
f. emergenc y procedures; 
g. decontamination processes; 
h. the manner in which the removal of waste substances can be 
carried out safely; 
i. the requirements as regards medic al supervision. 

Art. 4.46 Limit value 
The concentration of asbestos dust in the air does not exceed the limit 
value of 0.01 fibre per cubical centimetre, calculated over a reference 
period of eight hours. 

Art. 4.47 Measuring and sampling 
1. In order to be able to guarantee the observance of the limit value, 
as referred to in Article 4.46, the concentration of asbestos dust in the 
air to which the employees in connection with the work are exposed, is 
measured within the framework of the risk assessment, as referred to 
in Article 4.2. 
2. Measuring takes place on a regular basis, depending on the result 
of the first risk assessment, as referred to in Article 4.2. 
3. The measurement is carried out in accordance with a method to 
be established by Ministerial Regulation or another method, if this 
gives equivalent results. 
4. The works council or the staff representation or, in absence thereof, 
the interested employees are enabled to give their opinion 
on the manner of sampling. 
5. The sampling is representative for the individual exposure of the 
employees to asbestos dust. 
6. The sampling is carried out such that the exposure of employees 
to asbestos dust can be established by measurement, or by calculation 
of this measurement, weighted in time, which is representative for a 
referenc e period of 8 hours. 
7. The sampling is carried out by a person who has the required 
expertise. 
8. The sample analysis to be carried out after the sampling, is carried 
out in a laboratory which has been adequately equipped to that end 
and which has experience with the required identification techniques. 
9. The works council or the staff representation or, in case of absence 
thereof, the interested employees, can inspect the results of the 
measurements and can get an explanation about the meaning of these 
results. 
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Art. 4.47a Measures in case of exceeding the limit value 
1. In case of exceeding of the limit value, as referred to in Article 
4.46, the causes for the exceeding are detected and effective 
measures are taken as soon as possible to reduce the concentration 
under that value. 
2. The works council or the staff representation or, in absence thereof, 
the interested employees are informed as soon as possible of the 
exceeding, of its cause and the measures to be taken. Besides, they 
are enabled to give their opinion on the measures, as referred to in 
the first paragraph, unless there are urgent reasons to take these 
measures without offering this opportunity. In that case, they are 
informed about the taken measures. 
3. As long as the measures to reduce the concentration, as referred to 
in the first paragraph, have not yet been fully implemented, the work 
on the relevant workplace is only continued when the employees 
involved have been effectively protected against exposure to asbestos 
dust. 
4. When in the situation, as referred to in the third paragraph, the 
exposure cannot be reduced with other means and the limit value 
requires the wearing of individual breathing apparatus, the period 
during which it must be worn is reduced for every employee to the 
period which is strictly necessary. 
5. When the individual breathing apparatus is used, breaks are 
provided for. 
6. The number of breaks, as referred to in the fifth paragraph, and its 
duration is determined by the physic al and climatic load under which 
the employee must carry out the activities. 
7. In case of absence of a works council or a staff representation, the 
breaks, as referred to in the fifth paragraph, are, if necessary, 
established in consultation with the interested employees. 
8. After the measures, as referred to in the first paragraph, have been 
taken, the concentration of asbestos dust in the air is measured in 
accordance with Article 4.47 and the classification into a risk class as 
referred to in the Articles 4.44, 4.48 or 4.53a is determined again. 
9. If it appears from the measurement, as referred to in the eighth 
paragraph, that the concentration has been classified in a higher risk 
class, paragraph 4 or 5 of this section is also applicable. 

Art. 4.47b Visual inspection 
1. After activities with asbestos, before other activities are started, a 
final assessment is performed on the relevant workplace. 
2. The final assessment, as referred to in the first paragraph, concerns 
a visual inspection where has been established that the presence of 
asbestos is no longer visually perceptible. 

Art. 4.47c Notification 
1. Before the activities start, the employer notifies a supervisor who 
has been appointed to that end in writing. This notification contains 
at least a brief description of: 
a. the location where the activities are carried out; 
b. the types and amounts of products containing asbestos; 
c. the activities which are carried out with asbestos or products 
containing asbestos, the working methods as well as the classification 
of the concentration of asbestos dust in the air into a risk class; 
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§ 4 Additional requirements for working with 
asbestos and products containing asbestos 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.48 Risk class 2 
If it appears from the assessment, as referred to in Article 4.2, first 
paragraph, that the concentration of asbestos dust in the air, to which 
employees in connection with the work are exposed, is higher than the 
limit value, as referred to in Article 4.46, but lower than or equal to 1 
fibre per cubical centimetre, departing from a reference period of eight 
hours, this paragraph is also applicable in addition to paragraph 3. 

Art. 4.48a Additional measures 
1. If, having regard to the nature of the activities, exceeding of the 
limit value, as referred to in Article 4.46, can be expected despite 
preventive technical measures for reducing the concentration of 
asbestos in the air, the employer takes effective measures for the 
protection of the employees involved. 
2. To the measures, as referred to in the first paragraph, belong 
anyway: 
a. the making available and the obliging to wear appropriate 
breathing apparatus and other personal protection equipment ; 
b. the arrangement of warning notices which comply with the 
provisions of or pursuant to section 2 of Chapter 8, which indicate that 
exceeding of the limit value mentioned in Article 4.46 can be 
expec ted; 
c. the prevention of the spreading of dust from asbestos or materials 
containing asbestos outside the spaces where the activities take place. 
3. The works council or the staff representation or, in absence thereof, 
the interested employees are enabled to give their opinion on the 
measures, as referred to in the first paragraph. 
4. Before the other activities are started, the available asbestos or the 
available products containing asbestos is respectively are removed, 
except when this would constitute a greater risk to the safety and 
health for the employees. 

Art. 4.49 (Deleted) 
Art. 4.50 Work plan 

Approval 

d. the number of employees involved; 
e. the date and the time on which the activities start, as well as its 
duration; 
f. the measures which will be taken to reduce exposure of employees 
to asbestos. 
2. Every time a change in the occupational safety and health can lead 
to a considerable increase of the exposure to asbestos dust or 
products containing asbestos, a new notification will take place. 
3. The information notified on the basis of the first and second 
paragraph can be inspected by the works council or the staff 
representation or, in absence thereof, by the interested employees. 
4. Article 4.54b, with the exception of item a, is equally binding. 
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1. Before the activities are started, the employer of the business, as 
referred to in Artic le 4.54d, first paragraph, draws up a written work 
plan which contains effective measures for the protection of the safety 
and the health of the employees involved, which are concentrated on 
the specific situation of the relevant workplace. 
2. If an inventory report as referred to in Artic le 4.54a, third 
paragraph, has been drawn up, the results of that report are 
incorporated in the work plan. 
3. In the work plan is prescribed that the employer of the business, as 
referred to in Artic le 4.54d, first paragraph, makes certain that there 
are no longer risks of exposure to asbestos or products containing 
asbestos after the final assessment, as referred to in Article 4.51a. 
4. The work plan contains the following information: 
a. a description of the measures, as referred to in the Articles 4.1c, 
first paragraph, heading and items d and g, 4.7, third paragraph, 
items b, c and e, 4.18, 4.19, heading and items b and c, 4.20, first 
through fourth paragraph, 4.45, first and second paragraph, items a, 
b, and d, 4.48a, second and fourth paragraph, and 4.51. 
b. a description of the nature, duration and location of the activities as 
well as the working method; 
c. a description of the gear, mac hines, apparatus and other auxiliaries 
which are used during the activities; 
d. the names of the employees and persons, as referred to in Article 
4.54d, fifth and seventh paragraph. 
5. The activities are carried out in accordance with the drawn-up work 
plan. 
6. The work plan or a copy of it, is available on the workplace and is 
shown upon request to the supervisor. 

Art. 4.51 Hygienic protective measures 
1. The work clothing may only be brought outside the business or 
the institution if this happens for the purpose of cleaning it in 
adequately equipped laundries. 
2. In cases as referred to in the first paragraph, the work clothing is 
carried in an appropriate and closed packaging. 
3. When protective equipment is supplied, this is kept at a location 
appointed to that end and checked and cleaned after each use. Defect 
equipment may not be used. 

Art. 4.51a Final assessment 
1. After the activities and after cleaning of the workplace and before 
other activities are started, a final assessment is carried out on the 
relevant workplace in an internal space, where the sampling is carried 
out by a person as referred to in Artic le 4.47, seventh paragraph, and 
the sample analysis by a laboratory as referred to in Article 4.47, 
eighth paragraph. 
2. The final assessment, as referred to in the first paragraph, concerns 
a visual inspection followed by a final measurement, in order to 
establish whether the concentration of asbestos dust in the air is lower 
than 0.01 fibre per cubical centimetre, departing from a referenc e 
period of two hours. 
3. After the activities and after cleaning of the workplace and before 
other activities are started, a visual inspection is carried out on the 
relevant workplace in the open air by a business which has been 
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adequately equipped to that end, where has been established that the 
presence of asbestos is no longer visually observable. 
4. If the activities in the open air are related to soil containing 
asbestos, a visual inspection on the presence of asbestos is carried 
out after the end of those activities by a business which has been 
adequately equipped to that end, in order to establish that the 
concentration of asbestos is not higher than one hundred milligrams 
per kilogram dry substance as referred to in Article 2, item b, of the 
Asbestos Products Decree. 
5. By Ministerial Regulation, more detailed rules can be laid down 
as regards the sampling, as referred to in the first paragraph, the final 
measurement, as referred to in the second paragraph, and the visual 
inspection, as referred to in the second, third and fourth paragraph. 

Art. 4.52 Occupational health examination 
1. As long as the exposure to asbestos dust takes, in addition to 
Article 4.10a, third paragraph, the employees involved are enabled 
again at least once every three years to be subjected to an 
occupational health examination as referred to in Article 4.10a. 
2. The occupational health examination, as referred to in Article 
4.10a, contains in any case a specific examination of the thorax. 
3. If the result of the occupational health examination, as referred to 
in Article 4.10a, requires so, effective measures are taken to prevent 
damage to the health of the employee involved by exposure to 
asbestos dust. 
4. In addition to Article 4.10a, fourth paragraph, an expert person, as 
referred to in Article 2.14a, second paragraph, or the safety, health 
and welfare service can declare that the medic al supervision after the 
end of the exposure must be continued as long as considered 
necessary for the health of the person involved. 

Art. 4.53 Registration 
1. Every employee who is exposed to asbestos dust in connection with 
the work is recorded in a register, where the nature and the duration 
of the work as well as the extent of the exposure are mentioned. 
2. The information mentioned in the register can be inspected by the 
expert person, as referred to in Article 2.14a, second paragraph, or 
the safety, health and welfare service. 
3. Every employee can inspect his personal data in the register. 
4. The data in the register, provided with an explanation, in a 
statistical form which is not reducible to individuals, can be inspected 
by the works council or the staff representation or, in absence thereof, 
by the interested employees. 

§ 5 Extra additional requirements for working 
with asbestos and products containing asbestos 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.53a Risk class 3 
If it appears from the assessment, as referred to in Article 4.2, first 
paragraph, that the concentration of asbestos dust in the air to which 
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§ 6 Certification 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.54a Asbestos inventory 
1. Within the framework of the assessment, as referred to in Article 
4.2, the availability of asbestos or products containing asbestos is 
completely listed before is started with the following activities: 
a. the entirely or partly demolishing or dislodgement of buildings, with 
the exception of earthworks, or objects in which asbestos or products 
containing asbestos is respectively are processed; 
b. the removal of asbestos or products containing asbestos from the 
buildings or objects, as referred to in item a; 
c. the clearance of asbestos or products containing asbestos which are 
released due to an incident. 
2. On the basis of the inventory, as referred to in the first paragraph, 
is determined within the framework of the risk assessment, as 
referred to in Article 4.2, by the business, as referred to in the fourth 
paragraph, in which risk class as referred to in the Articles 4.44, 
4.48 or 4.53a the activities are classified. 
3. The results of the inventory, as referred to in the first paragraph, 
and the classification in a risk class, as referred to in the second 
paragraph, are incorporated in an inventory report. 
4. The inventory, as referred to in the first paragraph, and the 
inventory report, as referred to in the third paragraph, are carried out, 
respectively drawn up, by a business which is in possession of a 
certificate asbestos inventory which has been issued by Our Minister 
or a certificating institute. 
5. A copy of the inventory report is given to the business which 
removes asbestos. 
6. The certificate asbestos inventory or a copy of it, is available on 
the workplace and is shown upon request to an official as referred 
to in Artic le 24 of the Act. 
Art. 4.54b Exceptions asbestos inventory 

 
Art. 4.54a is not applicable if the activities, as referred to in 
Article 4.54a, first paragraph, relate to: 
a. actions which are carried out in or at buildings or objects which 
have been produced on or after 1 January 1994; NOT APPLICABLE to 
seagoing vessels (See art. 4.103) 
b. the entire or partial removal of water pipes, gas pipes, sewers and 

employees in connection with the work are exposed, is higher than 1 
fibre per cubical centimetre, departing from a reference period of eight 
hours, this paragraph is also applicable in addition to the paragraph 3 
and 4. 

Art. 4.54 Aggravated final assessment 
In addition to Article 4.51a, first and second paragraph, a final 
assessment is also carried out in the spaces adjacent to the 
workplace. Article 4.51a, first and second paragraph, is equally 
binding. 
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cable pipes or parts of it, which contain asbestos cement, insofar as 
they are part of the underground public gas, water and sewer system; 
c. the entire or partial removal of brake and friction material 
containing asbestos; 
d. the entire of partial removal of clamped floor plates containing 
asbestos under heaters; 
e. the removal as a whole of heaters containing asbestos; 
f. the entire or partial removal of glazing kit containing asbestos which 
has been used in the construction of greenhouses; 
g. the entire or partial removal of gaskets containing asbestos from 
combustion engines; 
h. the entire or partial removal of gaskets containing asbestos or parts 
of it from process installations or heaters with a nominal power under 
2250 kilowatt; 
i. the entire or partial removal of asbestos or products containing 
asbestos from roads as referred to in the Asbestos Roads 
Environmental Management Decree. 
Art. 4.54c (Deleted) 

Art. 4.54d Expertise for working with asbestos 
1. When the concentration of asbestos dust has been classified in risk 
class 2 or 3, the following activities are carried out by a business 
which is in possession of a certificate asbestos removal, which has 
been issued by Our Minister or a certificating institute: 
a. the activities, as referred to in Article 4.54a, first paragraph; 
b. the cleaning of the workplace after an action as referred to in 
Article 4.54a, first paragraph, item a of b, has been carried out. 
2. Article 4.54b, with the exception of item a, is equally binding. 
3. Before the removal of asbestos is started, the business, as referred 
to in Article 4.54a, fifth paragraph, is in possession of a copy of an 
inventory report as referred to in Artic le 4.54a, third paragraph, as 
applicable. 
4. During the performanc e of the activities, as referred to in the first 
paragraph, the classification of the risk class in the inventory report is 
used as lower limit, within the framework of the risk assessment, as 
referred to in Artic le 4.2. 
5. The activities, as referred to in the first paragraph, are carried out 
by or under continuous supervision of a person who is in possession of 
a certificate of professional competence for the supervision over 
working with asbestos, which has been issued by Our Minister or a 
certificating institute. 
6. In a business as referred to in the first paragraph, at least one 
person as referred to in the fifth paragraph is working on the basis of 
an employment contract. 
7. Insofar as the activities, as referred to in the first paragraph, are 
also carried out by another person than the person, as referred to in 
the fifth paragraph, this other person is in possession of a certificate of 
professional competence for removing asbestos, which has been 
issued by Our Minister or a certificating institute. 
8. If the actions, as referred to in Article 5, items e and f, of the 
Asbestos Products Decree relate to activities with soil containing 
asbestos, these activities are supervised by a person who is in 
possession of a certificate of professional competence occupational 
hygiene or safety knowledge as referred to in Article 2.7, second 
paragraph. 
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§ 2 Risk inventory and evaluation of risks and 
effects category classification 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.85 More detailed requirements risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks 
1.If an employee is or can be exposed to one or more specific 
agents which occur or are expected to occur at his work, the nature, 

9. The certificates, as referred to in the first, fifth and seventh 
paragraph, or copies of them and a copy of the inventory report, as 
referred to in Artic le 4.54a, third paragraph, are available at the 
workplace and are shown upon request to the supervisor. 

Art. 4.84 Biological agents, cell cultures and micro-organisms 
1. The sections 1 through 8 of this chapter are not applicable to 
biological agents. 
2. In this section is meant by: 
a. biological agents: mic ro-organisms which have been genetically 
modified or not, cell cultures and human endoparagraphites which can 
cause an infection, allergy or toxicity; 
b. cell culture: the artificial breading of cells of multic ellular 
organisms; 
c. mic ro-organism: a cellular or non-cellular mic robiological entity 
with the power of propagation or of transfer of genetic material; 
d. Directive: Directive no. 2000/54/EC of the European Parliament 
and the Council of the European Union of 18 September 2000 (Pb 
EG L 262) regarding the protection of the employees against the risks 
of exposure to biological agents at work (seventh special Directive 
within the meaning of Article 16, paragraph 1, of Directive no. 
89/391/EEC). 
3. For the purpose of this section, biological agents are 
distinguished in the following categories: 
a. category 1: an agent of which it is unlikely that it can cause an 
illness for human beings; 
b. category 2: an agent which can cause an illness with humans and 
can provide danger to the safety and the health of the employees, 
but of which it is unlikely that it will spread among the population, 
while there is normally an effective profylaxis or treatment; 
c. category 3: an agent which can cause a serious illness with 
humans and may provide a great danger to the safety and the health 
of the employees and of which there is a chance that it will spread 
among the population, while there is normally an effective profylaxis 
or treatment; 
d. category 4: an agent which causes a serious illness with humans 
and provides great danger to the safety and the health of the 
employees and of which it is very likely that it will spread among the 
population, while there is normally no effective profylaxis or 
treatment. 
4. In this section is departed from the category classification of 
biological agents as established in Annex III to the Directive. 
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§ 3 Measures as regards the exposure 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.87 Prevention of exposure; replacement 
If the nature of the work allows it, harmful biological agents are 
replaced by biological agents which, in view of the state of the art and 

Approval 

extent and the duration of the exposure are assessed within the 
framework of the risk inventory and evaluation of risks as referred 
to in Article 5 of the Ac t, in order to determine the danger for the 
employee. This assessment happens with due regard for: 
a.the category or categories, in which the biological agents to 
which employees can be exposed, have been classified; 
b.information about diseases which employees can contract or have 
already contracted as a result of exposure to biological agents; 
c.possible allergic or intoxication effects which the employees 
experience or can experience as a result of exposure to biological 
agents; 
d.the results of the occupational health examinations, as referred to 
in Article 4.91, as well as the diseases of which is known that an 
employee suffers from themand the drugs of which is known that 
they are used by an employee, all this in a statistical form which is 
not reducible to individuals; 
e.the recommendations which have been provided by a competent 
body to keep the biological agent under control in order to protect 
the health of the employees when the employees are or can be 
exposed to such an agent as a result of their work. 
2. If various biological agents are involved, the assessment, as 
referred to in the first paragraph, is based on the risk which those 
biological agents provide when they are combined. 
3. The assessment, as referred to in the first paragraph, is regularly 
revised, in any case always when there is a change in the conditions 
which may affect the exposure of employees to biological agents. 

Art. 4.86 Effects category classification 
1. If the work focuses on working with biological agents belonging to 
category 2, 3 or 4, the Articles 4.87 through 4.102 are applicable. 
2. If it appears from the results of the risk inventory and evaluation 
of risks, as referred to in Article 4.85, that there is a reasonable 
chance that employees are exposed to biological agents of category 
2, 3 or 4 when doing other work than that, as referred to in the first 
paragraph, including the activities mentioned in Annex I to the 
Directive, the Articles 4.87, 4.87a, 4.87b, 4.89, 4.91, 4.93, 4.95, 
4.97, 4.98, 4.99, second paragraph, and 4.102 are applicable. 
3.In all cases, not as referred to in the first and second paragraphs, 
the greatest possible care, orderliness and cleanliness is exercised 
during the work and the necessary hygienic facilities are provided. 
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technology and the occupational safety and health, are not or less 
dangerous to the safety or health of the employees. 

Art. 4.87a Prevention or reduction of exposure 
1. Insofar as it appears from the results of the assessment, as 
referred to in Article 4.85, that there is a risk to the safety or health of 
the employees and that it is not feasible, in connection with the nature 
of the work, to replace biological agents by biological agents which are 
not dangerous, such measures are taken, insofar as technically 
feasible, that the exposure of employees to biological agents is 
prevented and the risks are limited. 
2. Insofar as the measures, as referred to in the first paragraph, are 
technically not feasible, exposure of employees to biological agents is 
reduced to such a low level as is necessary for an adequate protection 
of the safety and the health of the employees. 
3. For the purpose of the second paragraph, at least the following 
measures are taken: 
a. the chance of exposure is as muc h as possible reduced; 
b. the number of employees which is in danger of being exposed to 
one or more biological agents is not greater than is strictly necessary 
for the performanc e of the work; 
c. collective protective measures are taken and, when this gives not 
or no sufficient protection, personal protection equipment are made 
available; 
d. the greatest possible orderliness and neatness is observed during 
the work in order to prevent or the reduce the chance that one or 
more biological agents turn up outside the workplace; 
e. biologic al agents are kept and carried such and waste substances 
are collected, stored and removed in such a manner, if necessary 
after appropriate treatment and marked with a proper notice, that 
the chance of exposure is prevented as muc h as possible and that is 
also prevented that they can attain in the hands of unauthorized 
persons; 
f. if necessary and technically possible, an investigation is conducted 
into the presence of biological agents on the workplace, outside the 
first physical enclosure; 
g. an effective written work instruction is available at the workplace 
for the employees, which at least includes the procedures to be 
observed at the work, including a regulation for the safe handling and 
carriage of biological agents inside the business or the institution as 
well as an effective emergency plan for the case that accidents or 
incidents occur with biological agents. 

 
Art. 4.87b Measures for the prevention or reduction of 
exposure 
to legionella bacteria at the putting and keeping into operation 
of an air humidification installation and a water installation 
1. At the putting and keeping into operation of: 
a. an air humidific ation installation other than a steam humidifier; 
b. a water installation which can put water in the form of aerosol in 
the air, not being a collective water supply as referred to in Article 1, 
first paragraph, under j, or a collective pipeline network as 
referred to in Artic le 1, first paragraph, under k, of the Water Supply 
Act; the measures, as referred to in Article 4.87a, first and second 
paragraph, for the prevention or reduction of the exposure to 
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legionella bacteria, are effective, if the water in these installations 
contains less than 100 colony forming units legionella bacteria per 
litre. 
2. The taking and analysing of samples for the verification of the 
presence of legionella bacteria happens in accordance with a suitable 
normalized method. 
3. This Article is not applicable to cooling columns. 

Art. 4.88 Safety signalling 
The locations where is worked with biological agents are clearly 
beaconed and are marked with a safety signalling which complies with 
the provisions of or pursuant to section 2 of Chapter 8. 

Art. 4.89 Hygienic protective measures 
1. On locations with danger of exposure to biological agents is not 
smoked nor are food or drinks consumed there. 
2. Work clothing which complies with section 1 of Chapter 8 is put at 
the disposal of the employees and is worn during work. 
3. In addition to Article 3.23, adequate sanitary facilities are available 
for the employees including, insofar as necessary, showers, eye 
showers and skin antiseptics. 
4. If personal protection equipment are given to the employee, these 
are kept at a location which has been appointed to that end and 
cleaned after each use and checked before any use. 
5. In addition to Article 3.22, the work clothing and other personal 
protective devices in which or on which biological agents are or can 
be, are taken off when leaving the workplace and stored on another 
location than the other clothing. 
6. The work clothing and other personal protection equipment , as 
referred to in the fifth paragraph, are disinfected, cleaned or, if 
necessary, destroyed. 
7. The work clothing and other personal protection equipment , as 
referred to in the fifth paragraph, are brought outside the business or 
institution in an appropriate and closed packaging and only for the 
purpose of having it cleaned, disinfected or destroyed. 

Art. 4.90 Registration 
1. In a register is kept which employees are or can be exposed to 
biological agents of categories 3 and 4. 
2. In this register is also registered per employee which activities he 
has performed and, insofar as this can be determined, to which 
biological agent or which biological agents he has possibly been 
exposed as a result of these activities or as a result of an incident or 
acc ident. 
3. The register as referred to in the first paragraph is kept at least ten 
years after the last exposure or possible exposure. 
4. In case an employee has been exposed or has possibly been 
exposed to a biological agent which may result in infections which: 
a. are known to be persistent or latent; 
b. on the basis of the actual state of the art, according to the 
expectations, can only be recognized after many years; 
c. have a long incubation period; 
d. despite treatment, always come back, or 
e. have long-term serious complic ations, when the register as 
referred to in the first paragraph is kept during a correspondingly 
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§ 4 Occupational health examination 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.91 Examination and vaccines 
1. Every employee who has been or can be exposed to biological 
agents is, in addition to Article 18 of the Act, enabled to be subjected 
to an occupational health examination when the work starts. 
2. Every employee who has contracted an infection or illness as a 
result of exposure to a biological agent, is, in addition to the first 
paragraph, prematurely enabled to be subjected to an occupational 
health examination. 
3. Every employee who has been exposed to the same biological 
agent as a result of which another employee has contracted an 
infection or illness, is, in addition to the first paragraph, prematurely 
enabled to be subjected to an occupational health examination. 
4. The occupational health examination takes place with due regard 
for the practical recommendations, included in Annex IV to the 
Directive. 
5. If the result of the occupational health examination gives rise to 
that, effective measures are taken to prevent danger to the health of 
the employee involved by exposure to biological agents. 
6. Insofar as possible, effective vaccines are put at the disposal of any 
employee who is not yet immune to the biological agents to which he 
has been or can be exposed. Attention is paid to Annex VII to the 
Directive then. 
7. At the employer’s request or of the employee involved, the 
examination as referred to in this Article is performed again. The 
result of the renewed examination replaces the previous one. 
8. Every employee is entitled to inspect his own medic al file. 
9. The results of the occupational health examination as referred to 
in this Article are registered appropriately and kept at least ten years 
after the last exposure or possible exposure. In cases as referred to 
in Article 4.90, fourth paragraph, the results are kept during a 
correspondingly longer period but not longer than forty years. 
10. Every employee is informed on the manner in which he will be 
enabled to be subjected to an occupational health examination after 
the exposure has ended. 
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longer period but not longer than forty years after the last exposure. 
5. Every employee is entitled to inspect his own data from the 
register. 
6. The register, mentioned in the first paragraph, is, upon request, 
available for inspection by the company doctor, as referred to in 
Article 14, first paragraph, heading, of the Act, or the safety, health 
and welfare service. 
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§ 6 Supervision 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.94 Notification 
1. At least 30 days before is worked with one or more biological 
agents of category 2, 3 or 4 for the first time, a written notification of 
this is sent to a supervisor who has been appointed to that end. 
2. This notification contains at least the following information: 
a. the name and the address of the employer; 
b. the name and the function of the person who is responsible for the 
safety and the health at work; 
c. the results of the risk inventory and evaluation of risks as referred 
to in Article 4.85; 
d. the category or categories and type or types to which the biologic al 
agent or the biologic al agents belongs respectively belong; 

§ 5 The works council 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.92 Information in connection with accident or incident 
The works council or the staff representation or, in absence thereof, 
the interested employees is respectively are informed of any accident 
or incident which has occurred, has almost occurred or has possibly 
occurred with biological agents and which has resulted in the release, 
near-release or possible release of an agent or agents of category 2, 3 
or 4. The causes of the accident or incident are also notified then, as 
well as the measures which have been taken or will be taken to rectify 
the effects and to prevent further accidents or incidents. 

Art. 4.93 Other information 
1. If requested, the works council or the staff representation, or in 
absence thereof, the interested employees are informed about: 
a. the manner in which the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as 
referred to in Article 4.85, has been established and on its result; 
b. the activities where the employees are or can be exposed to 
biological agents; 
c. the number of employees which is or can be exposed to biological 
agents; 
d. the name and the function of the person who is responsible for 
the safety and the health at work; 
e. the taken preventive and protective measures, including the work 
instruc tion, as referred to in Artic le 4.87, fourth paragraph, the 
applied work proc esses and working methods. 
2. The works council or the staff representation or, in absence thereof, 
the interested employees, are entitled to inspect information as 
referred to in this Article, which has a statistical form and is not 
reducible to individuals. 
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§ 7 Special provisions in connection with other 
than microbiological diagnostic work in the 
health care and in the veterinary medicine 

Art. 4.97-4.98 
(…) 

Occupational safety and health decree 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

 

§ 8 Special measures in laboratories, rooms for 
test animals and industrial processes 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.99 Control level laboratories and spaces for laboratory 
animals 
1. In laboratories and in spaces containing animal which have been 
deliberately infected with biological agents of category 2, 3 or 4 or 
animals which are or possibly could be carriers of biological agents of 
one of these categories, are, depending on the results of the risk 
inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred to in Article 4.85, and in 
complianc e with Article 16, first paragraph, of the Directive, at least 
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e. the intended protective and preventive measures. 
3. Having regard to the first paragraph, work with any subsequent 
biological agent of category 4 and, when this agent has temporarily 
been classified by the employer himself, work with any subsequent 
new biological agent of category 3 is also notified. 
4. When only diagnostic work is done, contrary to the third paragraph, 
the supervisor as referred to in the first paragraph is only notified of 
this if this work is done for the first time. 
5. The notification as referred to in this Article is repeated, when 
essential changes have occurred in the processes or procedures which 
can have effects on the safety and the health of the employees, as a 
result of which previous notifications have been superseded. 

Art. 4.95 Accidents or incidents 
The supervisor or another body to be designated by Our Minister, is 
as soon as possible informed in writing of any accident or incident 
which has occurred and has led or has possibly led to the release of 
one or more biological agents of category 3 or 4 and which can cause 
contagion of employees by these agents. 

 
Art. 4.96 Transfer information 
When the employer ends the activities, the register as referred to in 
Article 4.90 and the results of the occupational health examination as 
referred to in Article 4.91, when they are kept by the employer, are 
transferred to a supervisor who has been appointed to that end. 
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respectively the control levels 2, 3 and 4 of Annex V to the Directive 
observed. 
2. If one works in the laboratories as referred to in the first paragraph 
with material while there is no certainty whether it contains biological 
agents of category 2, 3 or 4 and the work is not aimed at working with 
biological agents, is, in complianc e with Article 16, first paragraph, of 
the Directive, at least control level 2 of Annex V to the Directive 
observed. 

 
Art. 4.100 
1. When biological agents of the category 2, 3 or 4 are used in 
industrial processes, are, depending on the results of the risk 
inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred to in Article 4.85, and in 
complianc e with Article 16, second paragraph, of the Directive, at least 
respectively the control levels 2, 3 and 4 of Annex VI to the Directive 
observed. 
Art. 4.101 
(… ) 
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SECTION 3A Vibrations 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 

§ 1 General 
Art. 6.11a Definitions, limit values and action values 
1. In this section is meant by: 
a. Directive: Directive no. 2002/44/EC of the European Parliament and 
the Council of the European Union of 25 June 2002 regarding the 
minimum requirements as regards health and safety regarding the 
exposure of employees to the risks of physical agents (vibrations) 
(PbEG L 177); 
b. hand-arm vibrations: mec hanical vibrations which, when they are 
transferred to the hand-arm system of human beings, include risks to 
the health and safety of the employees, in particular vascular, bone or 
joint, neural or musc le disorders; 
c. body vibrations: mec hanical vibrations which, when transferred to 
the body as a whole, include risks to the safety and health of the 
employees, in particular disorders of the lower back and lesions of the 
spinal column. 
2. For the hand-arm vibrations is: 
a. the limit value for daily exposure reduced to a standard reference 
period of eight hours, established at 5m/s2; 

§ 9 Special provisions as regards information 
and education 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(=Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 4.102 Information and education 
1. In addition to Article 8 of the Act, information and education are 
given to employees who do work as referred to in Article 4.86, first 
and second paragraph, where is paid attention to at least: 
a. the possible dangers for the health which are related to working 
with biological agents; 
b. the preventive measures to be taken in order to prevent exposure; 
c. the action to be taken when an accident occurs with biological 
agents; 
d. the existing hygienic requirements; 
e. wearing and using of work clothing and personal protection 
equipment. 
2. The information and the education are updated when changed 
circ umstances require so. 
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§ 2 Requirements with regard to vibrations 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 6.11b More detailed requirements risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks, assessment and measurement 
1. Within the framework of the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, 
as referred to in Article 5 of the Act, the levels of the mec hanical 
vibrations to which the employee is exposed, are assessed and, if 
necessary, measured. 
2. The assessment and the measurement are carefully planned and 
carried out with adequate intervals. 
3. The assessment and the measurement for hand-arm vibrations take 
plac e in accordance with the items 1 and 2 of part A and for body 
vibrations in accordance with the items 1 and 2 of part B of the Annex 
to the Directive. 
4. The results of the measurement are kept in an appropriate form so 
they can be consulted later on. 
5. The following aspects are in any case involved in the assessment: 
a. the level, the nature and the duration of the exposure, including 
eventual exposure to periodical vibrations or repeated shocks; 
b. the laid-down limit values and action values for the exposure, as 
referred to in Artic le 6.11a, second and third paragraph; 
c. possible effects on the health and safety of employees with an 
inc reased risk; 
d. possible indirect effects on the safety of employees which are 
caused by the interaction between mec hanical vibrations and the 
workplac e or other work equipment; 
e. the information provided by the manufac turers of the work 
equipment; 
f. the existence of replacing material which has been designed to 
reduce the levels of exposure to mec hanical vibrations; 
g. continuation of the exposure to body vibrations beyond usual 
working hours under responsibility of the employer; 
h. special occupational safety and health, like working at low 
temperatures; 
i. relevant information provided by the occupational health 
examinations, as referred to in Article 6.11e, including published 
information, insofar as that is possible 
6. The assessment is regularly revised, in any case when changed 
circumstances or results of the occupational health examination, as 
referred to in Article 6.11e, require so. 

Art. 6.11c Prevention or reduction of harmful vibrations 
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b. the action value for daily exposure reduced to a standard reference 
period of eight hours, established at 2.5m/s2. 
3. For body vibrations is: 
a. the limit value for daily exposure reduced to a standard reference 
period of eight hours, established at 1.15 m/s2; 
b. the action value for daily exposure reduced to a standard reference 
period of eight hours, established at 0.5 m/s2. 
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1. If the action values, as referred to in Article 6.11a, second 
paragraph, item b, and third paragraph, item b, are or can be 
exceeded, attention is paid, with due regard for Article 3, first 
paragraph, item b, of the Act, in the risk inventory and evaluation of 
risks, as referred to in Artic le 5 of the Act, and in the corresponding 
action plan, to: 
a. alternative working methods which reduce the necessity for 
exposure to mec hanical vibrations; 
b. the choice of the right work equipment, ergonomic ally well 
designed and causing as little vibrations as possible, taking into 
account the work to be performed; 
c. the supply of auxiliaries to prevent the risk of health damage due 
to vibrations; 
d. appropriate maintenance programs for the work equipment, the 
workplace and the systems on the workplace; 
e. the design and the subdivision of the workplace; 
f. adequate information and education of the employees, so they can 
use the work equipment safely and correctly, such that the exposure 
to mec hanical vibrations is as little as possible; 
g. reduction of the duration and intensity of the exposure; 
h. appropriate work schedules with sufficient breaks; 
i. the provision of clothing which protects the exposed employees 
against cold and moisture. 
2. Employees shall not be exposed to vibrations above the limit value 
for exposure, as referred to in Article 6.11a, second paragraph, item 
a, and third paragraph, item a. 
3. If the limit value is nevertheless exceeded: 
a. measures are taken immediately to reduce the exposure till 
beneath the limit value for exposure; 
b. the cause of the exceeding of the limit value is investigated; 
c. the protective and preventive measures are adapted to prevent that 
the limit value is exceeded again. 
4. The employer gears the measures at the needs of employees with 
an increased risk. 

Art. 6.11d Information and education 
To employees who are exposed to risks in connection with mec hanical 
vibrations at work, is given effective information and education about: 
a. measures which have been taken to remove or minimize the risks 
in connection with mec hanical vibrations; 
b. the limit values and action values for exposure; 
c. the results of the performed assessments and measurements of 
mec hanical vibrations and the health damage which the used work 
equipment can cause, in accordance with Article 6.11b; 
d. the benefit of and the method for searching and reporting 
symptoms of health damage; 
e. the circumstances in which employees are entitled to an 
occupational health examination; 
f. safe working methods to minimize the exposure to mec hanical 
vibrations. 

 
Art. 6.11e Occupational health examination as regards 
vibrations 
1. Every employee who is entrusted with activities which according to 
the assessment, as referred to in Article 6.11b, first paragraph, can 
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cause danger to the safety or health, for the first time, is, in addition 
to Article 18 of the Act, enabled to be subjected to an occupational 
health examination before the start of the activities. 
2. If a disorder is found with an employee which could be the result of 
an exposure to mec hanical vibrations, the employees, who have been 
exposed in a similar manner to mec hanical vibrations, are prematurely 
enabled to be subjected to an occupational health examination. 
3. At the request of the employer or the employee involved, the 
occupational health examination is performed again. The results of the 
renewed examination replace those of the previous one. 
4. When a demonstrable disease or a harmful effect to the health has 
been established with an employee as a result of exposure to 
mec hanical vibrations, he is informed by the expert person, as 
referred to in Article 2.14a, second paragraph, or the safety, health 
and welfare service, about the manner in which he will be enabled to 
be subjected to an occupational health examination after the exposure 
has ended. 

 
Art. 6.27 Work prohibitions young employees 
1. Young employees may do no diving work, caisson work and other 
work under inc reased atmospheric pressure, as referred to in Artic le 
6.13. 
2. Young employees may not work with appliances which can emit 
harmful non-ionising electromagnetic radiation. 
3. Young employees may not work on a workplace where the daily 
exposure to noise is 85 dB(A) or higher or the peak acoustic pressure 
is 140 Pa or higher. 
4. Young employees may not be exposed to harmful vibrations. 

Art. 7.3 Suitability work equipment 
1. At the choice of the work equipment which the employer makes 
available, are taken into account the specific features of the work 
which appeared from the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as 
referred to in Article 5 of the Act, with the circumstances in which it is 
performed, with the dangers which are already at the workplace and 
with the dangers which could be added by the use of the relevant 
work equipment. 
2. In order to prevent that the use of work equipment can cause 
dangers to the safety and health of the employees, the work 
equipment which is put at the disposal of the employees at the 
workplace, is only used for the purpose, in the manner and on the 
location for which it has been designed and intended. 
3. Work equipment is, furthermore, suitable for the work to be 
performed or has considerably been adapted. 
4. Insofar as it is reasonably not possible to prevent the dangers 
during the use of the work equipment, such measures are taken that 
the dangers are as muc h as possible reduc ed. 
4. Article 3.17 is equally binding. 

Art. 7.4a Examinations 
1. Work equipment of which the safety depends on the manner of 
installation, is examined after the installation and before it is put into 
use for the first time for the right manner of installation and proper 
and safe functioning. 
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2. Work equipment as referred to in the first paragraph, is, 
furthermore, examined after each erection on a new location or a new 
place for the right manner of installation and proper and safe 
functioning. 
3. Work equipment subjected to influences which lead to 
deteriorations which can induce the origin of dangerous situations, is 
examined as often as necessary for guaranteeing a good condition, 
while it is tested, if necessary. 
4. Work equipment as referred to in the third paragraph is also 
examined, while it is tested, if necessary, each time when exceptional 
events have occurred which can have harmful effects on the safety of 
the work equipment. As exceptional events are in any case regarded: 
natural phenomena, changes to the work equipment, accidents with 
the work equipment and lengthy decommissioning of the work 
equipment. 
5. Examinations are performed by an expert natural person, legal 
person or institute. 
6. Written evidence of the performed examinations are available at 
the workplace and are shown, upon request, to the supervisor. 
7. This Article is not applicable to amusement and playground 
equipment to which the Amusement and Playground Equipment 
(Commodities Act) Decree applies. 
8. The first through fifth paragraph are not applicable to 
scaffolding to which Article 7.34 applies. 
9. The first through third paragraph are not applicable to: 
a. lifting and hoisting gear and lifting and hoisting tools on board ships 
to which Article 7.29 applies; 
b. lifts to which the Lifts (Commodities Act) Decree applies. 
10. The first and second paragraph are not applic able to pressure 
equipment, compositions and pressure systems to which Article 12b of 
the Pressure Equipment Decree applies. 
11. The first and second paragraph are not applic able to pressure 
equipment to which Article 12b of the Pressure Equipment 
(Commodities Act) Decree applies. 
12. The third paragraph is not applicable to: 
a. lifting and hoisting tools to which Article 7.20 applies; 
b. containers to which the Containers (Commodities Act) Decree 
applies; 
c. cranes to which the Articles 6d through 6f of the Machinery 
(Commodities Act) Decree apply; 
d. pressure equipment to which Article 12c of the Pressure 
Equipment (Commodities Act) Decree applies. 
13. As regards changes or repairs, the fourth paragraph is not 
applicable to pressure equipment to which Article 12c of the 
Pressure Equipment (Commodities Act) Decree applies. 
14. The first through third paragraph are not applicable to lifting and 
hoisting tools for professional passenger transport to which the 
Machinery (Commodities Act) Decree applies. 

 
Art. 7.5 Assembly, disassembly, maintenance, repair and 
cleaning of work equipment 
1. The necessary measures are taken to ensure that the work 
equipment, during the entire period of operation, is kept in such a 
state by adequate maintenance that danger to the safety and health of 
the employees is prevented as muc h as possible. 
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2. Maintenance, repair and cleaning activities to work equipment are 
only performed if the work equipment has been switched off and has 
been made pressure less or dead. If this is not possible, effective 
measures are taken to be able to perform those activities safely. 
3. The second paragraph is equally binding to produc tion and 
adjusting activities with or to work equipment. 
1. This paragraph has not yet entered into force. 
4. A maintenanc e book belonging to work equipment is properly kept 
up to date. 
5. Assembly and disassembly of work equipment takes plac e safely, 
with due regard for the eventual instructions of the manufacturer. 

Art. 7.6 Expertise employees 
1. As regards work equipment, the use of which can cause a specific 
danger to the safety of the employees, the use remains reserved for 
employees who have been entrusted with the use. 
2. Employees entrusted with the conversion, maintenance, repair or 
cleaning of work equipment as referred to in the first paragraph, have 
a specific expertise and experience to that end. 

 
Art. 7.7 Safety equipment in connection with moving parts of 
work equipment 
1. If moving parts of work equipment cause danger, they have been 
provided with such screens or security devices that the danger is 
prevented as muc h as possible. 
2. The screens or security devices have been solidly constructed. 
3. The screens or security devices cause no spec ial dangers. 
4. The screens or security devices cannot simply be neglected or put 
out of operation. 
5. The screens or security devices are fitted at sufficient distance from 
the dangerous zone of the work equipment. 
6. The screens or security devices obstruct the view of the work as 
less as possible. 
7. The screens or security devices have been fitted such that the 
necessary maintenance and repair activities can be performed safely. 
It is prevented as muc h as possible that the screens or security 
devic es must be disassembled. 

Art. 7.9 High and low temperature 
It is prevented as muc h as possible that employees are in the 
immediate vicinity of work equipment or a component of it with a very 
high or very low temperature. If that is not possible, effective 
measures have been taken to prevent contact with that work 
equipment or that component of it. 
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§ 2 Requirements for mobile work equipment 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 7.17a Equipment mobile work equipment 
1. Mobile work equipment on which one or more persons can be 
carried, have been equipped such that the danger for these persons 
during the transport is as muc h as possible reduced. 
2. Mobile work equipment, with the exception of lift trucks, with which 
one or more persons can be carried, have been equipped such that, 
under the actual operational conditions, the dangers due to the 
turning over or falling of the mobile work equipment are as muc h as 
possible reduc ed by: 
a. a protective construction which avoids that the mobile work 
equipment turns over more than a quarter turn; 
b. a construction which ensures that there is sufficient free space 
around the persons to be carried when the mobile work equipment can 
move more than a quarter turn, or 
c. other facilities with an equal safety level. 
3. The second paragraph is not applicable if the mobile work 
equipment is stabilized during the use or if the mobile work equipment 
has been designed such that it cannot turn over or fall. 
4. If there is danger that the persons to be carried can be trapped 
between the parts of the mobile work equipment and the ground in 
case of turning over or falling, a system has been installed with which 
they can be stopped. 
5. Lift trucks with which one or more persons can be carried, have 
been equipped such that the danger of turning over or its effects are 
as muc h as possible reduc ed by: 
a. an operator cabin; 
b. a device which avoids that the lift truck turns over; 
c. a device which ensures that, if the lift truck turns over, there is 
sufficient free space for the persons to be carried between the ground 
and specific parts of the lift truck; 
d. a device on each seat of the lift truck, with which the persons on 

 
SECTION 4 Additional requirements specific 
work equipment and activities 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 7.17 Chain provision 
Besides the requirements of sections 1 through 3 of this chapter, the 
requirements of this section are also applicable to the specific work 
equipment and activities mentioned in this section. 
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the truck can be secured on the seat, or other facilities with an equal 
level of safety. 
6. If the sudden blockade of components for the energy transfer 
between the mobile work equipment and its fittings or appendants 
can provide spec ific dangers, this work equipment has been equipped 
with a facility which impedes this blockade. If such a blockade cannot 
be impeded, such measures have been taken that the dangers are as 
muc h as possible reduc ed. 
7. Mobile work equipment has been provided with means for the 
attachment of components for the energy transfer, when these 
components can become polluted or damaged because they are 
dragged over the ground. 

Art. 7.17b Equipment self-propelled mobile work equipment 
1. In addition to Article 7.17a, this Article is applicable to self- 
propelled mobile work equipment, the movement of which can cause 
dangers for the employees. 
2. Mobile work equipment is equipped with: 
a. devices to avoid that they can be put into operation by 
unauthorized persons; 
b. effective provisions for the reduction of the effects of an eventual 
collision, if different work equipment riding on rails is moved at the 
same time; 
c. a brake and stopping device; 
d. an emergenc y device, insofar as it is necessary for the sake of 
safety, which device can slow down and halt the mobile work 
equipment in case of failure of the main system of the brake and 
stopping devic e by means of easily accessible control gear of by 
automatic systems; 
e. effective aids which enable an adequate visibility for the operator 
if his direct visual field is inadequate to guarantee the safety of 
persons. 
3. If mobile work equipment is used at night or on dark places, it has 
been provided with a lighting installation which has been adapted to 
the work to be performed and which provides the employees sufficient 
safety. 
4. If mobile work equipment, their appendants, or cargoes, can cause 
danger of fire for persons, it has been provided with effective fire- 
fighting material, unless the workplace has been equipped with this at 
sufficient short distance from this work equipment, their appendants 
or cargoes. 
5. If mobile work equipment is controlled at a short distance, it 
automatically comes to a standstill when it leaves the control area. 
6. If mobile work equipment is remotely controlled and is able to 
collide with or underrun employees under normal operating conditions, 
it has been provided with facilities which offer protection against these 
dangers, unless there other suitable facilities to reduce the danger of 
collisions. 
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§ 3 Requirements for loading and unloading of 
ships 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
Art. 7.24 Access to the ship 
1. In addition to Article 3.2, the access to a hold of a ship or deck is 
only allowed by a fixed stairway or, if this is not possible, a fixed 
ladder or clamps or feet openings with appropriate dimensions, of 
sufficient strength and with an adequate construction or other sound 
means of access. 
2. The means of access mentioned in the first paragraph are, if this is 
reasonably possible, separated from the hatchways. 

Art. 7.25 Hatches 
1. Hatches which are placed or removed by means of lifting or hoisting 
gear, have been equipped with well accessible and suitable 
attachments for the securing of lifting tools. 
2. If hatches are not interchangeable, they have been clearly marked 
to indicate to which hatchway as well at which location they belong. 
3. Motor operated or hydraulic ally operated hatches and other 
motor or hydraulic ally driven ship’s equipment are only placed or 
removed by a competent person. 
4. The hatches and ship’s equipment as referred to in the third 
paragraph, are only placed or removed when this can happen in a safe 
manner. 
5. Hatchways which have been equipped with an efficient coaming 
are closed or otherwise secured as soon as the loading and unloading 
activities have ended. 
6. Hatches are not placed or removed, if people are working in the 
hold under the hatchway. 
7. Hatches which have not been adequately locked against 
displacement, are removed before the loading and unloading activities 
are started. 

 
Art. 7.26 Processing of goods or materials 
1. The storage or transhipment, loading or unloading, stowage or 
otherwise processing of goods or materials on the quay, in sheds or 
in the ship, happens in a safe and orderly manner, taking into account 
the nature of those goods or materials and its packaging. 
2. Loads are not raised or lowered, unless they have been nailed in a 
safe manner to the lifting or hoisting gear or have been attached 
otherwise. 

 
Art. 7.27 Rigging plans and means for binding or lifting 
1. For the safe rigging of derric ks and the corresponding utensils, 
rigging plans and all related information is available on board the ship. 
The rigging plans are shown, upon request, to the supervisor. 
2. Means for binding or lifting, intended for single use, are not used 
again. 
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Art. 7.28 Containers 
During the loading and unloading of containers, adequate means are 
available which guarantee the safety of the employees when the 
lashings of the containers are attached or removed. 

 
Art. 7.29 Lifting and hoisting gear and lifting and hoisting tools 
on board ships 
1. Contrary to Article 7.20, sixth and seventh paragraph, the following 
provisions apply to lifting and hoisting gear as well as lifting and 
hoisting tools on board ships, which are used for loading and 
unloading. 
2. Lifting and hoisting gear including the corresponding fittings, 
components, points of attachment, anchorages and supports, and 
lifting and hoisting tools are effectively tested and examined for their 
good condition, before they are put into use for the first time. 
3. Gear and tools as referred to in the second paragraph, are 
effectively tested and examined for their good condition after any 
important alteration or repair which may affect the safety. 
4. Gear and tools as referred to in the second paragraph, are, 
depending on the actual load, regularly, but in any case at least once 
every five years, effectively tested and examined for their good 
condition. 
5. Lifting and hoisting gear and lifting and hoisting tools are, 
depending on the actual load, regularly, but in any case at least once 
a year, tested for their good condition. 
6. Lifting and hoisting tools are, depending on the usage, regularly 
checked into their good condition. 
7. Testing and examinations as referred to in the second through 
fourth paragraph, are performed by Our Minister or a certificating 
institute. 
8. Examinations and checks as referred to in the fifth and sixth 
paragraph, are performed by an expert natural person, legal person or 
institute. 
9. Certificates of the testing and examinations, as referred to in the 
second through fourth paragraph, are issued by the certificating 
institute, as referred to in the seventh paragraph, according to a 
model established by Ministerial Regulation. 
10. A register of lifting and hoisting gear and lifting and hoisting tools 
is kept on board every ship according to a model established by 
Ministerial Regulation, in which the certificates as referred to in the 
ninth paragraph are incorporated. In the register are mentioned the 
operational load or operational loads of the lifting and hoisting gear, 
the workload of the lifting and hoisting tools as well as the times and 
the results of the testing and examinations as referred to in the 
second through fifth paragraph. The times and the result of the checks 
as referred to in the sixth paragraph are mentioned, if a defect has 
been found at the relevant checks. 
The register is shown, upon request, to the supervisor. 
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SECTION 10 Special sectors and special 
categories of employees 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Occupational safety and health decree 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenbesluit) 
§ 1 Transport 
§ 1 Transport 
Art. 4.103 Exceptions for means of transport 
Art. 4.54b, heading and item a, is not applicable to seagoing 
vessels. 

§ 2 Young people 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 
Art. 4.104 Chain provision 
In addition to the provisions of or pursuant to this chapter, the 
requirements and prohibitions mentioned in this paragraph are also 
applicable to young employees. 

 
Art. 4.105 Work prohibitions for dangerous goods and 
biological agents 
Young employees shall not work with or are not exposed to 
substances which comply with the criteria established pursuant to 
Article 9.2.3.1 of the Environmental Management Act for 
classification in one or more of the categories ‘very toxic ’, ‘toxic’, 
‘sensitizing’, ‘c arcinogenic’, ‘mutagenic’ ‘toxic to reproduction’, as 
well as substances complying with the criteria for allocation of the R- 
sentences 33 and 48 which have been established by or pursuant to 
that Ac t. 
Young employees shall not work with or are not exposed to 
biological agents of category 3 or 4, as referred to in section 9 of this 
chapter. 
Furthermore, young employees shall no work at or with vats, basins, 
pipelines or reservoirs in which one or more of the substances or 
biological agents as referred to in the first or second paragraph are. 

Art. 5.2 Prevention dangers 
The work has been organized such, the workplace is arranged such, 
such a produc tion and working method is applied or such auxiliaries 
and personal protective devices are used, that the physical load can 
cause no dangers for the safety and the health of the employee. 

 
Art. 5.3 Reduction dangers and risk inventory and evaluation 
of risks 
Insofar as the dangers, as referred to in Article 5.2, cannot 
reasonably be prevented: 
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a. with due regard for Annex I to the Directive, the work is organized 
such, the workplace is arranged such, such a produc tion and working 
method is applied or such auxiliaries and personal protective devices 
are used that those dangers are reduced as muc h as reasonably 
possible; 
b. in the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred to in 
Article 5 of the Act, with due regard for Annex I to the Directive, the 
safety and health aspects of the physical load are assessed, where in 
particular is paid attention to the features of the load, the required 
physical effort, the features of the working environment and the 
requirements of the task. 

Art. 5.4 Ergonomic design workplaces 
Unless this can reasonably not be demanded, workplaces are 
designed according to the ergonomic principles. 

 
Art. 5.5 Information 
1. Having regard to the Annexes I and II to the Directive, effective 
information and effective education is given to employees who are 
doing work where loads are handled manually, about: 
a. the manner in which loads are handled; 
b. the dangers for their safety and health related to the manual 
handling of loads and the measures to be taken to reduce these 
dangers as muc h as possible. 
2. Adequate information is given to the employees involved on the 
weight of the load to be handled and, when the weight of the load 
has not been distributed evenly, on the center of gravity or the 
heaviest side of that load. 

 
Art. 5.6 Annexes Directive 
As regards physical load, the Annexes I and II to the Directive are 
observed. 
Art. 6.1 Temperature 
Taking into account the nature of the activities carried out by the 
employees and the physical load resulting from it, the temperature at 
the workplace causes no damage to the health of the employees. 
If there still can be caused damage to the health of the employees, 
due to the temperature at the workplace or due to unfavorable 
weather conditions, personal protective devices are made available. 
If the personal protective devices which have been made available, 
cannot prevent damage to the health, the duration of the work is 
reduced to such an extent or the work is alternated by a temporary 
stay at a location with a temperature as referred to in the first 
paragraph, at such a frequency that no damage is caused to the 
health. 

 
Art. 6.3 Daylight and artificial light 
1. Workplaces and connecting roads have been lighted such that the 
available light causes no risks to the safety and health of employees. 
2. Sufficient daylight can enter workplaces, insofar as possible, and 
adequate facilities for artificial lighting are available. 
3. The facilities for artificial lighting have been fitted such, that 
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danger for accidents has been prevented. 
4. The colour used for artificial light may not change or affect the 
observation of the safety and health signalling, determined by or 
pursuant to section 2 of Chapter 8. 

 
Art. 6.7 More detailed requirements risk inventory and 
evaluation of risks, assessment and measurement 
1. Within the framework of the risk inventory and evaluation of risks, 
as referred to in Article 5 of the Act, the noise levels to which the 
employees have been exposed, are assessed and, if necessary, 
measured in order to determine where and to which extent 
employees can be exposed to the levels of harmful noise which have 
been established in Article 6.8. 
2. In addition to Article 5 of the Act, the assessment and the 
measurement are periodically carried out according to a written time 
schedule by the experts, mentioned in Article 13 of the Act, or the 
experts or safety, health and welfare services, mentioned in the 
Articles 14 and 14a of the Act, and they are carried out again 
anyhow, if the circumstances have changed drastically, there are 
reasons to assume that the carried out assessment or measurement 
is 
incorrec t or when the results of the occupational health examination, 
as referred to in Article 6.10, first through third paragraphs, require 
so. The measurement uncertainties, which have been established 
acc ording to the good practice in measuring, are taken into account 
at the assessment of the measurement results. 
3. The methods and apparatus used at the measurement are geared 
to the relevant circumstances. Especially the features of the noise to 
be measured, the duration of the exposure, the environmental 
factors and the features of the measuring devices are paid attention 
to. The used methods and apparatus are suitable to determine 
whether or not the levels of harmful noise, as established in Article 
6.8, third, fourth, seventh, ninth and tenth paragraphs, are 
exceeded. When random checks are used, these are representative 
for the personal exposure of an employee. 
4. At the assessment, as referred to in the first paragraph, is in any 
case paid attention to: 
a. the level, the nature and the duration of the exposure, including 
eventual exposure to impulsive noise; 
b. the action values established in Article 6.8, third, fourth, seventh 
and ninth paragraphs and the limit values established in Article 6.8, 
tenth paragraph, for the exposure; 
c. the possible effects to the health and safety of employees which 
belong to especially sensitive risk groups; 
d. insofar as this is technically feasible, the possible effects on the 
safety and the health of employees of the interaction between noise 
and work-related ototoxic substances and between noise and 
vibrations; 
e. the possible indirect effects on the safety and the health of 
employees of the interaction between noise and warning signals or 
other sounds which have to be noticed in order to reduce the risk of 
acc idents; 
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f. the information on the noise emission provided by the 
manufac turers of the work equipment; 
g. the existence of alternative work equipment which has been 
designed to reduce the noise emission; 
h. the continuation of the exposure to noise beyond usual working 
hours under responsibility of the employer; 
i. relevant information obtained from an occupational health 
examination as referred to in Article 6.10, first through third 
paragraphs, including published information, insofar as that is 
possible; 
j. the availability of individual hearing protection with sufficient 
muffling effect. 
5. The works council or the staff representation or, in absence 
thereof, the interested employees are enabled to give their opinion 
on the manner of assessing and measuring. 
6. The results of the assessments and measurements carried out on 
the basis of this Article are registered and kept in an appropriate 
form, so they can be consulted later on. 
7. The results, as referred to in the sixth paragraph, provided with an 
explanation, are notified to the works council or the staff 
representation or, in absence thereof, to the interested employees. 
8. The risk inventory and evaluation of risks, as referred to in the 
first paragraph, is adequately documented and mentions the 
measures taken under the Articles 6.8, 6.9 and 6.11. 

 
Art. 6.8 Measures for the prevention or reduction of the 
exposure 
1. For the prevention or reduction of the exposure to noise, such 
technical or organizational measures are taken that the risks of 
exposure are removed at the source or are minimized, taking into 
account the technical progress and the availability of measures. 
2. When preventing or reducing the exposure, as referred to in the 
first paragraph, is taken into account anyway: 
a. alternative working methods which lead to less exposure to noise; 
b. the choice of the right work equipment, taking into account the 
work to be done, which makes as less noise as possible, including the 
possibility to let the employees have the disposal of work equipment 
which aims at or results in a reduction of the exposure to noise; 
c. the design and the subdivision of the workplace; 
d. effective information and education to teach the employees to use 
the work equipment properly in order to minimize the exposure to 
noise; 
e. technical measures for the reduction of noise: 
i. reduction of the airborne noise, for example by shielding, encasing 
or covering with noise absorbing material; 
ii. reduction of the construction noise, for example, by muffling or 
isolation; 
f. adequate maintenance programs for the work equipment, the 
workplace and the systems on the workplace; 
g. the organization of the activities, in view of a reduction of the 
noise: 
i. reduction of the duration and intensity of the exposure; 
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ii. adequate work schedules with sufficient breaks. 
3. When the daily exposure to noise is higher than 85 dB(A) or the 
peak acoustic pressure is higher than 140 Pa, technical or 
organizational measures are established and carried out to minimize 
the exposure on the basis of the assessment and measurement, as 
referred to in Article 6.7, first paragraph, having due regard to the 
measures, as referred to in the second paragraph, within the 
framework of the action plan, as referred to in Article 5 of the Act. 
4. Workplaces where the daily exposure to noise can be higher than 
85 dB(A) or the peak acoustic pressure can be higher than 140 Pa, 
are clearly indic ated by means of adequate signaling and effectively 
beac oned. If this is technically feasible and the risk of exposure 
justifies this, its access is restricted. 
5. The exposure to noise in relaxation rooms as referred to in Article 
3.20 and night’s lodgings as referred to in Article 3.21, is reduced to 
a level which is compatible with the function of the spaces and the 
circumstances in which they are used. 
6. The measures, as referred to in the first through fifth paragraphs, 
are geared at the needs of employees who belong to especially 
sensitive risk groups. 
7. In cases in which the daily exposure to noise is higher than 80 
dB(A) or the peak acoustic pressure is higher than 112 Pa, adequate, 
properly made-to-measure hearing protection is put at the disposal 
of the employees. The individual hearing protection prevents the risk 
of hearing impairment or minimizes this risk. 
8. The works council or the staff representation or, in absence 
thereof, the interested employees are enabled to give their opinion 
on the measures, as referred to in the first through fifth paragraphs 
and on the c hoice of the individual hearing protection, as referred to 
in the seventh paragraph, which has to be made available. 
9. When the daily exposure to noise is 85 dB(A) or higher, or the 
peak acoustic pressure is 140 Pa or higher, the individual hearing 
protection is used by the employees. 
10. The daily exposure to noise, taking into account the muffling 
effect of the individual hearing protection worn by the employee, may 
never be higher than 87 dB(A) or the peak acoustic pressure may not 
be higher than 200 Pa anyway. 
11. When despite the measures, as referred to in the first through 
seventh and ninth paragraphs, is found that the daily exposure to 
noise, taking into account the muffling effect of the individual hearing 
protec tion worn by the employee, is higher than the limit values 
established in the tenth paragraph: 
a. measures are taken immediately to reduc e the exposure to a level 
under those limit values; 
b. the causes of the excessive exposure are established and 
c. the measures, as referred to in the first through seventh and ninth 
paragraphs, are adjusted to prevent recurrence. 
In cases in which employees in connection with the performance of 
special tasks must stay on a workplac e where the daily exposure to 
noise per working day considerably differs and observance of the 
obligations, mentioned in Article 6.8, third, fourth, seventh, ninth, 
tenth and eleventh paragraphs, cannot reasonably be demanded, in 
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Occupational safety and health regulation 

(= Arbeidsomstandighedenregeling) 
Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 

Art. 1.11 Data occupational diseases 
1. In this Article ‘occupational disease’ means: a disease or disorder 
as a result of a load which has mainly occurred during work or 
occupational safety and health. 
2. The notification of an occupational disease, as referred to in Article 
9, third paragraph, of the Act, contains at least the following data 
which cannot be traced back to an individual natural person: 
a. the diagnosis; 
b. the sex and the year of birth of the employee; 
c. the nature and the degree of the load during work or occupational 
safety and health; 
d. the nature of the activities at the time of the origin of the 
occupational disease; 
e. the profession of the employee at the time of the exposure, and 
f. the economic activity of the employer at the time of the exposure. 
3. The data as referred to in the second paragraph are given in 
accordance with the instructions of the institute, as referred to in 
Article 9, third paragraph, of the Act. 

Approval 

the mentioned paragraphs is read instead of ‘the daily exposure to 
noise’: ‘the weekly exposure to noise’. In that case the weekly 
exposure, taking into account the muffling effect of the individual 
hearing protection worn by the employee, is not more than 87 dB(A) 
and effective measures are taken to minimize the risk related to 
these activities. 

 
Art. 6.11. Information and education 
To employees who are exposed to a daily exposure of noise of 80 
dB(A) or higher and a peak acoustic pressure of 112 Pa or higher, 
effective information and education is given about: 
a. The nature of the risks resulting from exposure to noise; 
b. The measures, as referred to in art. 6.8, taken to prevent or 
minimize the risks as referred to under a; 
c. The action values, as referred to in art. 6.8, 3rd, 4th, 7th and 9th 
paragraph and the limit values as referred to in art. 6.8, 10th 
paragraph; 
d. The results of the assessment and measurement of the noise 
levels to which employees have been exposed, as referred to in art. 
6.7, 1st and 2nd paragraph, and an explanation of the meaning and 
possibly related risks; 
e. The correct use of the individual hearing protection; 
f. How signals of hearing impairment can be detected and reported; 
g. The circumstances in which employees are entitled to an 
occupational health examination and the purpose of this examination 
and 
h. Safe working methods to minimize the exposure to noise. 
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12. On-board medical care (Regulation 4.1) 

Code of Commerce, Seamen’s Decree 

(= Wetboek van Koophandel, 
Schepelingenbesluit) 

Article 61 Sick bay and sick berth 
1. On board each ship with a crew of 15 seamen or more, which 
undertakes a voyage during which it stays at sea for more than 3 days, 
there has to be a separate sick bay. This provision does not apply to tug 
boats and contractor’s material. 
2. The sick bay shall be located efficiently, and shall be readily 
accessible. 
3. The sick bay shall have such dimensions, that nursing can take place 
appropriately and that the patients are comfortably accommodated. The 
patients shall be capable of being brought in and out of the quarters 
easily. The lighting, ventilation and heating shall comply with the 
requirements for the quarters as referred to in the Artic les 48 through 
53. 
4. The sick bay shall be provided with sufficient wash facilities with 
accessories and drainage of waste water. The wash facility has to be 
provided with hot and cold running freshwater. 
5. When the number of crew members, living in cabins for more than 
one person, is less than 30, the sick bay shall be provided with one 
sleeping-place. When that number is 30 or over, then the sick bay has 
to be provided with two sleeping-places, or so muc h more as is 
determined in connection with the conditions of the voyage by the 
Inspec tor-General of the Inspectorate for Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management. When there is no sick bay for passengers, the 
passengers may be admitted in the sick bay and the requirements of 
this paragraph apply to the seamen and passengers jointly. 
6. The sleeping-places may not be located on top of each other. Their 
design shall at least comply with the requirements as referred to in the 
eleventh paragraph and as referred to in Article 55, tenth through 
fifteenth paragraphs. 
7. In or in the close proximity of the sick bay there shall be, exclusively 
for use by patients, a water closet and a bathroom attached to it. These 
spac es shall be separated from the sick bay. 
8. When a doctor is among the crew, an area near the sick bay shall be 
equipped as pharmac y and dressing room, which shall be separated 
from the sick bay. 

IL
 Shipping Act (= Schepenwet) 

Health and safety and accident prevention (Regulation 4.3) 
Art. 26e 
1. On board every ship a safety committee will be established. 
3. The task of the Safety Committee is to advise the captain on 
measures to prevent occupational accidents on board. 
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Regulation Safety Seagoing Vessels (= Regeling 
veiligheid zeeschepen) 
On-board medical care (Regulation 4.1) 
Art. 25 Medical equipment 
1. The medic al equipment including 
its manuals and check-lists 
prescribed in Annex 5 to this 
Regulation is available on board of 
a ship. 
2. A Dutch copy of the Medical First 
Aid Guide for use in accidents 
involving dangerous goods (MFAG) 
determined by circular SC/Circ.857 
of the Maritime Safety Committee 
of the IMO is available on board of 
a ship carrying dangerous goods as 
referred to in Chapter VII of the 
SOLAS Convention. 
3. An English copy instead of a 
Dutch copy of the Guide as referred 
to in the second clause, is available 
on board of ships on which the 
working language as referred to in 
provision V/14.3 of the SOLAS 
Convention is not Dutch. 

 

Art. 49 : - Supervision medical 
equipment 
Control medic al equipment 
1. The master shall ensure that the 
medic al equipment available on 
board is in good condition and will 
be replenished or renewed as soon 
as possible, in any case with 
priority during the regular supply 
proc edures. 

Interpretation to Regulation 
Safety Seagoing Vessels, 
Annex 5, Art. 2 (1): 
One of the guides referred to 
here is: The Ship Captain’s 
Medical Guide (Geneeskundig 
Handboek voor de Scheepvaart). 
Interpretation to Regulation 
Safety Seagoing Vessels, 
Annex 5, Art. 2: 
For required medic ines and 
medic al equipment during the 
transport of dangerous 
substances, see the Medical First 
Aid Guide. 
Interpretation to Regulation 
Safety Seagoing Vessels, 
Annex 5, Art. 2: 
Medicine chests shall be 
inspected if possible. 
Interpretation to Regulation 
Safety Seagoing Vessels, 
Annex 5, Art. 6 (2): 
The Table in Annex 5 is not 
included here, since this list 
must be on board. 
Interpretation to number of 
beds in the hospital 
The current text of Article 3.12 
paragraph 3 of the Regulation 
seafarers can lead to confusion 
regarding the required number 
of actual beds in the hospital. On 
vessels with a crew of more than 
15 but less than 30 persons, one 
bed is required. On vessels with 
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9. The sick bay may not be used for other purposes than nursing or 
treatment of sick and injured persons. 
10. On board all ships which under the first paragraph do not need to 
be provided with a sick bay, one single night quarter shall be capable of 
being made available for one sick or injured person, in which the 
sleeping-place has been equipped as sick berth. When the number of 
seamen is less than 6, then a sleeping-place in a night quarter equipped 
as sick berth suffices. 
11. The sick berth shall be equipped such, that the sick person can 
easily be brought into it and out of it on a mattress, for which purpose 
the bulkheads shall be removable, if necessary. 
12. When someone suffers from a serious or infectious disease, every 
effort will be made to nurse the sick person apart from all others. 
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2. In the event of a medic al 
urgenc y for which the necessary 
medic ines, nursery articles or 
antidote are not on board, the 
master is obliged to see to it that 
these are made available as soon 
as possible. 
3. Every year the master shall 
inspect the medic al equipment 
available on board of the ship, with 
due regard for the provisions to 
that end in Annex 2 to this 
regulation. 

 
Annex 5 : - Medical supplies 
Art. 2 - Medicines and medical 
equipment required 
1. The medic ines, nursing and 
dressing material, guides 
[Interpretation to guides] and 
other supplies required under the 
tables 1 and 2 are available on 
board of a ship. Deviating amounts 
may apply to ships carrying 
dangerous goods as referred to in 
Chapter VII, Part A, of the SOLAS 
Convention and ferries as referred 
to in Article 3, second paragraph, of 
Directive 92/29/EEC. These 
deviating amounts are put in 
brackets. Interpretation 
2. The quantities given in columns 
A to E inclusive apply to vessels 
having a registered crew of 15 
persons or less. For a c rew strength 
of more than 15, the quantities are 
to be increased by 100% for each 
implement of 15 persons or a part 
thereof, with the understanding 
that the quantities do not need to 
be exceeded, and in the case of 
prescription medic ines may not be 
exceeded. 
3. At variance with Section 2, the 
quantities given in Tables 1 and 2 
need to be increased by only 50% 
in the case of crew strengths of 15 
to 24 persons inclusive. Where the 
quantity quoted in the tables is 
one, this does not need to be 
inc reased for c rew strengths of 15 
to 24 persons. 

a crew of 30 persons or more 
two separate beds are required 
(not a double bed or a bunk 
bed). A treatment bench is not 
considered sufficient because 
there may be several situations 
in which prolonged stay in 
hospital is desired, for example: 
• Oxygen needed; 
• Separation due to risk of 
infection, 
• Isolate due to risking their own 
lives or the lives of others 
(psychosis, severe depression, 
severe anxiety, tying is 
sometimes indicated), 
• The need for frequent 
monitoring of blood pressure, 
pulse, etc. (it is more convenient 
in a hospital than in one of the 
cabins) 
• To prevent social unrest. 
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Art. 3 - Contents of medicine 
chests on board lifeboats and 
similar 
1. The medic ine chests in lifeboats, 
life rafts and rescue vessels shall 
contain the materials detailed in 
column R of Tables 1 and 2. 
2. The quantities mentioned in 
column R are for 50 persons, 
except for anti-seasickness 
remedies, for which per person 
quantities are given. 

 
Article 4 - Storage of medicines 
and medical equipment 
1. The medic ines and medic al 
equipment referred to in Article 2 
are to be kept in appropriate 
containers or in cupboards or 
rooms equipped for this purpose. 
2. Medical supplies that fall under 
the Drugs Act (Opiumwet) are to be 
kept in a safe, the key of which is 
in the possession of the captain or 
of the crew member to whom the 
captain has delegated responsibility 
for the use and storage of medic al 
supplies. 

 
Art. 5 - Delivery and packaging 
of medicines and antidotes 
1. Medicines and antidotes are to 
be obtained from a pharmac ist. 
This must be stated clearly, for 
example by a trademark, on the 
pac kaging. 
2. As far as possible, the number 
quoted in this annex is to be 
mentioned on the packaging of 
each medic al item. At the same 
time, a copy of the inventory shall 
be kept in the chests, cupboards or 
rooms referred to in Artic le 1 of 
these regulations. 
3. On the labels of the various 
items, the Latin nomenc lature is to 
be used as far as possible alongside 
the Dutch. The Latin nomenc lature 
shall correspond to that of the 
World Health Organization. 
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Decree seafarers merchant shipping and sailing 
ships (= Besluit zeevarenden handelsvaart en 
zeilvaart) 

On-board medical care (Regulation 4.1) 
Article 119 
1. On a ship which proceeds on an international voyage for a duration 
of more than three days, with a total complement of one hundred 
persons or more in whatever function employed into the service for the 
benefit of the ship, including trainees and pilots, a medic al doctor shall 
be present. 
2. Contrary to the requirements of Artic le 118, paragraph one, if 
paragraph one has been met, the possession of the Certificate Health 
Care on Board Ships B, referred to in Artic le 91, paragraph one, will be 
sufficient for the master. 
3. By Dec ree of Our Minister, with due regard for the provisions of or 
pursuant to Article 21 of the Act, more specific requirements may be 
laid down with regard to the qualifications of the medic al doctor 
mentioned in paragraph one. 

Approval 

Art. 6 - Annual inspection of 
medical supplies and equipment 
1. The annual inspection of 
medic ines and medic al equipment 
shall precede the investigations to 
which the ship is subject in 
connection with the necessary 
certification. The inspection does 
not involve the medic al provisions 
of life rafts as defined in Article 3. 
2. For the inspection, the captain 
shall compile a checklist comprising 
the names and codes of all 
medic ines, medic al equipment and 
antidotes that this annex 
Interpretation requires, and shall 
include on this the quantities 
dictated and the actual quantities 
present on board. Where 
appropriate, the expiry dates of the 
substances are to be quoted. The 
checklist also quotes the ship's 
name, flag and homeport. 
3. If the inspection reveals that the 
ship's medic al supplies conform to 
the requirements of this annex, the 
captain will sign the checklist and 
submit it to the Shipping 
Inspec torate or to the legal body 
appointed for this purpose under 
the provisions of Article 23 of these 
regulations. 
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13. On-board complaint procedures 

On-board complaint procedures (Regulation 5.1.5) 

Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) 
Art. 69a 
1. On board each ship a 
complaints procedure is in 
plac e, determined by the 
shipowner, for filing 
complaints regarding 
observance of the 
requirements of Art. 48c, 
paragraph 1, of the Seafarers 
Act or a suspected violation 
of the Maritime Labour 
Convention, 2006. 
2. By ministerial regulation, 
rules will be drawn up for the 
complaints proc edure as 
mentioned under paragraph 
1. 
3. Every seafarer shall 
receive a copy of the 
complaints proc edure on 
board before the 
commenc ement of his 
activities. Note 

Note: 
Social partners have developed a 
Model on-board complaint 
procedure in accordance with the 
MLC, 2006, Guideline B5.1.5 (1). 
This model may be accepted as 
fulfilling this requirement. It is 
available on the website: 
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/form 
s/2016/10/24/model-on-board- 
complaint-procedures 
In accordance with the MLC, 2006 
(Standard A5.1.5, paragraph 4) contact 
information of the competent authority 
in the country of residence of the 
seafarer shall also be provided. This 
information is available on the website: 
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/ 
f?p=NORMLEXPUB:80001:0::NO. 
From that date on the Member States 
of the MLC, 2006, shall have 
procedures for handling onshore 
complaints. 

Regulation Seafarers (= Regeling zeevarenden) 
On-board complaint procedures (Regulation 5.1.5) 

Art. 7.1 Complainant 
In this chapter a complainant is: a seafarer, who files a complaint in 
accordance with the complaint procedure as mentioned in the Seafarers 

Approval 

Article 121 
1. On board a ship that undertakes voyages beyond sea area A1, as 
described in Chapter IV of the SOLAS Convention, at least one person 
who can act as an officer in charge of a navigational watch, as referred 
to in Section A-VIII/2, part one, of the STCW Code, is in possession of 
a General Operator Certificate Maritime Radio Communic ation, issued 
in accordance with the provisions of or pursuant to the Decree 
Peripheries and Radio Equipment; one of these persons has been 
designated by the master as the person responsible for the radio 
communic ations during emergenc ies. All other persons who can act as 
an officer in charge of a navigational watch are in possession of the 
Restricted Operator Certificate Maritime Radio Communic ation. 
2. On board a ship which solely undertakes voyages in sea area A1, at 
least one person who can act as an officer in charge of a navigational 
watch is in possession of the Restricted Operator Certificate Maritime 
Radio Communic ation, issued in accordance with the provisions of or 
pursuant to the Decree Peripheries and Radio Equipment. 

 

https://english.ilent.nl/documents/forms/2016/10/24/model-on-board-complaint-procedures
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/forms/2016/10/24/model-on-board-complaint-procedures
https://english.ilent.nl/documents/forms/2016/10/24/model-on-board-complaint-procedures
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB%3A80001%3A0%3A%3ANO
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB%3A80001%3A0%3A%3ANO
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14. Payment of wages 

Conditions of employment (Regulation 2.2) 

Civil Code, Book 7 (= Burgerlijk wetboek – boek 
7) 
Art. 616 
The employer shall pay the wages of the employee on the stipulated 
points in time. 

Art. 625 
1. In so far as the stipulated wages or the part that remains after the 
amount that may be deduc ted by the employer in accordance with Art. 
628 and after deduction of the amount that third parties may be 
entitled to in accordance with Art. 633, has not been paid at the 
utmost on the third working day after the day on which in accordance 
with Art. 623 and 624 (1) payment should have been made, the 
employee is entitled to a raise on account of delay, if the failure is to 
be blamed to the employer. This raise amounts to 5% per day for the 
4th up to the 8th working day and 1% for all next working days, 
taking into account that this raise under no circumstance shall be 
more than 50% of the amount due. The 
judge may limit the amount of the raise to an amount that he deems 
reasonable taking into account the circumstances. 

Act, Art. 69a, paragraph 1 or the rules as mentioned in the Seafarers I  

Act, Art. 69b, paragraph 2. 

Art. 7.2 Complaint procedure on board 
1. In a proc edure as mentioned in the Seafarers Act, Art. 69a as a 
minimum the following shall be included: 
a. the persons or persons on board with whom a complaint 
may be lodged, and complaints may in all cases be lodged with the 
captain; 
b. the representative of the shipowner, who is not a member of the crew 
on board, with whom a complaint may be lodged; 
c. the contact data to lodge a complaint as mentioned in Art. 7.3; 
d. the name of one or more confidential advisers, who may impartially 
advise seafarers on the lodging of a complaint and who may assist 
complainants in going through the complaint procedure and who may 
help prevent an adverse treatment on account of the complainant having 
lodges a complaint; and 
e. the handling procedure of a complaint, in which Guideline B5.1.5, 
paragraph 2, of the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006, shall be 
observed. 
2. The complaint procedure as mentioned in paragraph 1 puts no 
limitations on the right of the complainant to: 
a. be accompanied or represented by a person; 
b. lodge a complaint at any time directly with the captain, the 
representative of the shipowner, as mentioned in paragraph 1b, or the 
competent authority, as mentioned in paragraph 1c; 
c. lodge complaints about a possible violation of the Maritime Labour 
Convention, 2006. 
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2. Any deviation from this Article shall not disadvantage the 
employee. 
Art. 626 
1. The employer shall provide 
the employee with a written 
account 
of the monetary wages, the 
composing parts of these 
wages, of the deducted 
amounts, and the wages entitled 
to a person of the age of the 
employee during the period over 
which the wages 
have been calculated in 
accordance with or under the 
Minimum Wages and Minimum 
Amount of Vacation Pay Act, 
unless no changes have 
occurred in these amounts. 
Interpretation 
2. This account stipulates the 
name of the employer and the 
employee, the period over which 
the wages have been calculated 
and the agreed term of 
employment. 
3. It is not allowed to deviate 
from this regulation to the 
detriment of the employee. 

Interpretation to Art. 626, 
paragraph 1: 
1. The employer does not 
necessarily have to be the 
shipowner. See substantial 
equivalence. 
2. The Minimum Wages and 
Minimum Amount of Vacation 
Pay Act is not applicable to 
employment agreements in the 
maritime sector. 
In case that the Master is also the 
owner of the ship, this shall be 
documented on the Certificate of 
Registry and it will be accepted as 
proof that a seafarers 
employment 
agreement is not necessary for 
the 
Master. This requirement does not 
apply in that case. 

Art. 631 
1. Any stipulation that entitles the employer to withhold any amount 
from the wages on payday is null and void, taking into account the 
authority of the employee to mandate the employer in writing to make 
payments from his wages. This mandate can at all times be revoked. 
2. Stipulations in which the employee is bound to spend his wages or 
other income or a part of his wages or other income, and stipulations 
in which an employee is bound to acquire his necessities at a specified 
plac e or from a spec ified person, are null and void. 
3. Paragraph 1 and 2 do not apply to stipulations, in which the 
employee is bound to: 
a) take part in a pension fund as mentioned in Art.1 of the Pensions 
Act, and in accordance with the requirements of that Act; 
b) contribute to the payment of premiums for an insurance in 
accordance with the requirements of the Pensions Act; 
c) take part in any other Fund than mentioned in paragraph a, under 
the condition that this Fund fulfils the requirements as mentioned by 
Decree; 
d) take part in a savings arrangement for his benefit, other than 
mentioned in paragraph a-c, under the condition that this 
arrangement fulfils the requirements as mentioned by Decree. 
The Fund, mentioned in paragraph c, shall not be the fund which 
provides the employer or the employee with a payment in relation to 
the right of the employee to continuation of payment during illness, 
pregnancy or childbirth, as mentioned in Art. 629, 1, or with a 
payment as mentioned in Art. 83 of the Work and Income according to 
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Labour Capacity Act (Wet werk en inkomen naar arbeidsvermogen) or 
as mentioned in 

Art. 75a of the Occupational Disability Act 
(Wet op de arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekering). 
4. For the fulfilment of the stipulation as mentioned in paragraph 3, 
the 
employer may deduct the necessary expenses from the wages of 
the employee; in that case the employer must pay these expenses for 
the employee in accordance with that stipulation. 
5. Art. 612 is equally applicable to the participation of an underage 
person in scheme as mentioned in paragraph 3. 
6. If the employee, as a consequence of a null and void stipulation 
as mentioned in paragraph 2, has entered into an agreement with the 
employer or a third party, he has the right to claim the amount that 
he has paid from the employer. If he has entered into an agreement 
with the employer, he may annul this agreement. 
7. The judge may limit the requirement of the employer to pay, when 
awarding a claim of the employee on the grounds of paragraph 6, to 
such an amount as seems reasonable to him, taking into account the 
circumstances, but to no more than the amount at which he 
determines the damage suffered by the employee. 
8. A legal claim of the employee based on this Article relapses six 
months after the date on which the right to claim arose. 

Art. 706 
1. Payment of the monetary wages, earned while working on a 
ship shall be: 
a. in the currency as stipulated in the seafarer’s employment 
agreement; 
b. in the currency of the place of payment, or; 
c. through bank payment as specified in Book 6, Article 114. 
2. If a rate of exchange is applicable, this rate shall be determined 
as specified in Book 6, Art. 124 and 126. 

Art. 707 
1. The seafarer may request the employer in writing to pay the 
wages in part or in full to persons, appointed by the seafarer. If 
an exchange rate applies, this shall be the rate as in Book 6, Art. 
124 and 126. 
2. The request in writing to end the payments mentioned in (1) 
shall be made at least one month before the next date of payment. 

 
Art. 708 
1. The seafarer is entitled to payment of the wages, earned during 
his service on board: 
a. if it has been specified per period, in each port where the ship calls 
during the voyage, on condition that seven days 
have passed since the last payment; 
b. if it has not been specified per period, at the times determined for 
payment in the employment agreement or, when this is not specified, 
by custom or equity. However, payment shall always be made at 
intervals of no longer than one month. 
2. The payment of the wages, mentioned in (1, a) shall be not later 
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The Act on Allocation of Workers by 
Intermediaries (= Wet allocatie arbeidskrachten 
door intermedia irs) (Waadi) 

Payment of wages (Regulation 2.2) 
Chapter 3. Placement of workers 
Art. 8 Norm for wages 
1. The person who places workers, shall pay these workers wages and 
other compensations corresponding to the wages and other 
compensations for workers in equal or similar functions in the 
company where placement takes place. 
2. Paragraph 1 does not apply if, in a collective bargaining agreement 
applicable to the service that places the worker or by or under law, the 
wages and other compensations to be paid by the person who plac es 
the workers to the workers, have been determined. 
3. Equally paragraph 1 does not apply if a collective bargaining 
agreement applies to the company to which workers are placed, which 
stipulates that the employer of the company shall ensure that workers 
plac ed in the company will be paid wages and other compensations in 
accordance with the stipulations of that collective bargaining 
agreement. 

Approval 

than the day, following the day of arrival in port, but in any case 
before departure from that port, taking into account that the 
payments shall not be separated by more than one month. 

Art. 709 
1. If the seafarer works more hours than the normal hours of work 
specified by law or the seafarer’s employment agreement, the seafarer 
is entitled to an extra payment, unless the master determines this 
work necessary for the safety of ship, persons or items on board. The 
amount of the extra payment is determined in the seafarer’s 
employment agreement or, when this is not specified, by custom or 
equity. 
2. The collective bargaining agreement or regulations by or on behalf 
of a competent authority may stipulate that a compensation for 
overtime is included in the wages. 
3. The master has all instances of overtime noted in a register. Each 
note will be signed within one month by the seafarer. 

 
Art. 715 
The account as mentioned in Art. 626 is furnished every month and 
stipulates the monetary unit or the exchange rate that deviates from 
the agreed rate. 
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15. Financial security for repatriation 
(Regulation 2.5) 

 
Civil Code, Book 7 (= Burgerlijk wetboek – 
boek 7) 
Information to Port State Control officers regarding the 
certificates of financial security for repatriation 
The International Group of P&I clubs issues certificates of financial 
security in the name of the registered shipowner, which may not be the 
MLC shipowner of the DOC holder. However, the financial security 
certificate is issued to the ship and remains effective as long as the 
registered owner does not change and provides the required protection 
to the seafarer. 
The Netherlands Shipping Inspectorate informs Port State Control 
officers that certificates which contain the name of the registered 
shipowner are valid and meet the requirements of Regulation 2.5 of the 
MLC. 

 
Art. 737 paragraph 2 
2. The shipowner is obliged to maintain insurance, which in the event 
of repatriation, as referred to in Article 718, must serve to pay the 
costs, as referred to in Artic le 718 paragraph 2. Artic les 738a, 
paragraphs 5 to 7, 738b and 738c apply mutatis mutandis. 

 
Art. 738a 
1. The shipowner must ensure the repatriation of seafarers if the 

employer abandons the seafarers. 
2. A seafarer is deemed abandoned, as referred to in paragraph 1, if the 

employer: 
a. fails to pay the costs referred to in Artic le 718 paragraph 2; 
b. leaves the seafarer behind without providing necessary 

maintenanc e and support; or 
c. fails to fulfil its obligations towards the seafarer, including not 

paying wages owed to the seafarer during a period of at least 
two months. 

3. By necessary maintenance and support, as referred to in paragraph 2 
sub (b), is understood: suitable accommodation, necessary clothing, 
sufficient food, drinking water and fuel to survive on board the sea- 
going vessel as well as necessary medic al care. 

4. The shipowner is obliged to maintain insurance, which, in the event of 
abandoning a seafarer, serves to provide for: 
a. wages and other legal or contractual entitlements of the 

seafarer, payable over a period of maximum four months; 
b. all costs reasonably incurred by the seafarer due to being left 

behind, including the costs referred to in paragraph 2(a); and 
c. the necessary maintenanc e and support, as referred to in 

paragraph 3, or the costs thereof, until the seafarer has 
reached his/her destination. 
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5. The insurer must promptly provide the provisions referred to in 
paragraph 4, at the seafarer's request, and after receiving the 
necessary details regarding his/her claim. 

6. The insurer is only authorized to prematurely terminate the insurance 
contract if it has notified at least thirty days in advance the authority 
designated by Our Minister of Infrastruc ture and Waterworks in 
writing or electronically. 

7. No provision of this Article shall prejudice any right of the insurer to 
rec over from third parties. 

 
Art. 738b 

1. Claims, which are covered by the insurance by virtue of Article 738a, 
can be submitted directly to the insurer by the seafarer. 

2. The insurer may invoke all the defences that the shipowner could 
forward against any claim, but he may not appeal to the 
c irc umstance that the shipowner has been granted a suspension of 
payment of debts, or that the statutory debt restructuring scheme 
for natural persons is declared applicable to the shipowner or that 
the shipowner is declared bankrupt or in liquidation. The insurer is 
not entitled to means of defence which he could forward against a 
claim instituted against him by the shipowner. 

3. The insurer can always call the shipowner into the legal action. 
 

Art. 738d 
Articles 738a, paragraphs 2 to 7, 738b and 738c apply mutatis 
mutandis to the shipowner, who is also the employer of the seafarer. 

 
Art. 962 
1 If, in the case of damage suffered by him other than in insurance, 
the insured has claims for compensation from third parties other than 
from insurance, these claims shall be transferred to the insurer by 
subrogation insofar as this, whether or not obliged, compensates the 
damage. The insured must, after the risk has been realized, refrain 
from any behavior that detracts from the insurer's right against those 
third parties. 
2 The insurer cannot enforce the claim in which he is subrogated, or 
which he has acquired by transfer, to the detriment of the insured's 
right to compensation. 
3 The insurer will not receive any claim against the policyholder, a co- 
insured, the divorced spouse or the registered partner of an insured, 
the other life companion of an insured person, or the relatives in the 
direct line of an insured person, on an employee or the employer of the 
insured person, or on the person who is employed by the same 
employer as the insured person. This rule does not apply insofar as 
such a person is liable towards the insured party on account of a 
circumstance that would have detrimental effect on the benefit if that 
circumstance were attributable to the insured person. 
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IL
 Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) 

(Regulation 2.5) 
Art. 48c paragraph 1 

1. For a ship of 500 GT or more engaged on international voyages, 
Our Minister shall issue upon request a maritime labour certificate 
and a declaration of maritime labour complianc e, if the declaration 
of maritime labour complianc e part II drawn up by the managing 
owner meets the requirements pursuant to Article 48b and it 
appears after examination that the requirements, as referred to in 
Appendix A5-1 of the Maritime Labour Convention are met with 
regard to: 
a. minimum age laid down in or pursuant to the Working Hours 
Act; 
b. medic al certificates established in or pursuant to Chapter 4, 
section 2; 
c. the qualifications of seafarers laid down in or pursuant to 
Chapter 2, section 3; 
d. employment agreements laid down in Article 69d, first 
paragraph; 
e. employment-finding and employment agencies laid down in or 
pursuant to the Chapters 2 and 3 of the Placement of Personnel 
by Intermediaries Act; 
f. working hours and rest periods laid down in section 5.2 and 
pursuant to Article 5:12, second paragraph of the Working Hours 
Act; 
g. crew composition established in or pursuant to Chapter 2, 
sections 1 and 2; 
h. accommodation and facilities for seafarers on board of a ship 
established pursuant to Article 48 of this Act or Article 407 of the 
Code of Commerc e in connection with Article XII of the Act of 6 
July 2011, containing implementation of the Maritime Labour 
Convention (Trb. 2007,93) (BAD 2011, 394) established in 
Geneva on 23 February 2006; 
i. food and drinking water, laid down pursuant to Article 48a 
j. health, safety and accident prevention laid down in or pursuant 
to the Articles 3, 3a, 4 and 9 of the Ships Act and pursuant to 
Article 64; 
k. medic al care on board established in or pursuant to the Articles 
4, first paragraph, item b and second paragraph, and 9 first 
paragraph, of the Ships Act; 
l. complaint procedures on board laid down in or pursuant to 
Artic le 69a; and 
m. payment of wages laid down in Article 69d, second paragraph. 
n. insurance, as referred to in Article 738a, paragraph 4, of 
Book 7, or Article 738d of Book 7, of the Dutch Civil Code; and 
o. insurance, as referred to in Article 738e, paragraph 2, of 
Book 7, or Article 738f of Book 7 of the Dutch Civil Code. 

Art. 48c paragraph 3 
1. Rules are laid down by Ministerial Regulation with regard to: 

a. the surveys to which ships are subjected in order to obtain and 
extend a maritime labour certificate or during its period of validity, 
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16. Financial security relating to ship owners’ 
liability concerning compensation in the event 
of a seafarers’ death or long term disability - 
due to an occupational injury, illness or 
hazard. (Regulation 4.2) 

Civil Code, Book 7 (= Burgerlijk wetboek – boek 7) 
Information to Port State Control officers regarding the 
certificates of financial security relating to ship owners’ liability 
concerning compensation in the event of a seafarers’ death or 
long term disability due to an occupational injury, illness or 
hazard 
The International Group of P&I clubs issues certificates of financial 
security in the name of the registered shipowner, which may not be the 
MLC shipowner of the DOC holder. However, the financial security 
certificate is issued to the ship and remains effective as long as the 
registered owner does not change and provides the required protection to 
the seafarer. 
The Netherlands Shipping Inspectorate informs Port State Control officers 
that certificates which contain the name of the registered shipowner are 
valid and meet the requirements of Regulation 4.2 of the MLC. 

 
Art. 705 
In matters concerning a sea contract or a collective labor agreement or 
regulation by or on behalf of a competent administrative body, regardless 
of the applicable law, the sub district court of the Rotterdam Distric t 
Court has exclusive jurisdiction, unless otherwise provided in this section. 

Approval 

as well as the content of these surveys and the frequency in which 
they are performed; 
b. the registration of the survey data collected at the inspection; 
c. the validity of the maritime labour certificate and the extension of 
its period of validity; 
d. the conditions for issuing temporary or provisional maritime 
labour certificates. 
e. regulations regarding the documents with which it can be 
shown that paragraphs n and o of the first paragraph have 
been complied with. 

Art. 69c 
1. The managing owner shall ensure that copies are available on 

board of the employment agreement signed by the seafarer 
concerned and his employer, the applicable collective agreement 
and information on other employment conditions and insurance 
certificates as referred to in Article 48c, paragraph 1, under 
n and o that are applicable to that employment agreement. 

Art. 69d paragraph 3 
3.  The shipowner shall ensure complianc e with the obligations 

arising from Articles 738a, first to fourth paragraphs, 738d, 738e, 
first and second paragraphs, and 738f, first paragraph, of Book 7 
of the Civil Code. 
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Art. 738e 

1. The shipowner is liable for any damages that the seafarer may suffer 
as a consequence of the employer not fulfilling its contractual 
obligations to pay for damages suffered by the seafarer in respec t of 
long-term incapacity to perform work, or death resulting from an 
accident, or illness within the scope of the seafarer employment 
agreement. 

2. The obligation of the shipowner to maintain insurance to cover its 
liability based on paragraph 1 of Article 738c applies mutatis 
mutandis. 

3.  The insurer pays the compensation payable for the damages, 
referred to in paragraph 1, without delay. If the nature of the long- 
term incapacity for work referred to in paragraph 1 makes it difficult 
to determine the extent of the compensation, the insurer shall make 
an advance payment available to the seafarer in order to prevent 
unfair consequences. 

4. The insurer is only authorized to prematurely terminate the 
insurance contract if it has notified at least thirty days in advance 
the authority designated by Our Minister of Infrastructure and 
Waterworks in writing or electronically. 

5. The insurer is obliged to immediately notify the authority referred to 
in paragraph 4 in writing or electronically of the suspension or 
termination of the insurance contract. The authority shall ensure 
that the communic ation is made known to the seafarer as soon as 
possible through the intervention of the master of the seagoing 
vessel on board of which the seafarer is employed. 

6. Claims for damages, which are covered by this insurance, can be 
submitted directly to the insurer by the seafarer or, in the event of 
his/her death, by his/her next of kin, as defined in Article 674, 
paragraph 3. Article 738b applies mutatis mutandis. 

 
Art. 738f 

2. The shipowner, who is also the seafarer's employer, is obliged to 
maintain insurance to cover his liability under his contractual 
obligations to compensate for damage suffered by the seafarer in 
connection with long-term incapacity to work or death as a result of 
an accident or illness in connection with the sea employment 
agreement. 

3. Articles 738c and 738e, paragraphs 3 to 6, apply mutatis mutandis. 
 
Art. 3:44 
1 A legal act is voidable if it has been created by threats, by dec eption or 
by abuse of circumstances. 
2 Threat is present when someone moves someone else to perform a 
certain legal act by unlawfully threatening them or a third person in 
person or in good. The threat must be such that a reasonably judgmental 
person can be influenced thereby. 
3 Deceit is present when someone moves another person to perform a 
certain legal act by deliberately making an incorrect announcement by 
deliberately omitting a fact that the concealment was obliged to 
communic ate, or by another trick. Motivations in general terms, even if 
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they are untrue, do not in themselves result in deceit. 
4 Abuse of circumstances is present when someone who knows or must 
understand that someone is moved by special circumstances, such as a 
state of emergenc y, dependence, frivolity, abnormal state of mind or 
inexperience, to perform a legal act, promotes the realization of that legal 
act. although what he knows or should understand should keep him from 
it. 
5 If a statement has been made due to the threat, deceit or abuse of 
circumstances on the part of someone who is not a party to the legal act, 
this defect cannot be invoked against a counterparty who had no reason 
to presume its existence. 

Seafarers Act (= Wet zeevarenden) 
(Regulation 4.2) 
Art. 48c paragraph 1 
1. For a ship of 500 GT or more engaged on international voyages, Our 

Minister shall issue upon request a maritime labour certificate and a 
declaration of maritime labour complianc e, if the declaration of maritime 
labour complianc e part II drawn up by the managing owner meets the 
requirements pursuant to Article 48b and it appears after examination 
that the requirements, as referred to in Appendix A5-1 of the Maritime 
Labour Convention are met with regard to: 
a. minimum age laid down in or pursuant to the Working Hours Act; 
b. medic al certificates established in or pursuant to Chapter 4, section 2; 
c. the qualifications of seafarers laid down in or pursuant to Chapter 2, 
section 3; 
d. employment agreements laid down in Article 69d, first paragraph; 
e. employment-finding and employment agencies laid down in or 
pursuant to the Chapters 2 and 3 of the Placement of Personnel by 
Intermediaries Act; 
f. working hours and rest periods laid down in section 5.2 and pursuant 
to Artic le 5:12, second paragraph of the Working Hours Act; 
g. crew composition established in or pursuant to Chapter 2, sections 1 
and 2; 
h. accommodation and facilities for seafarers on board of a ship 
established pursuant to Article 48 of this Act or Article 407 of the Code of 
Commerc e in connection with Article XII of the Act of 6 July 2011, 
containing implementation of the Maritime Labour Convention (Trb. 
2007,93) (BAD 2011, 394) established in Geneva on 23 February 2006; 
i. food and drinking water, laid down pursuant to Article 48a 
j. health, safety and accident prevention laid down in or pursuant to the 
Articles 3, 3a, 4 and 9 of the Ships Act and pursuant to Article 64; 
k. medic al care on board established in or pursuant to the Articles 4, first 
paragraph, item b and second paragraph, and 9 first paragraph, of the 
Ships Act; 
l. complaint procedures on board laid down in or pursuant to Article 69a; 
and 
m. payment of wages laid down in Article 69d, second paragraph. 
n. insurance, as referred to in Article 738a, paragraph 4, of Book 7, 
or Article 738d of Book 7, of the Dutch Civil Code; and 
o. insurance, as referred to in Article 738e, paragraph 2, of Book 7, 
or Article 738f of Book 7 of the Dutch Civil Code. 
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Art. 48c paragraph 3 
3. Rules are laid down by Ministerial Regulation with regard to: 
a. the surveys to which ships are subjected in order to obtain and extend 
a maritime labour certificate or during its period of validity, as well as the 
content of these surveys and the frequency in which they are performed; 
b. the registration of the survey data collected at the inspection; 
c. the validity of the maritime labour certificate and the extension of its 
period of validity; 
d. the conditions for issuing temporary or provisional maritime labour 
certificates. 
e. regulations regarding the documents with which it can be shown 
that paragraphs n and o of the first paragraph have been complied 
with. 

 
Art. 69c 
2. The managing owner shall ensure that copies are available on 
board of the employment agreement signed by the seafarer concerned 
and his employer, the applicable collective agreement and information on 
other employment conditions and insurance certificates as referred 
to in Article 48c, paragraph 1, under n and o that are applicable to 
that employment agreement. 

 
Art. 69d paragraph 3 
3. The shipowner shall ensure complianc e with the obligations arising 
from Articles 738a, first to fourth paragraphs, 738d, 738e, first and 
second paragraphs, and 738f, first paragraph, of Book 7 of the Civil 
Code. 
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